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rn order to increase the nesting potential of pastures

and rangelands, Íncreases in the proportion of high quality
dense nesting cover (DNC) grasses in the sward are requíred..
sod-seeding is a system where seeds are placed. into an

undisturbed pasture or rangeland sod, and this system may be

an effective way Èo establish DNc grasses, especiatly on

fragile soils where pre-seeding tirlage is not desirable.
Ðifferent management pracÈises will affecÈ t,he degree of
success achieved with sod-seeded grass stands. rt ís noÈ

known at the present time if all candidate DNC grass species
respond simiLarly to sod-seeding.

The objectives of this study were 1) to evaluate
different sod-suppression techniques for the establishment of
tall wheatgrass lThinopyrum ponticum (podp. ) Barkw. & D.R.

DeweyJ under two tlpes of residenÈ vegetation and 2) to
compare the relative response of switchgrass (Panicum virqatum
L. ) , green needlegrass (SÈipa víridula Trín. ) , t,alI
wheatgrass, and northern wheatgrass fgl]¡mus 1anceolatus
(scribner & .f . G. smith) Gouldl to seed.bed. preparation
technigues. Field studies were conducted in L991 and j-992 at



Portage La Prairie and Gladstone, MB and a controlled
environment study was conducted in lgg2. Grass seedling
emergence, development and survival were monitored throughout
the growing season, and in some cases, the fol_lowingi season as

welI. Environmental measurements and competition from the
resident. vegetation lrere measured.

ResuLts of the first experiment indicated that under

conditions of intense competition from rhizomatous resident
vegetation, such as with bromegrass (Bromqs inermis rr. ) and

Poa species at Gladstone, chemicar suppression of the resident
vegetation was crítical for successful establishment,
developmenÈ and survival of taII wheatgrass plants. At
Portage, satisfactory population establíshment and survivar
were achieved without any suppression of the resident
vegetation; however, greater morphological development of the
plants, bot,h in the first and second season, occurred when

chemical suppression was used.

Resul-ts of the second experiment indicated. that
suppression of the resident vegetation increased plant
density, development and survivar of all four sod-seeded

grasses over the unt,reated control. The tall and northern
wheatgrasses were the most cond.ucive to sod.-seeding, and the
switchgrass and green needleg'rass the most difficult grasses

to establish successfully.
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1.0 TIüTRODUCTION

Many practises used in agriculture over the years have

resulted in declines in waterfowl populations. wetlands,
sloughs and potholes have been drained to increase land
available for crops. For many wat,erfowl species, upland

nesting sítes are as important as wetlands. However, upland

areas have been seeded to annuar crops, which, for the most

part, do not provide high quality nesting cover (prairie
Habitat ,foinÈ venture, L9B9). The Loss of original habiÈat

suitable for nesting waterfowl has been implicated. as a major

cause for declining waterfowl populations in the prairies

between ]-970 and l-990, from approximately 20 million to 10

míllion ducks (Prairie Habitat .ïoint Venture, j-999) .

while upland pastures and rangelands provide some

potentiar nesting sites, intensive grazing practises and high
stocking rates (continuous grazing at higher than recommended

stocking rates) have led to changes in the botanical
composition of pastures. Tall, native species have been

replaced by invader species such as smooth bromegrass (Bromus

inermis L. ) and Kentucky bluegrass (poa pratensis L. ) (walrer

and schmidt, l-983). These do not grow as taII and thus
provide only pooT quality nestJ_ng cover.

rn order to increase the nesting potential of pastures

and rangelands, increases in the proportion of high quality
dense nesting cover (DNc) grasses in the sward are required..
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successfur nesting occurs with stands of taI1, dense cover; in
fact, waterfowl seem to prefer this type of cover (Duebbert

and Lokemoen , 19'76; Duebbert et â1 . , j_ggl_; Higgins, L977 ¡

Kirsch et â1., 1978). Províding the talrest and most dense

vegetation possible has been recommend.ed. as the goal of
pasture management for ÐNC (Kirsch et â1., 19zg). However,

since different waterfowl prefer different grasses and

different sward heights, a míx of several grasses, differing
in height, would be preferable. There are a number of
different grasses that courd be used for establishing DNc.

TaIl wheatgrass [thinopyrum ponticum (podp.) Barkw. & D.R.

Deweyl is an introduced grass wíth excellent potential for
tall DNc. rn addition to providing DNc, re-establishing
native grasses into existíng pastures may al1ow producers to
develop a multiple-land use system, in which late-season
grazj-ng could occur after the nesting period was over (that
is, after mid-,Ju1y) .

sod-seeding may be an effective way to establish DNc. rt
is l-ess expensive and maintains ground cover during the
establishment period (compared to tillage). several factors
can affect, the successful establishment of plant,s that have

been sod-seeded. The species, cultivar, method of seeding,

soil fertility, competition from resídent vegetation,
occurrence of diseases and pests, and weather witL all
influence establ-ishment and survival (Bryan, j-9g5). ït is not
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known at the present time if all cand.idate DNC grass species

respond similarly to sod-seeding.

sod-seeding native gfrasses does present certain
challenges. Environmental conditions, such as temperature,

soil moisture, precipitation and È1pe of resident vegetation,
greatly affect sod-seeded grass establishment, development and

survíval. stand failures often occur because of competition

from the resident vegetation. Different management practises
will affect the degree of success achieved with sod-seeded

grass stands. suppression of the resident vegetation has been

recognízed as an important component. of sod-seeding management

systems.

This study was conducted to determine the feasibility of
establishing stands of dense nesting cover (DNc) through sod.-

seeding. The object,ives were 1) to evaluat,e dífferent sod-

suppression techniques for t,he establishment of tal1
wheatgrass under two tlpes of resident vegetation and 2) to
compare the rerative response of different perennial grass

species to seedbed preparation techniques.



2.0 TITERÀTURE REVTEÍII

2.L Sod-Seeding

sod-seeding refers to a practise where a crop is seeded

into vegetation in pastures and rangel-and.s, wíth only partial
disturbance of the resident vegetation (Hervey, 1960). since
no preseeding tillage occurs, seeding equipment for sod-

seeding must be able to effectively penetrate the surfac,e

residue and the soil without plugging, and create seed grooves

that are even in depth to provide good seed placemenË

(adequate seed to soil contact) with adequate cover to prevent

Èhe seed from drying out (Baker, l-923). Reducing competition
for 1íght, soil, nutrients and water by the resident
vegetation greatly increases the establishment of sod.-seeded

plants.

there are several advantages to sod-seeding compared to
the more tradítional method involving pre-seeding cultivation.
sod-seeding ís well suited Èo fragile land where erosion,
stones or salinity make culÈivation difficult or impossible
(Harris , ]-99O; Marshall and Naylor, 19g4a; Spragiue, j-960) .

Because less soil disturbance occurs in the sod-seedj-ng system

compared to cultivaÈion, the soil is less prone to wind and

water erosion (Bowes and Zentner, 1,992,. Bryan et â1., L9g4;

Hervey, 1960). sod-seeding also reguires ress time, labour
and energy than conventional seedbed preparation, making it
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less expensive (Bowes and Zentner, l9g2; Rog'ers et al. , l_9g3;

waddington and Bowren L976). Although some fragile Lands that
may once have been broken wilL slowly reverÈ back to native
vegetation, sod-seeding is a much quicker method of
revegetation than the process of natural succession (Itart et
âf., 1985; Hervey, 1960).

Establ-ishing stands of dense-nesting cover for waterfowl

nesting requires a high lever of management for several years.

This not only requires intensive labour, but also means fields
are out of production for several years. Duebbert et al.
(rger) report that fields containing quackgrass lAqropyron

repens (L.) Beauv.l, smooth bromegrass, Canada thistle
[Cirsium arvense (L. ) Scop.J , leafy spurge (Euphorbia podperae

L. ) or perennial weeds require combinations of herbicides and

intensive cultivation for one or more years for proper control
prior to grass establishment. rntensive cultivation, however,

can be detrimental to the soil. Herbicides can be as

effective as tíI1age in controlling weeds and wourd reduce

some of these negative requirements associated with
establishing ÐNC in a conventional manner.

Despite the potential advantage of sod-seeding over

conventional establishment techniques, establ-ishment can still
be variable (Hervey, L960). For example, while estabrishment

of big bruestem (Andropoqon qerardii vitman), indiangrass

lsorqhastrum nutans (t. ) Nash] , and switchgrass (panicum

virqatum L. ) was superior under sod-seeding compared with
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conventional seeding into a Kentucky bluegrass, blue grama

lBouteloua qracilis (H.B.K. ) Lag. ex Steud.], western

wheatgrass [Pascopyrum smithii Rydb. (Love) ] and buffalograss

lBuchole dactyloides (Nutt.) Englem.l sod, establishment of
side-oats grama lBouteloua curtipendula (Michx.) Torr.] was

unaffected by est.ablishment method (Hart et ã1., 1985).

superior establishment of certain grasses under sod-seedíng

was attributed to better seed-Èo-soil contact (Hart et â1.,
1-985) . Emergence of lt,alian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum) and

perennial ryegfrass (Lolium perenne rr.) was greater in sod-

seeded plots (Squires and El-liott, t97S) . Hervey (1950)

attempted to seed taIl wheatgrass, by sod-seeding and by

conventional methods, into a sand dropseed (Sporobolus

crlptandrus) /forb sod, and found poor survival resulted in all
cases. The author attributed this to inadequate soil surface
cover that led to erosion (Hervey, j-960). Comparable

est,ablishmenÈ of sod-seeded bromegirass, Russian wild ryegrass

lPsathvrostachys iuncea (Fischer) Nevskil and alfalfa
(Medicaqo satíva L. ) was found between sod-seed.ed. and

rotovated plots (waddÍngton and Bowren, 1976). The rotovated
plots suppressed the sward of dandelion (Taraxacum officinale
L.), aIfalfa, alsike cl-over (Trifolium hvbridum L.), creeping

red fescue (Festuca rubra L. ), bromegrass and crested
wheatgrass lAqropyron cristatum (t. ) Gaertner] to a greater
degree than herbicides, but produced a looser seed.bed and
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allowed for dandelion re-infestaÈion (Waddington and Bowren,

L976) .

Poorer establishment of sod-seeded perennial ryegrass,
sand bluestem [Andropoqon qerardii var. paucipilus (Nash)

Fern.l, switchgrass, smooth bromegrass and intermediate
wheatgrass lThinopyrum intermedíum (Host) Barkw. & D.R. Dewey]

as compared to conventional seedbed preparaÈion has been

report,ed in studies on sites consisting mainly of bunchgrasse,s

(Kíng et â1., 1989; Marshall and Naylor, 1984a) . poon

establishment was attríbuted to possible herbicÍde residues

and leachates from the plant residue (Marsharl and Naylor,
L984a), low precipitation and competition for moisturer poor€r

seed-to-soil contact and íncreased weed competition (King et
â1., 1989) , and the physical impedance of Èhe trash layer
(King et â1. , 1989; Marshall and Naylor, j_984a) .

Roth et al. (rgAS) reported higher alfaLfa yields in the
year of estabrishment and in the following year when sod-

seeded after chemical suppression of the resident vegetation
using either glyphosate or paraquat as compared to
conventional- seeding methods. rn conÈrast, llart et a]. (199s)

found that a]Èhough big bluestem, indiangrass and switchgrass

had g'reater establishment under sod-seeding as compared to
discing, total vegeÈative yields (including the Kentucky

blueg'rass, blue gframa, western wheatgrass and buffalograss
resident vegetation) and seeded species yields were not
different between treatments after four years. This led the
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authors to concrude that the advantage of sod-seeding was a

more rapid raÈe of establishment (Hart et â1., 1995).

conventional seedings Èook longer to establish, buÈ did
eventually produce comparable dry matter yields (Hart et aI.o

19es).

Management practises will influence Èhe success of sod-

seeded grass establishmenÈ. careful selection of the grass

species and seeding equipmenÈ used and the application of
pesticides will affect stand establishment. The competition

from the resident vegetation should be reduced or eliminated
(Bryan et â1. , l-984) . In fact, Panciera and ,Jung (1984)

concluded that factors such as the cultivar, planting date and

weed control affect the successful esÈablishment of
switchgrass more than tiI1age.

2.2 Dense Nesting Cover Aesessment

Nesting cover quality of a sward can be assessed using a
Robel pole (Robel et â1., L970) . The Robel pole consists of
a pole that is maiked every 5 Èo 10 cm. The height at which

100? visual obstruction occurs is measured; that, is, the

height at which the pole is no longer visible. Robel pole

measurements give an accurate estimation of the density (as

well as the height) of a stand and are a useful measure of the

nesting potential of a sward (Duebbert et â1., i-g8L; Robel et
â1. , l-970) .
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Height measurements alone as an estimate of the DNc

potential of a stand are not adequate, as other features such

as foliar density are not, taken into consideration (,Jones,

L968). Robel pole measurements have been correlated to the
density and weight of vegetation present (Robel et a]., 1970) .

2.3 Grass Species CharacterisËics

Yields of native glrasses are generally less than those of
introduced grasses (Kilcher and Looman, i-983; Knowles, l9g7¡
Lawrence and Ratzlaff, l-989). However, native grasses shoutrd

be considered for nesting cover as they do not break down

under the winter snowpack (Ðuebbert et â1., 19gl_; Frank and

T¡loehler, ]-969) and they increase t.he biodiversity and quality
of nesting cover. There is limit,ed information avaitable on

growth and development of native grasses, and in many previous

experiments, only total- dry matter yields have been recorded.

2.3 .l Tal1 TVheatgrass

Tall wheatgrass [Thinopvrum ponticum (podp. ) Barkw. &

D.R. Deweyl is an introduced, cool-season bunchgrass that has

good saline and flooding torerance (Duebbert et âf ., 19gl-,-

Harris, l-990). It is drought tolerant, even in the seedling
stage (Frischknecht, i-951). rt also is very winter-hardy, as

it did not suffer from winter injury when evaluated in
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Saskatchewan (Lawrence, 1978). Another beneficial traiÈ of
ÈaII wheatgrass for DNC stands is its resistance to lodging
under the winter snowpack, thereby providing dense cover for
nesÈing waterfowl in the spring (Duebbert et â1., L981). Tarl
wheatgrass develops s1owly early in the season (as indicated
by row early season dry matter yields), but had comparabre

yields Èo intermediate wheatgrass (a high yielding check) by

the end of the season (Lawrence, Lg7e,. Lawrence and lrlarder,

!979). Late summer cut yields of 27os kg ha-1 were reporÈed,

while faII cuts yielded 232s kg ha-1 with conventional seed.bed

preparat,ion ín Saskatchewan (Lawrence, !978) .

2.3.2 Green Needlegrass

Green needlegrass (Stipa virídula Trin. ) is a native,
cool-season bunchgrass (Duebbert et â1., L9B1; Harris, 1990).

The culms grow 50-L00 cm in height (Agriculture Canada, L979) .

Roots of green needlegrass can penetrate to depths of r27 cm¡

however, most of the roots grow in the upper 9i- cm (,fudd,

1938). Green needregrass has been reported not to suffer from

winter injury in Saskatchewan (Lawrence, Lg7B,- Lawrence and

Troelsen, 1964) . Although dormancy is a characteristic of
green needlegrass, the cultivar 'Lodorm' has been selected. for
low seed dormancy (DuebberÈ et â1., 1981).

Green needlegrass was found to develop to the four leaf
sÈage by the end of the first growing season when grown in a
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native pasture, and required approximately B0o growing degree-

days to do so (Frank and Hofmann, i_999) . Thusr gr€êrr

needlegrass establishes very s1owIy. The yield of green

needlegrass is comparabLe to domestíc grasses four years after
establishment (Kilcher and Looman, 1983). A 3-year average

yield of 64]- kg ha-l with conventional seeding practises $ras

reported in semi-arid areas of Saskatchewan (Kilcher and.

Looman, 1-983). rn a two-year study, r¡awrence (]g7g) reported

dry matter accumulation in a late summer cut of i,443 kg ha-1

and in a fal1 cut of 1374 kg ha-1 with conventional seedbed

preparation in Saskàtcher^ran.

2.3 .3 Northern I¡lheatgrass

Northern wheatgrass fElymus lanceolatus (scribner & .f .G.

Smith) GouLdl is a cool-season rhízomatous grass (Duebbert et
â1., 1981-) . The culms girow 40-70 cm in height (Agriculture

canada, 1979) . Northern wheatgrass has winter hardiness

comparable to crested wheatgrass, meadow bromegrass (Bromus

biebersteinii Roem) and intermediate wheatgrass (Lawrence and

Ratzlaff, L989). Northern wheatgrass has been found to attain
maximum yields within one year after seedingi, but yields were

half of domestic grass yields, with a 3-year average yield of
746 kg ha-1 under conventional seeding practises in
saskatchewan (Kilcher and Looman, l-983). others report Iow

yields as weII, with S-year means ranging from 1,20!-1401 kg
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ha-1 at Swift Current, Saskatchewan (Lawrence and. Ratzlaff,
!989), an 8-year average yield of !2e6 kg ha-1 at saskatoon,

saskatchewan and a 2-year average yield of 1190 kg ha-1 at
Scott, Saskatchewan (Knowles, t9g7) .

2.3.4 Switchgrass

Switchgrass (Panicum virqatum L.) is a tal1, native,
warm-season rhÍzomatous grass (Duebbert et â1., L9g1; weaver

and Fitzpatrick, 1932) . The mature plant attains heights of
90-l-80 cm, with leaves 35-60 cm long and O.g-1.4 cm wide

(vteaver and Fitzpatrick, ]-932). switchgrass provides good

ÐNc, as it resists flattening under the winter snowpack and

retains its leaves over the wínter period (Duebbert, et âI.,
L981,. Frank and Woehler, 1969) . Under native prairie
conditions, switchgrass r,rras found to tilLer and produce

rhizomes within fíve Èo seven weeks after germination (Vteaver

and Fitzpatrick, 1,932) . Roots are extensive, attaining depths

of 1-.5 m in one growing season under ideaL growing condítions
(I¡Ieaver and Fitzpatrick, ]-932). Switchgrass is drought

tolerant (Hope and McEltoy, 1990).

'Dacotah' switchgirass is adapted to Northern locations as

it mat.ures earIy, is vigorous and can reseed itself, although

it grows l-o to 15 cm shorter than mat,ure plants of other
switchgrass cultivars (Barker et â1., 1990) . Because warm-

season grasses are more productive under high temperatures
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than cool-season grasses, switchgrass can extend the length of
Eh.e grazing season in a multiple-land use system by províding
mid-summer grazing opportuníties (George et â1., lgTg; Hope

and McElroy, l-990; T{al1er and Lewis, 1-979') .

switchgrass yíe1ds of Booo kg ha-1 on Iow fertile soil
without amendments have been reported in west virginia
(Balasko et, al., 1984) and approximately 45OO to 95OO kg ha-1

with conventional seedbed preparation in I¡test virginia (stout

et âf., l-986) . Rapid development of permanent roots by

switchgrass was one possible reason given for high dry matter,
as dry matter accumuration of switchgrass was found to be

related to root weight (Hsu et â1., L985b) . warm-season (c4)

grasses have leaf protein concentrations about half that of
cool-season (Ca) grasses and generally have higher
photosynthesis per uniÈ leaf area and more dry matter
production per unít of water transpired (Brown, l-gTg).

Establishment of warm-season grasses can be difficult and

slow (Hsu et â1., 1985b; Vassey eÈ â1., 1985). Temperature

has a large influence on establishment; base soil temperatures

for switchgrass germinaÈion have been estimated to be

approxímately 11"C (Hsu and Nelson, 1-gg6). switchgrass

emergence and development was found to be more temperature-

dependent than other e4 grasses such as caucasian bluestem

lBothriochloa caucasica (Trin. ) c.E. Hubb], big bluestem and

indiangrass, as it required more time to emerge at lower

temperatures (20"c versus 30"c) (Hsu et ar., 1995b) . Moisture
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conditions will also influence development,. sanderson (tggz)

found switchgrass developmenÈ to be greater in spring and late
summer than in mid-summer, and attributed this to higher
rainfall during these periods.

switchgrass rnras found to exhibit sufficíent winter
hardiness to survíve winter conditions in southern Ontario
(Hope and McElroy, 1990). The authors suggested that
switchgrass could overcome plant loss due to winterkirl by

regrowth of til-Iers. In fact, plants exposed to -22sC

temperatures had survival rates of only 50?, however vigorous

regrowth couLd occur by vegetaÈive means.

2.4 Plant EEtabLiEh¡nent Under Sod-Seeding

Sod-seeded grasses are placed under conditions of intense

competition. Plants have many different characteristics, such

as the rate of leaf development, method of reproduction (by

seed or vegetatively by rhizomes) and photoslmthetic pathway,

t,o adapt to Èheír environment and reduce the competition for
resources with other vegetation. These characteristics help
plant,s find a niche in the community.

2.4.L Shoot Development

The development rate of grasses wiLl affect their
survival under sod-seeding conditions. For example, a
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greenhouse study of nine cool- and níne warm-season grasses

found that, in a 28"/23"c day/night temperature regime, warm-

season g'rasses developed to the third-leaf stage l_5 to 24 d.ays

after seeding whereas cool-season grasses required 20 to 30

days (Newman and Moser, 19ggb). Thus, in this sítuation,
warm-season species may have an increased chance of
establishment and survival. A rapid rate of grass emergence

could be very beneficíal under sod-seeding conditions.
Chemical or mechanical suppression of the resident vegetation
prior to sod-seeded grass emergence creates a wíndow when

competition is reduced. seedlings wÍth rapid emergence have

more time to develop before the resídent vegetation regrows.

under convent.ional seedbed preparation, overwinÈer

survival was positíveIy correlated with seedlíng size in the

fal-1 (number of leaves, leaf area, blade rength, seedling
height and planÈ weight) (white, L9g4; white and currie,
1980) . crested wheatgrass, intermediate wheatgrass, pubescent

wheatgrass lAqropvron intermedium subsp. trichophorum (Link)

Reichb. ex Hegil and Russian wild ryegrass seedlings with more

than two leaves in the faII survived the winÈer períod (White,

1984; lrlhite and currie, 1980). More than 7oz of the plants
with three leaves and 90? with four or more reaves displayed

either no winter damage or only light damage (fühite and

currie, L980). Effects of winter damage $¡ere stirl apparent

in the faII of the second season (White, Lggl) PIant
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survival in consecutive growing seasons is thus also affected
by winter damage.

seedling size was stated to have a g,reater effect on

regrowth the following spring than winter injury (white,

Lg84). rt is important to have maximum growth before the

onset of wínter,' a difference of one or two leaves could stíIl
resurt in twice the difference of g'rowth, depending on the

amount of wínter injury (!{hit,e , l9B4') . These observations

show the importance of maximízing growth of plants in the year

of establíshment. Hence any manag:ement practise that
increases p1ant. size at the end of the growing season will
increase overwinÈer survival of sod-seeded plants.

2.4.2 Root Development

Rapid root development is essential for successful prant

estabLishment and development, especially in situations where

intense competition for soil water and nutrients occurs

(Briske and Wilson, L977; Plummer, 1943). Nutrient and water

upt,ake in wheat (Triticum aestiwum t.) has been positively
correLated wíth the number of adventitious roots (Black,

1970). The development of a root sysÈem is criticar for the

initial successful establ-ishmenÈ of grass species prior to
drought (Pfummer, 1-943) . r.it,tle previous research has been

conducted on root development under sod-seeding conditions.
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Adventitious roots are produced from either the crowrl

area, from Èhe coleoptilar node or from other nodes above the
seed node (Hyder et, â1. , L971,. Newman and Moser, j_9gga) .

Adventitious root dry weight was found to be g,reater for cool-
season g'rasses than for warm-season grasses (Newman and. Moser,

l-988b). For most grasses in the study, adventitious roots had

developed by the third leaf emergence (Newman and Moser,

1e88b) .

Root development wíIl affect the successful establishment

of plants (Hyder et a']-., 1-971,. plummer, j.943) . Blue grama

seedlings lacking advent,itious roots did not survive the
growing season (Hyder et al., t97t; Iatilson and Briske, lg79) .

rn a study of twelve glrass specíes, plummer (a943 ) reported
that seedlings that had slow root development also had srow

shoot development and vrrere more difficult to establish as

compared to seedlings with more rapid root development.

PLants with four adventitious roots can survive the winter
period in Manitoba (Brent wark, biologist Ducks unlimiÈed,
personal communication) .

2.5 FactorE AffecÈing Sod-seeded Graeees

2 .5 .L Environmental Factors

The germination

are criÈical stages

and early seedling development periods

for grass est,ablishment. Most grass
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species are sensitive to adverse environmental conditions
during this period (Frischknecht, 195r-; plummer, L943,. samson

and Moser, 1-982) .

2.5 .l.l Temperature

critical and optimum values of air temperature for the
growth and development of plants exist. As temperatures move

outside thís opÈimum range, plant growth decreases (Gist and

MoÈt, 1'957) . The optimal temperature for germination of cool-
season grasses is approximately 2ooc (Bokhari et âI., t97s¡
McGinnies, 1960). Higher temperatures (30"C) result in
earlier germination but lower total germination, while lower

temperatures (i-0"c) result in slower germinaÈion rates (HiI1

et aI., l-985; McGinnies, l-960) . The optimum temperature for
germination of the warm-season grasses, blue grama and buffalo
g'rass, was found to be 30oC (Bokhari et â1., L97S) . Base

temperatures for warm-season grass germinatíon are between 9.3

and 10. 9oC (Hsu et â1. , i-985a) .

Temperature arso infruences seedling development rates.
Although many researchers have found plants to be affected
more by the amount of available water (Barker et â1., t_999;

Bowes and Zentner, !992; Hart et â1., 1985,. Vassey et â1.,
1985), Frank and Hofmann (1989) found the morphological

development of western wheatgrass, blue grama, needleandthread
(stipa comata Trin. and Rupr. ), green needlegrass and prairie
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junegrass lKoeleria pyramidata (Lam.¡ Beauv.] to be affected.
more by air temperature.

Green needlegrass morphological development, as measured

by the Haun growth stage (Haun, t973), was rinearly related to
accumulated growing degree-days (r2=0.96) , requiring about go0

growing degree-days to produce 4 leaves (Frank and Hofmann,

l_e89 ) . Fulbright et al. (1985) found increased green

needlegrass emergence, shoot and seminal root lengths, and. an

increased number and length of adventitious roots with an

increased day/night temperature from 20/Lsoc to 2s/zooc"

rtalian ryegrass, prairie grass (Bromus catharticus) and tarl
fescue (Festuca arundinacea schreb. ) seedlings were found to
have the greatest development rates at day/night temperatures

of 24/19"c compared with temperatures ranging from Is/1ooc to
30/25"c, while vegetative development after appearance of the

first Èi1Ier was greatest at temperatures of 2l/:-6"c (Hil] et
â1. , 1985) . v'Iarm-season seedlíng development was greater at
25 and 30"C as compared to 20oC (Hsu et â1., L9g5b).

Root development is aLso affected by air temperatures.

For example, leaf number and extension rate, tilIer
development, and shoot and root growth rates of big bluestem,

caucasian bluestem, indiangrass and switchgrass were arl lower

at 20oC compared with 25-30oC (Hsu et â1., L9g5b). Root to
shoot ratios of rtalian ryeg'rass, taIl fescue and praírie
grass were found to decrease with increasing temperatures
(Hilt et â1. , 1985) . Temperatures greater than l-s"c were
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necessary for blue grama adventitious root development (Briske

and wilson, 1977; Briske and !{ilson, 1-g7g; wilson and Briske,
!979) .

2.5 .L.2 Avaílab1e Moisture

All stages of a plant,s growth and development are

affected by available moisture (Glendening, lg42). Studies

have concluded that adequate moisture is the most important

factor affectíng est,ablishment and growth of sod-seeded

alfaIfa, big bluestem, indiangrass, switchg,rass and side-oats
grama (Bowes and Zentner, l-992; Hart et ãf., L9g5) .

susceptibility to moisture stress depends on g'rass species and

stage of devel-opment (I{napp, L9B4) . Ihapp (1-9e4) found that
plants in the reproductive stage were more severely affected
by drought than plants in the vegetative stage of growth.

Germination can be d.elayed and./or decreased. with low

moisture conditions (gokhari et â1., tgTS; McGinnies, 1960¡

Pemadasa and Amarasinghe, tgBZ). Vassey et al. (1995)

at,tributed obsen¡ed differences in switchgrass seedling
densities between years to differences in precipitatÍon during

the establishment period. Available soil moisture also
affects survival of established seedlings (Frischknecht,

1951). Switchgrass growth was greater on soi-ls with adequate

soil moisture and high water holding capacities (Stout et aI.,
1986). Barker eÈ aI. (rgeg) attributed the variation in yield
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of crested, western and intermediate wheatgrasses, and reed

canarygrass (phalaris arundinacea i,. ) to total available
water.

Adventitious roots fail to develop when the soil surface
is dry, due to their close proximity to the soil surface
(wiLson and Briske, 1979) . Two or more damp or wet days,

enough to maintain a moisÈ soil surface, ÌA¡ere required for the

development of blue g,rama adventitious roots (Briske and

wilson, i'977,' wilson and Briske , t97g) . The rate of root
elongation also influences the success of seed.ling

estabLishment; roots must elongate sufficiently to remain in
moist soil (Briske and !{ilson, l-978) .

Different grass species show different sensiÈivities to
water stress. Rapidly-induced stress (comparable to moísture

stress occurring in shaIlow, coarse-textured soils) caused.

bromegrass, crested wheatgrass, northern wheatgrass and g,reen

needlegrass to incur reduced numbers of 1eaves as compared. to
unstressed controls (Reekie and Redmann, 199L). Green

needlegrass, on Èhe other hand, was affected most ad.versely by

graduar water stress (comparable to stress in deep, fine-
textured soils), with the number of 1eaves on a plant
subjected to gradual stress being much lower than on plants
subjected t,o rapid stress (Reekie and Redmann, 1991). Rapid

st,ress had less effect on young leaves, thus plants subject.ed

to rapid stress had a young leaf age strucÈure, whích could
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respond quickly as water availability increased (Reekie and

Redmann, 1-991) .

2.5.1.3 Light fnterception

Light affects such parameters as the germínation,

estabrishment, development and yield of sod-seeded plants. rn

a sod-seeding situation, control of the resident vegetation
reduces shading, thereby increasing the amount of light
available for the introduced seedlings. Negative effects of
shading include decreased number and height of shoots

produced, decreased number of roots and reduced plant yield
(Cooper, L966; Gist and Mott , 1-95'7; Gist and Mott, l_959;

T¡latkins , ]-940) . Under conditions of l-ow sunlight, plants
produce more top growth and less root growth (Cooper, 196"7;

Prítchett and Nelson, 195j-; Watkins, 1940). This can place

the seedlings under soil moisture stress, âs seedlings with
shallow root systems compete for waÈer with resídent
vegeÈation that has extensively-developed root systems

(Cooper, 1967; T¡Iilkinson and Gross, !964) . Poorly developed

root systems can also reduce the winter hardíness of
seedlings.

Shade from the resident vegetatíon can also influence the

microclimate (Conant and Risser, t974; Cooper, ]966) . As

shading from the resident vegetation increases, air and soí1

temperatures decrease (Cooper, 1966). This can reduce
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temperature fluctuations, but can also result in sub-optimum

growing conditions. As Donald (1959) points out, the effects
are not simple. Multipre interactions between the lack of
Iíght, water, and even nutrienÈs can occur (Donald, l_95g).

These ínteractions for competition for environmental
parameters may influence the degree to which the seedling is
affected by the resident vegetation (Ðona1d, l_95g). This
emphasizes the difficulty in determining reasons for sod-

seeding failures and comparing between sites and years.

2 -5.2 surface Residue from the Resident vegetation

Residue from the resident vegetation can decrease

est,ablishment of sod-seeded plants due to physical impedance

of seedlings or through chemical interference (Marshal1 and.

Naylor, 1984b; Squires and El1iott, 1gTS) .

Physical impedance can occur when trash is pressed into
driLr slits, affecting seed-to-soil contact, closure of the
drill sl-its and/or the amount of water available to the seed

(MarshalL and Naylor, 1984a; Marshall and Naylor, l_9g4b).

chemical interference can occur through phytotoxicity or
herbicide residues (Marshall and Naylor, L9g4b). However, the
physical impedance of the residue to emerging seedrings and.

reduced soil moisture are the main factors for stand failures
(Marsha1l and Naylor, L984b; squires and Elliott , Lg'ls) .
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2.5.3 Nutrient Availability

Nitrogen fertilization has been found by many researchers
(gIack and Wight, L972; Cosper et â1., !967; .Tung et â1.,
1-990; Harlan and Kneebone, 1953; Lorenz and Rogler, ]-972;

Taliaferro et â1., ]-975) to íncrease both coor- and warm-

season grass yields. Lorenz and Rogler (t972) found mixed

prairíe veget.ation yield increases with nitrogen fertilization
even when plants were under moisture stress. Thus,

fertilizing grass stands may be one potential management

practise used to increase forage production, thereby

increasing the quality of ÐNC.

Different species and cultívars will respond differently
to fertilization and responses will vary according to
environmental conditions (.fung et â1. , 1990) . Nitrogen

fertilization has been found to increase the cool-season

component of sÈands and decrease warm-season components

(Cosper et â1., L967; Lorenz and Rogler, 1972; Rehm et â1.,
1976). The time and rate of fertiLizer applícation will vary

the degree Èo which warm-season grasses are affected (r,orenz

and Rogler, i-9"72; Rehm et â1., 1976) . Decreased nitrogen
fertilizer rates, and applying fertilizer in l-ate spring (when

vrarm-season grasses are initiating growth) causes less cool-
season encroachment (Lorenz and Rogler, L972; Rehm et âf.,
1976). rncreased forb and weedy intrusion into native
rangelands can occur with fertiLization (Taliaferro et âI.,
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1975\ . rf this is the case, ín effect, the addition of
nitrogen fertilizaÈion would increase the competit,ion sod-

seeded plants face.

2.6 Suppression of the ReEident VegetaÈion

suppression of Èhe resident vegetation is often sited as

Èhe most crítical step to establishment of sod-seeded prants.
sod-seeding became feasíbLe wíth the development of,

herbicides, as seedling establishment requires control or
suppression of the resident vegetatíon to reduce competition
(Bentley and cLements, 1989a¡ Bryan et â1., lgg4; samson and

Moser, 1982). Resident vegetation can also be suppressed

mechanically, though this is usually not as effective as

chemical suppression (Bentley and Clements, L9g9b).

2. 6 .l Chemical SuppressÍon

chemical suppression of the resident vegetation is
considered to be more important to sod-seeded girass stands

t,han the equipment used, the seed or the weather (Bush et al. ,

1989). Bowes and Zentner (1992) found that smooÈh bromegrass

production was higher in areas where the resident vegetation
was suppressed using herbicide or rotovation than those which

had not been suppressed.
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Samson and Moser (]-9BZ) conducted studj_es on switchgrass

and intermediate wheatgrass sod-seeded into Kentucky bluegrass

and annual bromegrass (Bromus species) pastures. Results

indicated that 85? suppression of the resident vegeÈation was

necessary for successful establishment of sod-seeded

swítchgrass (Samson and Moser, l-9B2).

Herbicides provide a window of suppression but do not
usually completely kiII the resident vegetation. Bluegrass

was found to recover from gllphosate applications, âs íts
long-term yield was not affected (Bowes and zentner, ]ggz).
Herbicides differ in Èhe length of time Èhat the suppression

period will last and in the plants they conÈroI (Ellíott,
l-960; Malik and liladdington, l-990). The stage of deveropmenÈ

of the resident veget,aÈion at the time of herbicide
application is also very important (Lee, 1965). As the

seedling stage of sod-seeded grasses is the most critical
stage of establishment, it is vital to reduce the competition
from the resident vegetation at this time (Samson and Moser,

!982') .

The method of herbicide application also affecÈs the

degree of control attained. Broadcast applications of
gllphosate, paraquat and atrazine have been shown to resuLt in
greater establishment than band applications (Samson and

Moser, 1'982). Greater switchgrass heights and totar dry
matter yield were achieved with broadcast applications of
herbicides than with band applications (Bryan et â1., 1984).
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A number of studies have shown that band applicatíons of
gl1phosat,e, paraquat and atrazine did not' suppress the

resident vegetation sufficiently (Bryan et, a1., tgg4.; Roth et
â1., 1985; Samson and Moser, ]-9g2).

Grass establishment in a sod-seeding regíme is affected
by the time between herbicide application and seeding.

successful establishment of grasses sod-seeded directly after
or up to two weeks after application of gllphosate and

paraquat has been reporÈed in stands of alfalfa, alsike
clover, dandelion, creeping red fescue, bromegrass and crested.

wheatgrass, while longer intervals between herbicide
applícation and seeding reduced establishment (Wadd.ington and

Bowren, 1976) . Establishment was poor after an interval
greater than 2 weeks, possibly due to recovery of the resident
vegetation, with a concomitant increase in competition for
Iight, nutrients, and water (lrladdington and Bowren, L976) .

Bush et aI. (1989) found that warm-season grasses emerged

within I weeks of seeding. This indicaÈes that the window of
suppression required by herbicides should be at least g weeks

for successful emérgence of warm-season grasses.

2.6 .l.l Gllphosate

Gllphosate is the most popular herbicide used for sod-

suppression. Glyphosate is a non-selective, tr"rr"located
herbicide. Bush et al. (1989) observed less seedling
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mortality and increased vigour of sod-seeded warm-season

grasses when rhizomatous resident vegetation was suppressed

with glyphosate. As the rate of glyphosate was increased from

0.6 to 1.L kg ha-t, sod-seeded switchgrass populations

increased from 0.5-0.7 to 2.4-3.4 plants O.1m-2 (Bush et a1.,
1989). In instances where warm-season grass stand.s failed. to
establish and survíve without suppression of the rhizomatous

resident vegetation, stands at the same locations and years

survived when chemical suppression took place (Bush et âr.,
1989).

Hagood (1988) concruded that the greater the controL of
the resident vegetatíon achieved with gllphosate, the greater
alfalfa dry matter yields. Greater alfalfa yields with
suppression (by glyphosate or paraquat) as compared to
conventional seeding met.hods (pre-seeding tillage) have also
been reported by Roth et aI. (j-985). Wal1er and Schmidt

(1983) observed better control of Kentucky bluegrass (9g?)

t.han smooth bromeg,rass (79%) with a t.LZ kg ha-l rate of
glyphosaÈe.

2 .6 .1.2 Sethoxydim

sethoxydim is another herbicide sometimes used. to
suppress vegetation in sod-seeding trials. sethoxydim is a

translocated herbicide used for grassy weed control. rn a

t.hree-year study, Brewster and Spinney (fg8g) reported that
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sethoxydim provided 90? suppression of Kentucky bluegrass and

smooth bromegrass, however rattail fescue (vulpia m]ruros L.)
was not controlled and annual bluegrass (poa annua L. ) was

suppressed by less than 10?. Hagood (1999) and Malik and

Taladdington (1990) have observed that glyphosate and paraquat

controlled resident vegetation consisting of tall fescue,

bromegrass, Kent.ucky bluegrass, and/or creeping red fescue, to
a greater degree than sethoxydím, resulting in greater regume

establishment.

2 .6 .1.3 Paraquat

Paraguat is a non-selective, contact herbicide. control
of resident vegetation using paraguat is usually less
effective than when glyphosate is used (samson and Moser,

1982; lrladdington and Bo$/ren, ]-976; VÍe1ty et â1. , l_991) .

Paraquat has a shorter duratÍon of suppression than

gllphosate, which may in some cases result in an ínadeguate

window of time for establishment of sod-seeded crops (Squires,

1976; !{eIty eÈ a1., L98l-) . Therefore, although gIy¡lhosate may

ki]l the resident vegetation more slowly, it has a 1onger

duration of suppression; this allows time for the seedrings to
germinate, and then provides suppressioà when it is most

critical (Squires, I976) .

satisfactory alfalfa establishment occurred with spring
applications of paraquat, although the suppression effect on
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the resident vegetation, predominantly Kentucky bluegrass and

forbs, was no longer evident the falI of the second season

after application (Bowes and Friesen, 1967). However,

unsuccessful establíshment of alfalfa resulted when paraquaÈ

was applied in the fall because poor suppression the following
spríng resulted in no differences in the amount of resident
vegetation present between the sprayed and unsprayed plots
(Bowes and Friesen, t967).

2.6.1.4 2,4-D

Broadleaf plants can offer some competition to sod-seeded.

seedlings. Herbicides such as 2,4-D can be used to decrease

the broadleaf forb component of the resident vegetation (Hurd,

1955; Murray et aI., i_99L; Thilenius et â1., t974) . 2,4_D ís
a translocated herbicide used for broadleaf weed contror.
Thilenius et aI. (tgl+) found that 2,4-D applications changed

the graminoid:forb ratio from 327 to gz2, thus increasing
girass yields. FulI recovery of the broadleaf component may

occur 4 to 5 years after the 2,4-D applicatíon (Murray et aI.,
1991-). Litt,Le literature is available on the use of 2,4-D Ln

sod-seeding situations .
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2.6.2 Mechanical Suppression

rn sod-seeding situations, resident vegetation can also
be suppressed by mechanical means. For example, Taylor and

A1l-inson (1983 ) reduced the competition f rom t.he resídenÈ,

vegetation by cuttÍng it. rn this case, the height and

freguency of clipping, and the position of the growing point
at the time of cutting infruences t,he degree to which the
resident vegetation is suppressed (Díbbern, !949¡ Ehrenreich

and Aikman, l-963) . Ehrenreich and Aikman (1963) state t,haÈ

forbs are very susceptible to cut,ting, as their growing point
is high above the ground.

Root growth is affected to a greater degree than top
growth by clipping (Dibbern, 1,949) . Once defoliated, less
photosynthesis can take p]ace, and t,he root reserves are used

for new growth (Dibbern, 1,948; Ehrenreich and Aikman, j_963).

Mowing in the spring can weaken plants to a great degree, âs

plants depend on the root. reserves as a food source until new

growth and photosynthesÍs take place (Ehrenreich and Aíkman,

1_e63 ) .

The more frequent the clipping, the greater the

suppression of the resident vegetation (Dibbern, L94g¡

Ehrenreich and Aikman, l-963) . llowever, even a single clipping
treatment can suppress vegetation. For example, Ðibbern
(1948) found a reduced number of smooth bromegrass stems and

vegetal dry weights after a single clipping treatment and
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determined that the effect lasted throughout the growing

season and into the foI1owíng season (although the difference
between the control and the clipping treatments was reduced as

the season progressed). on the other hand, Bentley and^

clements (l-989b) found that mowing did not successfully
suppress Èhe perennial ryegrass resident vegetation and did
not reduce plant competÍtion.

Taylor and Allinson (1983) reported that alfa1fa,
birdsfoot trefoil (Lotus cornículatus L. ) , red clover
(Trifolium pratense r,. ), and crownvetch (coronilla varia L. )

successfully established when sod-seeded into timothy (phleum

pratense L. ) , smooth bromegrass, orchardgrass (Dactylis
qlomerata L. ) and tall fescue sods, once the competiÈion from

the resident vegetation was reduced by clípping treatments.

However, williams et aL. (1985) found that the frequency of
mowíng the sward had no significant effect on the

establíshment and yield of white clover (Trifolium repens L. )

seedrings 28 days after seedíng. rtalian ryegrass seedlings

were also found to have poor emergence in a perennial ryegrass

resj-dent sod that had undergone a mowing treatment,, as the

residenÈ vegetation had not been sufficiently suppressed

(Bentley and Clements, 1989b).

scarificaÈion of the soil surface by light cultivation
(harrowing or light discing) temporarily suppresses grass

growth, providing a seedbed without killing the g,rass and

decreasíng the potenÈiaI of erosíon compared to conventional
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seeding practises (Graber, t92g). scarification can also be

used to help kí]l partially suppressed plants (by chemical or
other means) and can improve the seedbed (Elliott, l_960).

That is, scarification could be conducted in add.ition to other
suppression methods, such as by herbicid.es and./or mowing, to
provide additional conÈrol.

2.7 ConcLusione

Previous studíes have emphasízed the importance of
resident vegetation suppression for successful establishment
of sod-seeded grasses. wíthout adequate suppression, the
establishment, growth and survival of sod-seeded grasses is
reduced. one of the most important reasons for suppressing

the resident vegetation is to reduce competition for water.
To a lesser extenÈ, the competition for Iight, nutrients and

space must aLso be decreased. Both tillage and herbicides
have been used for vegetation suppression.

Although studíes have been conducted to determíne the
yield of taI1 wheatgrass, green needlegrass, northern
wheatgrass and switchgrass (Balasko et aI., 19g4; Kilcher and

I-rooman, L983; Knowles, a987; Lawrence, :-97B; Lawrence and

Ratzlaff, L989; Lawrence and Warder, i_979; Stout et â1.,
L986), few detailed measurements of the growth and development

of these grasses when sod-seeded under dry subhumid

conditions, such as found in Manitoba, have been conducted.
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ESTABIJISHMEIi¡1T OF SOD-SEEDED TAIJIJ V{IHEÀTGRÀSS

3.1 InÈroduction

several factors, such as the environment (precipitation,
temperature, soir type) and competition with the resident
vegetation for light, nutrients and water, affect sod-seeded

plants. ManagemenÈ practises that will enhance the successful

establishment, development and survival of sod-seeded grasses

need to be developed.

TalI wheatgrass is currentry being used by wildlife
organizations to provide shorÈ-term DNC (approximately J_0-year

stands). Establishment in t.íI1ed seedbeds has been highry
successful, however little is known about the establishment of
taLl wheatgrass under sod-seeding. Therefore, the objective
of this study was to evaLuate different sod-suppression

techniques for the establishment of talr wheatgrass

[Thinopyrum ponticum (Podp.) Barkw. & D.R. Dewey] under two

È1pes of resident vegetation.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.L Field Trial Establishment and Management

Field experiments were established at Gladstone and
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Portage La Prairie, MB in 1991 and L992. The soil t14pe at
Portage was a Neuhorst clay. At Gladstone, the soil type in
1991- was an rsafold cIay, while in 1992 the experiment rrras

conducted on an rsafold very fine sandy clay loam (Appendix 1,

Table 4.1). The resident grasses consisted mainly of timothy
at Portage, and smooÈh bromegrass and poa species at Gladstone

in both years. Timothy had been seeded at portage 13 years

prior to plot, est.ablishment and it had not been ferÈilized
during this period. The l-991 Gladstone site had not been

tilled or fertilized since 1950. The Lgg2 Gladstone site had

been seeded to alfalfa and bromegrass in i-990, but had not
been disturbed since. rt had been fertilized with 90 kg ha-1

of LL-51-O five years prior to plot establishment.

The experimental design in each case was.a split p1ot,

with scarification (harrowing) as the main plot and

suppression treatment as subplots. Each experiment was

replicated four tímes. The dimensions of the subplots were

2 x 10 meters. scarífication of the main plots !ûas done by

passíng over the p1ot,s six times in opposite directions prior
to seeding wíth a single diamond-toothed harrow. Numerous¡

passes were required Ín an effort to emulate larger, heavier
field equipment. The suppressíon treatments (subplots) were:

1) mowing the resident vegetat.ion to a 5 cm height immediately

prior to seeding, 2) 2,4-D amine at a rate of 4.5 L ha-r IZ2SO

g active ingredient (a.i.) ha-11 (1991 only), oF gllphosate at
a rate of 2.s L ha-1 (890 g a.i. ha-1) (agg2 only),
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3) sethoxydim at a rate of 4.4 L ha-1 (809.6 g a.i. ha-1) with
surfactant, Assist, 4) paraquat at a rate of 3 L ha-l (600 g
a.i. ha-1) , 5) so kg N ha-1 (34-o-o) , and 6) a control in
whích no suppression took p1ace. The nitrogen treatment was

included L) to determine if t.he add.ition of nitrogen
fertilízer sufficienÈly increased the quality of DNC without
any suppression and 2) to act as a treatment of maxÍmum

competition to the seedlings.

The gly¡lhosate treatment was applied two days prior to
seeding. The paraquat was sprayed immedíateIy prior to
seeding in LggL and two days prior to seedíng in lgg2. rn
1-99L, the 2,4-D and sethoxydim were sprayed six days after
seeding (DAs) at GladsÈone, and the day of seeding at portage.

rn L992, the sethoxydim was sprayed two DAS at Glad.stone and

one DAS at Portage. All herbicides were applíed using a

compressed air bike sprayer in l-00 L of water ha-1. Nitrogen
was broadcast by hand over the entire p1ot. Appropriate pest
controL measures were conducted every year (Tables 3.j- and

3.2) . The area at Gladstone was fenced to excl-ud.e cattle
grazing

rn L991, the trial at Gladstone was seeded on May J_7 and

the triar at Portage on May 22. rn t992, the trial at
Gladstone rnras seeded on May L3 and the trial at portage on May

14. TaII wheatgrass (common seed) was seeded at a rate of
1-0 kg ha-1 (tg¡ viabLe seeds m-2 in r-991 and 181 viable seeds

m-2 ín f992) using a connor shea coulter coil Tyne sod.-seeding
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Table 3.1 Herbicides applied in tall wheatgrass experiment in 1991
andL992at La Prairie and MB.
Y"ur Lo.ution Dut" H"rbi.id" R"t" (L ptodurt/hu)

1991 Portage Paraquat
2,4-D
Poast (& Assist)
Lontrel
Buctril M
Lontrel

Paraquat
2,4'D
Poast (& Assist)
Buctril M

Paraquat
Round-up
Poast (& Assist)
Lontrel
Lontrel

Paraquat
Round-up
Poast (& Assist)
Buctril M

1991 Gladstone

L992 Portage

May 22
May 22
Iv'lay 22
June2L
August 4
Sept.24

Ivlay t7
IÑ'lay 23

Ìvlay 23

July 16

May 13

May 13

May 15

June 19

July 12

3.0
4.5

4.4
1.5

1.5

L.0

3.0
4.5

4.4
1.0

L992 Gladstone May 11

May 11

xil,i

3.0
2.5

4.4
1.0

1.5

3.0
2.5
4.4

1.0

Table 3.2 Insecticides applied in tall wheatgrass experiment in 1991 andL992at
Portage La Prairie and Gladstone, MB.
Year Location Date
199L Portage August 4 Sevin

Rate
2.5

lee1 Gradstone 

iTlli
Hopper Stopper
Hopper Stopper
Sevin )(LR (Carbaryt)

around plot borders
around plot borders
2.5

2.51992 Gladstone June 9 Sevin )úR lCa
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dríII (row spacing was 15 cm) (prairíe Agricultural Machinery

rnstitute, 1986). seeding depth was 1.5 to 2.s cm in both
years at Portage and in L992 at, Gladstone. At Gladstone ín
]-99]-, seedíng depth ranged from 0.5 to 2.0 cm. The soil was

packed twice after seeding (using a lawn packer) to improve

seed-to-soiI contact. rncreased seed-to-soiL contact is
desirable to ensure water will be conducted from the soil to
the seed (collis-George and sands, 1959). The number o.f

ungerminated rtalian ryegrass seeds has been found to
increase, while emergence decreased, as a result of poor seed-

to-soil contact (Marsha11, L9B2). Bluegrass plant
establishment was higher when the seed was covered as compared.

to when it was uncovered (Lee, l_965) .

3 .2.2 Measurements

3 .2 . 2 .l Environmental Conditions

Daily maximum, minimum and mean air temperatures at
Stevenson screen height (1.5 metres) were measured throughout

the growing season using a campbell scientific Model cRLo

datalogger set up near the experimental area aÈ both siÈes in
both years. Daily precipitation was monitored during the
growing season in both years at portage and in 1,gg2 at
Gladstone. Precipitation data from a nearby Environment

canada station was used for the Gladstone site ín 199L.
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Gravimetric soil water content between o and 10 cm was

measured at weekly intervals durj-ng the emergience period. on

the first two dates, measurements were taken in the main plot
treatments only; that is, two measurements were taken per
replicate: one in the scarified main plot and one in the
unscarified main p1ot. Successive measurements were conducted

in four plots per replícate: treatments that had been

scarified and had some chemicar suppression of grasses [either
the Poast, Paraquat and Round-up (in 1992) treatmentsl, those

that, had been scarified with no chemical suppression of
grasses occurring' [eíther the mowing, 2,4-D (in 199]_) ,

nitrogen and check treatmentsl, ,Èhose thaÈ had not undergone

scarification but had been chemically suppressed for grasses,

and those treatments that had not been scarified or chemically
suppressed. These treatments were measured to compare the
effects of chemical suppression on the resident g,rass species,
províded by the Round-up, Poast and paraçpat treatments early
in the season, to non-chemicar suppression methods. soil
samples were oven-dried at go"c for a minimum of forty-eight
hours, and then weíghed to calculate the gravimetric waÈer

content.

3 .2.2.2 Resident Vegetation

The degree of light interference by Èhe resid.ent

vegetation was monitored using a Licor Model- Lr-Lg58 quantum
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meter with a line quantum sensor (f meter long) . I_,ight

int,erception was interpreted as being a measure of the

competition for light provided by the resident vegetation.
Measurements were taken at frequent intervals throughout the
growÍng season. Readings were taken beneath and above the

canopy. The sensor was placed perpendícuIar to the seeded

rows to determine the photon flux density (pmoIe m-2 sec-1).

Percent j-nterception of photoslmthetically active radiation by

the canopy was calculated as follows:

t light Ínterception = (photon flux above - photon flux belowl x l-OO.
photon flux above Èhe canopy

Aerial dry matter accumulation of the resident vegetation
(another measure of the competition provÍded by the resident
species) was measured 96 and 95 ÐAS at portage in tggL and

L992, respectively, and 101 and 86 DAs at Gladstone in tgg]-

and L992, respectively. one quarter-metre square area was

hand-harvested to ground level in each subplot. plant samples

were oven-dried at 80"c for a minimum of forty-eight hours,

and then weighed.

3.2.2.3 Plant Establishment, Ðevelopment and Survival

Plant esÈablishment, development and survival r4ras

determined three to four times during each season on plants
growing in two one-meter lengths of row per subplot. The same
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rows were used in each subplot at each site to remove any

variation due to seeding equipment. The number of prants
within these rows were counted and marked wíth rings. rn-
season plant survival was determined ín 1992 for the intervals
between counts. rn-season survival was measured on the ÈotaI
number of planÈs within the two one-meter rows. For example,

aÈ Portage in 1992, the plant density 27 DAs was 65 plants m-2

(the glyphosat,e treatment under scarifi-cation - Table 3.s).
These plants were then marked with rings. Forty DAs, 60 of
the ringed planÈs remained. The in-season survival rate was

then calculated as follows:

survíva1 rate (t) = number of remaininq live plants x 1OO.
origínal total

Thus the survival rate in the example woul-d be 60 x l-oo, or
65

922 (Table 3.1-5). Plant development was determined by

measuring the height and Haun stage (Haun, tg73) of ten
randomly selected seedlings per subplot.

3.2.2.4 Second-Year Measurements

The experiment established at portage in lggL was

monitored in L992, and those experiments establ-ished in t992
were monitored in the spríng of 1993. Measurements included
plant population density, deveropment (Haun scale and prant
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height) and overwinter survival rate (percentage of ringed
plants in late faIl that had spring: regrowth). The Gladstone
experiment established in 1-991- was not monitored the following
growing season. The difficulty in finding the seeded rows and

the encroachment of similar grasses made it impossible to find
Èhe sod-seeded ta1l wheatgrass plants.

ARober pole (Robel et a1., t97o) was used to assess the
nesÈíng cover quality of the i-991 stand at portage 420 and 520

DAs. Measurements were taken at a distance of four meters and.

a height of one meter (Duebbert et âI., 19gl_; Robel et â1.,
1970). Robel pole readings were taken in two locatíons per

subplot. .An average of the two measurements was analyzed.

3.2.3 Statistical Analysis

Results r,\rere anaryzed using the GLM procedure of the
statístical Analysis systems (ses rnstitute, North carolina,
1985). Due to the exploratory nature of the experiment,
p=0.L0 was used. Means were separated using the Fischer
Protected Least Significant Difference test (p=O.fO) after the
GLM indicated significant differences (p=O.l_O) . Significant
int,eraction mean separations were calculated according to
Gomez and Gomez (L984). Relationshíps between envíronmental
measurements, plant density, height, Haun stage and survival
rates were determined using correLation analysis.
correlaÈions are discussed only when sufficient spread of the
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data occurred to avoid having a line drawn between a cluster
of data and a single data point. The sample size for a1l
correlations was ]-2. DaÈa was combined across sites when

correlating Haun measurements in the establishment year and

year after establishment measurements. The 2,4-D treatment at
Portage in L991- was not included in the combined analysis.

3.3 ResulÈs and Diecuesion

Measurements Èo be discussed are Èhose Èhat were taken

within the season of estabLishment, unless stated otherwise.

3 . 3. 1 Envíronmental Conditions

3 .3 .l-. L Air TemperaÈure

Air temperature was recorded to characterj-ze the sites
and years and to allow for comparisons between years. At

Portage, air temperatures during the growing season were lower

in L992 than in 1991 (and often lower than the average) during
t.he period of ,June through September (Table 3 .3, Figures 3 .1

and 3.2). In 1991, temperatures were above the long-term

averagie in May, rTune and August (table 3.3, Figure 3.1). An

optimal temperature for germination of cool-season grasses is
20"C (gokhari et â1., L975; McGinnies, 1960) . fn Lggt,

maximum temperatures often reached oï exceeded zs"c (Figure
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3.1). Although the mean air temperature in t9g2 was oft.en

below 20oc, the daily maximum temperature was often above or
equal to this temperature (Figure 3.2) .

Tabre 3.3 Monthly mean air temperature, precipitatíon and.long-term average'at portage r-,a prairie, MB in 1991 and 1992-"

Temperature ('C) Precípitation (mm)

1991 1,992 Norm' 1991- L992 Norm'

May

'June
,IuIy
August
September

:I4.L L2.8
18.8 L5.4

19.5 16.3
20 .3 16 .3

12.2 r_0.8

1L.6
1,7.1

19.8
r_8 .4

L2.5

59.0 ]-2.6
75.0 44.0
95.0 109.0
L0.0 49.0
68.0 50.0

56.8
75.0
76.9
78.8
50. r_

Mean t7 .0 14 .3 l_5 . 9 Total 3A7 .0 264 .6 337 .6
z. Long'-term average (fgef-L990) at portage La prairie, MB(EnvÍronment Canada). The 3O-year averag'e is the most recentperiod for which data has been compíled.

At Gladstone, air temperat.ure was again higher in L99l
than ín L992 (Table 3.4, Figures 3.3 and 3.4) . Temperatures

in 1991- were close to t,he long-term average, however

temperatures Ln ]-992 were below the average throughout most of
the growing season (Table 3.4). During Èhe period of May 1_9th

to August 9tn, f991, there were only 3 days in which the daily
maximum temperature did not reach or exceed 20"c and 17 days

in which the mean temperature reached or exceeded 2ooc (rigure
3.3) . During the same period in 1992, the maximum temperature
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Monthly mean air temperature, precipit,ation and
average' at Gladstone, MB in 199j- and L992.lonq-term

Temperature ("C)

1,991 ]-992 Norm'

Precipitation (mm)

l99l t992 Norm'

May

,June

,Ju1y

August
September

l_3.8 t3.4
L7 .8 15.0
19.0 15.9
17.9 t6.4
t2.2 10 .9

tt.2
L6.7
t9 .6
L7 .8

t2.t

45.4
L46 .6

1o4.4
15.6
74.8

8.6 54.7
64.5 7t.7
83.8 62.6
68.1- 72.0
71. 0 55.7

Mean ]-6.9 L4.3 15.5 Tota1 385. I 296 .O 3a6 .7
z Long-term average (1973-1-990) at Gladstone, MB (Environment
canada). The 17-year average is the most recent period for
which data has been compiled.

did not attain or exceed 2o"c on 26 days and the mean

temperature reached or exceeded 2O"C on only g days (Figure

3.4). Early seedling growth rates of coor-season grasses are

greatest where day/night temperatures are approximately

24 /tg"e (Fulbright et â1 . , 1985 ; HiIl et ê1 . , l_985 ) .

veget,atíve growth after the first tiller appeared was reported

to be greatest at temperatures of.2t/t6oc (HiIl et ar., j_985).

Therefore, temperatures in 1992 may have been low enough to
seriously decrease plant development rate.
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Figure 3.1 Maximum, minimum and mean air temperature at Portage La
Prairie, MB in 1991.
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Figure 3.2 Maximum, minimum and mean air temperature at Portage La
Prairie, MB in 1992.
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Figure 3.3 Maximum, minimum and mean air temperature at Gladstone,
MB in 1991.
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3 .3 .t.2 Precipítation

Precipitation varíed between sites and years.

Precipitation at PorÈage from May L to september 30 in lggt
and 1992 was below the long-Lerm average and was lower ln i.99z

than in 1991- (tabIe 3.3, Figures 3.5 and 3.6). Early season

(May and .June) conditj-ons were especially dry in t992 (Tab1e

3-3). rn both years, precipÍtation in.Ïu1y was above-average,

while precipitation in August was below average (Tab1e 3.3),
Early season conditions at Gladstone were drier than the

long-term average, especially in tgg2 (tabIe 3.4) .

PrecipítaÈion was lower in t992 than in 199r- (Table 3.4,
Figures 3.7 and 3.8). In both years, above-average

precípitation occurred in July and Sept.ember (Table 3.4) .

Precipítatíon from May 15 to september l-3 at Gladstone was 305

mm in 1991 and 233 mm in 1-992 (Figures 3.7 and 3.8) . fn
comparison, precipitatíon at Portage duríng this period was

224 and 229 mm in l-991 and L992, respectively.

3 .3. L.3 Soil Moisture

soil moisture was measured during the emergence period in
all trials. At Portage, soil moisture levels appeared higher
during this period in L992 than in 1991 (Figures 3.9,3.10a
and 3.tta) . similar differences beÈween years occurred early
in the season at Gl-adstone as well; although approximately 26
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Figure 3.5 Seasonal precipitation at Portage La Prairie, MB in 1991 .

01-May 16.Jul
DAÎE

30-Sep

Figure 3.6 Seasonal prec¡pitation at Portage La Prairie, MB in 1992.
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Figure 3.8 Seasonal prccipitation at Gladstone, MB in1992.
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Fþre 3.9 Influence of scarification on volumetric soil water content (cm)
to a 10 cm depth at Portage La Prairie and Gladstone, MB in a.) 1991 and
b.) 1992. Vertical bars indicate ISD(0.10).
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Figure 3.10 Influence of scarification (sc) and chemical suppression
(cs) on volumetric soil water content (cm) to a L0 cm depth in 1991 at
a.) Portage La Prairie and b.) Gladstone, MB. vertical bars indicate
rsD(O.10).
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Fþre 3.11 Influence of scarification (sc) and chemical suppression
(cs) on volumetric soil water content (cm) to a 10 cm depth nr99z at
a.) Portage La Prairie and b.) Gladstone, MB. vertical bars indicate
LSD(O.10).
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and 32 DAS, soils appeared drier in t992 than tggL (Figures

3-9, 3.LOb and 3.1Lb). rn general, the portage sites had

higher soil moisture levels than the Gladstone sites.
There was no consistent effect of scarification on soil

moisture in L99L or L992 (Figures 3 .9 , 3 .10 and 3 .11-) "

chemical suppression increased the soil moisture on all
sampling dates at Portage in l-991, early in the season at.

Gladstone in 1991, (20 DAS) and at Portage in LggZ (L3, 19 and

26 DAs), and at Gladstone in t99z (Figures 3.L0 and 3.1-1) .

competition from the resident vegetation would be reduced in
the chemícalIy suppressed treatments, thus greater soil-

moisture woul-d be available to the taIl wheatgrass seedríngs.

3.3.2 Competition From the Resident Vegetation

3 .3 .2.L Competition for Light.

since taII wheatgrass seedling populations were not as

dense as the resident vegetatÍon during Èhe entire season in
the est,ablishment years, measures of percent light
interception reflect the light interception of the resident
vegetation and not the introduced grasses. The competition

for light was expected to be different at the two sites due to
differences in the resident vegetation and in growing

conditions.
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At Portage in L991, a significant scarification effect
indicated that scarifícation decreased light interception by

the resident veget.ation 23 and 27 DAS (Figure 3.12a). This
may be attribuÈed to the fact that the 2,4-D and. nítrogen
treatments (and check treatment 27 DAS) exhibited greater
light interception without scarifícation than when

scarification took place, thus providing the most competition
to the developing wheatg'rass seedlings. other treatment did
not perform signifícantly differently under the two

scarification treatments. This resulted in a significant main

plot x subplot interacÈion.

suppressíon treatments significanÈIy affected the
competition for light by the resident vegetation throughout.

the season. The Poast and Gramoxone treatments resulted in
the lowest percent light ínterception of the resident
vegetation early in t,he season, while the nit.rogen treatment
resulted in the highest (Figure 3.12b). poast provided Èhe

greatest season-Iong control of timothy at the portage site,
followed by Gramoxone, and then the remaining treatments
(Figure 3.L2b). This is in contrast with the results of
Hagood (1988), who found thaÈ Gramoxone provided greater
suppression of talI fescue than Poast. Translocation of poast

may have allowed g'reater timothy suppressi-on compared with
Gramoxone, which is a contact herbicide.

At Gladstone in L991, scarification increased. the
resident vegetation lighÈ interception 89 ÐAS (Figures 3.L3a) .
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Figure 3.12 Influence of a.) scarification and b.) suppression treatment
on light interception (vo) of the resident vegetation at portage La prairie
MB in L991. Vertical bars indicate I5D(0.10).
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Fþre 3.13 Influence of a.) scarification and b.) suppression treatment
on light interception (vo) of the resident vegetation at Gladstone, MB
in 1991. Vertical bars indicate I-SD(0.10).
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Thus, in this instance, the resident vegetation seemed to be

stimulated by the scarification Èreatment. No significant.
int,eractions occurred (Appendix 2, Table A2.2) . Signif icant
suppression Èreatment effects were observed on a number of
dates (20, 35, 89 and tl2 DAS) (Appendix 2, Table A2.2).
Generally, the Poast and Gramoxone treatments provided. the
greatest reduction in lighÈ competiÈion, whil-e the resident
vegetation in the nitrogen, check and 2,4-D treatments
províded the mosÈ intense competition for light (figu:se

3 .13b) . The mowing provÍded a moderate level of reduction i,n

light interception. At the end of the season (112 DAS), the
resident vegetation light interception was lowest in the poast

treatments and highest in the nitrogen treatments (Figure

3.13b) .

At Portage in ]-992, significant scarification effects
indicated that scarification decreased the competition for
light, 68 and 76 DAS (Figure 3.14a) . No significant
interactions occurred (Appendix 2, Table A2.3). Throughout

the season, t.he PoasÈ, Gramoxone and Round-up treatments had

the lowest percent light interception, ind.icating the best
season-long reduct,ion in growth of the residenÈ vegetation
(Figure 3. L4b) .

At Gladstone in L992, scarification effects indicated
thaÈ scarification decreased the competition for light 26 DAS

(Figure 3. L5a) . A significant main p1ot, x subplot interaction
indicated Èhat the nitrogen and check treaÈments without
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Figure 3.14 Influence of a.) scarification and b.) suppression treatment
on light interception(vo) of the resident vegetation at Portage La prairie,
MB in t992. Vertical bars indicate ISD(0.10).
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Figure 3.15 Influence of a.) scarification and b.) suppression treatment
on light interception (vo) of the resident vegetation at Gladstone, MB
n 7992. Vertical bars indicate LSD(0.10).
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scarification provided greater competition for light than when

scarified (Appendix 2, Table A2.4). The remaining treatments
were not significantly differently under the two scarification
treatments. This was similar to results at portage in l_99 j_.

SignificanÈ suppression treatment effects indicated that the
Poast, Gramoxone and Round-up treatments reduced the

competition for light to the greatest exÈent early in the

season (zø ÐAs). However, later in the season, Round-up had

the lowest percent light interception (figure 3.1Sb).

Decreases in light interception were observed 42 DAS at
Portage in 1992 and. '79 DAS at Gladstone in tgg2 (Figures 3.L4

and 3.15). This appeared to be related to low precipitation
(Tables 3.3 and 3.4). A1so, the resident vegetation would

have been elongating or heading at these times, and less light
may have been intercepted due to loss of lower reaves.

Elongation of the stems might have opened up the canopy.

Across all years and sites, the greatest reduction in
competition for light was achieved by the Round-up, poast and

Gramoxone treatments. Round-up and Gramoxone have been found

to suppress the resident vegetation to a greater degree than

Poast by some researchers (Hagood, l-9gB; Malik and waddington,

L990), while several studies have found that Round-up provides
greater suppression than Gramoxone (samson and Moser, 1-9g2;

Ialaddington and Bowren, !976; !{eIty et â1. , l_991) . The

duratíon of suppression provided. by Round-up is also reported
to be longer than that provided by Gramoxone (squires, 1-976¡
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hÏelty et. aI., 1981-). This is also evident in thís study as,
at Gladstone in !992, Round-up had the greatest long-term
effect on light suppression of any of the treatments.

The nitrogen and 2,4-D treatments did not effectívely
reduce the competition for light. The nitrogen was broadcasÈ

and thus available to the resident vegetation as well as the
seedlings. Thus it was a treatment that provided the maximum

amount, of competition for the tarl wheatgrass seedlings.
2,4-D decreases the broadreaf forb component of the resident
vegetatíon (Hurd, l-955; Murray et ar., 199j-; Thilenius et â1.,
1974). However, the resident vegetation at both Grad.stone and

Portage consisted mainly of grasses, which 2,4-D does not
suppress. similar to other studies (Bentley and clements,
l-989b; Talilliams et â1., r-985), mowing did not successfully
reduce competition.

Results of t.his study showed that under good growing

conditions and inadequate suppression, the resident vegetation
can impede the light avail-abre to the taI1 wheatgrass

seedlings by up to 703 (Figures 3.L2 to 3.L5). This places a

high degree of stress on the seedlings, and emphasizes t,he

need to suppress Èhe resident vegetation.

3.3.2.2 Resident vegetation Aerial Dry Matter Accumulation

Aerial dry matter accumulation measurements were taken at
t'he end of the steason in each establishment year. lrthile poast
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and Gramoxone provided the greatest suppression of d.ry matter
at Portage in 199L, a significant main plot x subplot
interaction indicated that the resident vegetation dry matter
production in the G::amoxone plots was greater in the scarified
compared to the unscarified treatments at the end. of the
season (Fígure 3.L6a). scarification may have aerated the
soil and increased nutrient avairabirity through
mineral-ization of dead plant material in this instance. This
is the only site at which scarification íncreased production
in Gramoxone pIoÈs. The poast treatment was unaffected. by

scarification treatment (Figure 3.16a) .

At Gladstone in ]-g9t, there were no significant
interactíons or scarification effects; however, a significant
suppression treatment effect (Appendix 2, Table A2.5)

indicated that nitrogen and check treatments generally had the
highest dry matter accumul-atj-on, while the poast treatment
generally had t.he lowest (Figure 3.16b) .

At Portage ín L992, the Round-up, Gramoxone, as well as

the Poast treatments under scarification provided the best
control of the reåiAent vegetation (Figure ¡.fZa). Nitrogen
fertilization increased dry matter accumulation, with the
vegetation ín the scarified nitrogen treatment being
statistically greater t,han in the unscarified treatment
(Figure 3.1-7a). The unscarified poast treatment had higher
dry matÈer accumulation than the scarified treatment.
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Figure 3.16 Influence of scarification and suppression treatment on
aerial dry matter accumulation of the resident vegetation (kg/ha) in
t991 a.) 96 DAS at Porrage La Prairie and b.) 101 DAS atGladitone,
MB. Vertical bars indicate I-SD(0.10).
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Figure 3.17 Influence of scarification and suppression treatment on
aerial dry matter accumulation of the resident vegetation (kg/ha) in
1992a.) 95 DAS at Portage La Prairie and b.) 86 DAS ar Gladstone,
MB. Vertical bars indicate LSD(0.10).
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The resident vegetation dry matter accumulation appeared

to be greater at Portage in 199j_ as compared to tgg2 (Fígures

3. l-6a and 3.17a) . This may be due to environmental

condítions, as tgg2 was cooler and drier than Lggt (Tab1e

3.3).

At Gladstone ín 1992, the Round-up treatment resulted in
the lowest aerial dry matter accumuLation of the resid.enL

vegetat.ion (Figure 3 . j-7b) . Others have also found that
gllphosate suppresses vegetation to a greater degree than
either paraquat (samson and Moser, lgg2; waddingÈon and

Bowren, 1976; Vtelty et al., 1981) or sethoxydim (Hagood, j-9gg;

Malik and Waddington, 1990) . Glyghosate has a longer d.uration

of suppression than paraguat allowing more time for sod-seeded

seedlings to germinate and become esÈablished (Squíres, 1_g76) .

A sÍgnificant main plot x subplot interaction at Gladstone in
L992 (Appendix 2, Table A2.5) was attributed to the fact that
scarificaÈion decreased dry matter yields in nitrogen and

check treatments, while other treatments were unaffected by

scarification treatment (Figure 3.L7b) .

of Èhe treatments tested, herbicides provided the best.
suppression of the resident vegetation. others also have

found excellent suppression of the resident vegetation with
these herbicides, increasing the establishment and. development

of sod-seeded grasses (Bowes and zentner, Lggz; Bush et ar.,
1989; Lee, L965; Samson and Moser, 1,992; !{addington and

Bowren, 1976; !{aI}er and schmidt, 1983). The herbicide effect
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on t.he resident vegetation was fairly stable across

scarification treatments, indicating that suppression by
herbicides was not affected by a further mechanical

suppression treatment. The 2,4-D and mowing treatments
provided only poor suppression of the resident vegetat,ion, as

was seen with the light interaction effects (Section 3.3 . 2.a) .

Bentley and Clements (l_999b) also reported that mowing did not
successfully control the resident vegetation and did not
reduce the plant competition.

To determine if light interceptÍon measurements were an

indicator of competition from the resident vegetation,
correlatÍons were calculated between aerial dry matter and

light interception measurements collected at approximately the

same time. significant positive relationships were found at
alL sites (0.879, o.889, o.9oB and 0.802 at portage in l-991

and 1992 and at Gladstone in 1991- and ]-992, respectively)
(p=0.1-0) . rt was thus possíbIe to use light interception
measurements as a measure of the degree of competition
provided by the resídent vegetation as opposed to measuring

aeriaL dry matter accumulation, whích was more time-consuming.

3 .3 .3 Tall ÏrTheatgrass Establishment

No significant interactions, scarification or suppression

treatment effects occurred at portage in L99j_ (TabLe 3.5). No

signifícant interactions or suppression treaÈmenÈ effecÈs were
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observed at Portage in ]-992, although scarification effects
occurred 2'7 DAS (fable 3.5). In this case, scarification
increased tal-I wheatgrass densities. The generar lack of
treatment effects at Portage suggests that the resident
vegetation was not competitive enough to reduce tall
wheatgrass establishmenÈ. This is reflected in the fact that
plant densÍty was not significantly negatívely correrated with
either ? 1ight, interception or dry matter accumuration of the
resident vegetation (Tables 3.6 and 3.7).

Plant densitíes were higher in 1992 at portage than in
1991 (Table 3.5). This may be due to less competition from

Èhe resident vegetation in tg92 compared to J-99L (Figures

3.16a and 3.17a). Also, soil moisture leveIs were hígher
during Èhe esÈablishment period in t992 than in l-99j_ (Figures

3.9, 3.10a and 3.1-La). As weII, the soil ín t992 was higher
in available NO3-N, P and K than Ín tggt (Appendix L, Tab1e

A1.1).

The only significant effect at portage in tgg2 was the
scarification effecÈ 27 DAs (Table 3.5). A covaríate analysis
was conducted of the soil moisture and plant density count 22

DAS at Portage in L992. Results did not change significantly
from the analysis of variance (Appendix 2, Table A2.10),
índicating that the observed scarification effect 27 DAs in
1992 was not due to soil moisture differences.

At Gladstone in 1991-, no significant interactions or
scarifícation effects occurred, although there were
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Table 3 .5 fnfluence of scarificat,ion and suppression treatment on ta1lwheatqrass density ( lants m-2)' at po e La Prairie, MB in 1991 and 1992-

TTÀRROWING ST'BPLOT

SYSTEM TREAÎÌ,IEIüI

L991 1992

9968402'l926936

DAYS AFTER SEEÐTNG

70 76 73 68

65 66 64 63

46 49 50 49

63 53 46 46

60 65 63 6L

4L 43, 44 43

51 60 60 54

53 54 48 53

46 43 4L 40

46 44 45 45

38 48 50 46

51 61 56 53

2L 18

24 19

L4 13

2L 24

23 18

15 15

159
25 2L

1L 10

15 L6

31 26

33 2L

25

30

24

40

24

20

15

34

15

35

34

36

2t
24

18

30

23

L6

l-1

20

9

20

25

18

SCAR"

SCARZ

SCAR"

SCAR'

sc.ARz

SCAR"

SCAR'

NO SCAR"

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR'

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SEARZ

NO SCAR"

MOWING

2,4-D
ROT'IüD-I'P

POAST

GRAMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

MOTÍING

2,4-D
ROI,ND-I'P

POAST

GR.AMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

52535320t_8

L,S.Ð. (0.10) 2726 252718L21523

ns

MPXSP ns

' sigmificant at p=0.10
" scarification

suppression treatment effects on plant density on the last
sampling date (ttZ DAS) (Table 3.9). The poast treatment
generally had the highest plant densities and the 2,4-D
treatment the lowest.
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year of esÈablishment,rameters af Portage La Prairie, MB in 199L.

Dry Matter LighÈ Int.of Res. of Res.
Plant
Density

Haun
Stage

Plant
Height

0. 879*Dry Matter
of Res. Veg.'
Light Int.
of Res. Veg.Y

Plant
DensiÈy

Haun Stage

Tab1e 3.7 Correlation coefficients.

-0.698* -0.316

-0.7L6* -o.282

0. 0L8 0.188

0.826*

year of esÈabLishment

0.460

0 .460

significant at p=0.10
Dry Matter Accumulation of Resident Vegetation
LighÈ Interception of Resident, VegetatLon

between
L992.

Plant Hei

ameters aÈ La Prairie, MB in
Dry Matter LÍght Int.
of Res. of Res.

veg.Y

Plant
Density

Haun
Stage

PIant
Ileight

Dry Matter of
Res. Veg.'
LighÈ Int. of
Res. Veg.Y

PlanÈ Density
Haun Stage -
Plant lleight

- 0.125

0.889* o.2LO -0.859*

-0.958*

-0.062

-0.692*

-0.903*

-0.204
o .922*

' sigmificant at p=0.10
1- 

pry Matter Accumulatíon of Resident Vegetatíonv Light IntercepÈion of Resident Vegetatlon

scarification significantly increased tall wheatgrass

densities on the last two sampling dates at Gradstone ín L992
(76 and 106 DAS) (Table 3.8). Suppression treatment effects
on prant densities occurred throughout the season (Tab1e 3.g).
The Gramoxone treatment consistently resulted in higher plant



of scarÍfication and suppression Èreatment onlants m-2). aÈ Gladstone, ¡"æ in l-991 and :-9g2.

7A

taltrTable 3.8 Influence
whea density (

IIARROWTNG SUBPLOT

SYSTEM TREATMEN:T

1991 L992

5836LL28763 76 106

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

SCAR'

SCAR'

SEARZ

SCAR"

SCAR"

SCAR'

SEARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SEARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR"

NO SCAR'

NO SeÀR"

NO SCAR"

MOVTING

2,4-D
ROI'IID-TIP

POAST

GR.AMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

MOÌüING

2,4-D
ROU¡ID-UP

POAST

GR.AMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

25 16

18 13

29 23

40 25

2t 15

20 19

26 20

13 10

40 24

18 19

19 15

24 18

23 23

36 39

99
56 54

28 24

43 40

1-9 18

96
911

28 26

15 L3

L6 15

L4

9

18

18

11

13

L5

I

2L

13

13

10

26

38

L4

56

28

40

26

6

15

36

18

23

l-5

38

I
49

18

29

11

6

I
r_9

9

9

Mean 24 18232427L41_8

MP

SP ns

MPXSP ns

' significant at p=0.10
" scarification

densities. Round-up and Gramoxone have been found to increase
the establishment of forage girasses by several_ researchers
(Bowes and zentner, L992; samson and Moser, Lgg2; I¡Iaddington

and Bowren, 1976). rt was observed in the present experiment
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that Round-up required a greater length of time to suppress

the resident vegetation, thus the quicker suppression provided
by Èhe Gramoxone may have benefitted establishment. sguires
(a976) also reported that Round-up suppresses vegietation more

slowly than Gramoxone.

signíficant main plot x subplot interactions for taIl
wheatgrass establíshment at Gladstone in L992 indicat,ed that.
suppression treatments responded differently to scarificat,ion
treatments. Round-up, Gramoxone and the check treatments had

higher plant densities under scarification than when not
scarified, while other treatments were unaffected by

scarification treatment (TabLe 3.8) . Although scarification
generally did not decrease the competition provided by the
resident vegetation (Figures 3.15a and 3.12b), it may have

changed the microclimate early in the season sufficiently to
íncrease establishment in those treatments that suppressed the
resídent vegetation adequately (the Round-up and Gramoxone

treatments) .

Estabrishment of taIl wheatgrass in the poast, mowing and

nitrogen treatments was not affected by scarificat,ion at
GLadstone in ]'gg2. poast treatments had 1ow densities
regardless of the scarification treatment,. observations of
greater legume establishment wíth glyphosate or paraquat

compared with sethoxydim have been attributed to superior
suppression of the resident vegetation by the former
herbicides (Hagood, 1998; Malik and vtaddington, 1990).
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Higher planÈ densities were observed ín !992 at portage

as compared to Gladstone (Tables 3.5 and 3.g). This may be

attributed to better soil moisture condítions (Figures 3.9 and

3.L1) and l-ess competiÈion from the residenÈ vegetation
(Figure 3.17) at portage. As well, the resident vegetation in
Portage, being a bunchgrass (timothy), could not be expect.ed

to be as compet.iÈíve as the rhizomatous species (mainly smooth

bromegrass and poa species) at Gladstone. These factors may

have been the reason for successfur establishment at portag:e,

even when the resident vegetation was not suppressed.

rt has been stated thaÈ a plant popuration density of 65

plants m-2 ís necessary for adequaÈe dense nestíng cover (Brent
I¡Iark, biologist Ducks unlimíted, personaL communicatíon) . The

only treatments that resulted in talI wheatgrass populations
símilar to 65 plants m-2 were the mowing, Round-up and. nitrogen
treatments under scarification at portage in L992. However,

Robel pole measurements at portage in Lgg2 do show that the
l99]- stand did provide adequate cover the next season (section
3.3.6.5). Therefore, adequate DNC may be obtaíned. with fewer
plants. Densities of 10 seed.rings m-2 result in adequate
forage grass stands (King et âr., l-9g9; Launchbaugh, ]-966;

Peters et, â1., 1989; Samson and Moser, ]'gg2). Many of the
treatments did attain Èhis leveI.

Correlations between plant establishment measured at the
end of the season and the associated righÈ interception and

dry matter measurements were calculated (Tables 3.6, 3.7,3.9
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At Gladstone in l_99L, tal1 wheatgrass
establishment !L2 ÐAS lvas correlated with the light
inÈerception measurement conducted. r-12 DAs and the dry matt.er
measurement conducted L01 DAs. At this site, as the degree of
competition from the resident vegeÈation increased, the number

of established tall wheatgrass plants decreased (Table 3.9).

Table 3.9 correlation coefficients* beÈween year of estabrishmentat cladstone, MB in 1991.rameters

Ðry Matter l¡ight Int.
of Res. of Res.

Plant
Density

Haun
Stage

Plant
Height

veg.Y

Dry Matter of
Res. Veg.'
Light rnÈ. of
Res. Veg.Y

Plant DensiÈy

Haun Stage

0.908* -0.614*

-o.544r,

-0.051 -0.163

-0.269 -0.273

0 .433 0. 098

o.592*

sígmif ícanÈ at p=0.l-O
Dry Matter Accumulation of ReEident Vegetation
Light Interception of Resídent VegetaÈion

Table 3.10 Correlatíon coefficients' between year of establ j.shment

Plant Heíqht

ameÈers at Gladstone, MB in L992.

Dry MaÈter Light Int. plant
of Res. of Res. Density

Haun
Stage

Plant
Height

Dry Matt,er of
Res. Veg.'
Light Int. of
Res. Veg.v

Plant Density
Haun SÈage

Plant HeighÈ

0.802* -0.153

0.137

-o.437

-0.583*

0.494

-0.474

-0.600*

0.516*
0.993*

sigmificanÈ at p=0.10
Dry Mat,ter Accumulation of Resident VegeÈat,ionLight Interception of Resident Veget,atLon
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No significant correlation coefficients were observed at
Gladstone ín 1992 or either year at portage. No relatíonship
was expected at portage due to the fact that successful
esÈablishment occurred, regardless of whether the resident
vegetation was suppressed or not. The lack of correration at
Gl-adstone in 1,992 may be due to the fact that the Round_up

treatment was shown to suppress the resident vegetation to the
greatest extent at Gladstone in lgg2, however, ít was the
Gramoxone treatment that led to the greatest establishment.

3 .3 .4 TaII lrlheatgrass Development

3 .3 .4 .1- Haun Stage Measurement

Morphological development of ta1l wheatgrass plants was

determined usíng the Haun growth stage scale (Haun, tg73).
Scarifícat'ion affected the development rate of talI wheatgrass
on many different occasions at both portage and Gladstone in
boÈh years (Tables 3.11 and 3.L2). In aLI cases,
scarification incieased ta1I wheatgrass devel-opmenÈ.

Scarification increased the llaun sLage vaLues even though
it did not, significantly suppress the resident vegetation.
Although scarification did not suppress the resident
vegetation or reduce Èhe competition for light (Appendix 2,
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Table 3.1'1 rnfluence of scarification and suppression treatment on tal-Iwheatgrass developmenÈ (Haun stage)' at port,agè-f," prairie,-tg--iîfggr an¿1ôô1

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

HARROWING ST]BPLOT

SYSTEM TREAT¡{EMT 69 L28

1991 t992

99682736

scÀR'

SCAR'

SCAR"

SCAR'

SCAR'

SCAR"

SCAR'

NO SCAR'

NO SEAR"

NO SCAR"

NO SCAR'

NO SCAR'

NO SCAR'

NO SCAR'

MOlrrNc t.9 3.3 4.2
2,4-D 1.8 3.8 4.O

ROI'IID-I'P

POAST 1.9 4.O 5. O

GR.AMOXONE 1.8 4.6 5. I
NITROGEN l_.6 3 .9 3 .4
CHECK L.6 3.9 4.6
MOVITNG l_. I 3 .6 5.3
2,4-D L.4 3.0 2.9
ROttìüD-ItP

POAST L.7 3.0 4.3
GRAMOXONE L.7 3.7 6.9
NITROGEN I.4 3.1 3.3
CHECK 1.3 2 .7 2.9

5.9
6.4

8.9
7.4

4.6
5.6

5.3

4.6

6.7
8.0
4.4

3.7

L.2

L.2
L.2

l_.1

1.1

2.O

l-. 9

2.L
l.'7
L.7

3.6
3.0
3.7
2.2
2.4

8.8
5.2
8.3

3.1
3.1

L.4 2.L 3.3 4.8

L.4 2.4
L.4 2.2
L.4 2.5
L.4 2,L
1.3 1. 9

L.2 1.8

5.5 8.7
4.6 7.3

4.5 8.3

3.0 3.3

3.0 4.3
2.5 3.1

5.73.42.01.36.04.53.6L.?

MPXSP

- significant aL p=0.10
' scarificaÈion

Tables A2.L to A2.5), it may have changed the microclimate
around the seed or seedling early in the season. The effect
of scarification on the resident vegetation may have

dissipated before lighÈ interception and aerial dry matter
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on tall
t992 -

HARROWING SI'BPLOT

SYSTEM TREATMENI

1991 L992

76583663 87 1,L2

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

106

SCAR'

SEAR'

SCAR'

SEARZ

SCAR"

sc.AR"

SCAR"

NO SCAR"

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR'

NO SCAR"

NO SCAR'

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR"

MOÍTING

2,4-D
ROI'TÛD-I'P

POAST

GRÀMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

MOlfING

2,4-D
ROTJND-TIP

POAST

GRÀMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

2.6 3.3
L.6 2.7

2.6 3 .6

2.3 3.4
2.L 3.1
1.9 3.0
1.8 3.0
2.0 3.0

2.0 3 .5

2.2 3.3

1.6 3 .2

L.7 2.8

3.6
3.6

4.0
3.3

2.7
3.8

2.5
t.7

3.4
3.9
3.2

2.7

I.2 L.7 1.5 1.5

2.0 4.3 6.1 5.8
t.4 1.6 L.7 L.4
t.7 2.5 2.2 2.0
1.3 1.7 1.5 L.4
1.3 L.7 L.7 t.2
1.2 1.5 L.3 1.3

1.6
1.1
L.7
1.0

1.l_

2.0
1.5
2.t
1.6

1.6

2.2
1.3

2.0
1..3

1.3

2.6
L.2
2.0
r.2
L.2

3.23.22.0 2.0t.4 2.0 1.9

SP

MPXSP

' sigmificant aÈ p=0.10
" scarification

accumulation measurements were conducted. .As shading from the
resident vegetation increases, air and soil temperatures
decrease (cooper, L966) . scarification may have decreased the
light competition sufficíently, breaking up the sod thatch,
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aeratíng the soil and decreasing shading, to increase
temperature, whích would then result in i-ncreased development.
Several researchers (Frank and Hofmann, 19g9; Fulbright eE

â1., l-985; Hill et aI., 1985; Hsu et â1., 198sb) have found
that temperature plays an important role in grass development.

suppression treatments affected Haun measurements 36, gz

and 128 DAS at portage in 1,gg]- (Table 3 .l_j_) . The number of
leaves on plants in the poast and Gramoxone treatments
increased throughout t,he season. By the end of the season,

both treatments resulted in plants with the highest Haun stage
values. significant suppression treatment effecÈs at
Gladstone in t99t (Table 3.L2) , indicated that the mowing,

Poast and Gramoxone treatments had the highest Haun values 63

DAs, whíIe on the e7 DAS sampling date, the poast treatment
generally had the greatest Haun stage values and the 2,4-D anð.

the check the lowest. At portage ín 1992, Haun stage values
of plants in the Round-up and Gramoxone treatments increased
during the growing season to a greater extent than in oÈher

treatments. By the end of the season, these treaÈments had

the highest number of leaves per p]ant, while the mowing,

nítrogen and check treatments had the lowest. The poast thus
provided an intermediate degree of suppression. A simil_ar
trend for Round-up was observed at Gradstone ín ]-gg2.
rnitially, both Round-up and Gramoxone Èreatments resuLted in
the greatest plant. development. However, at the end of the
season, only the Round-up treatment resulted in significantly
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higher Haun sËage values than other treatments (Tab1e 3.].2) .

The greater competition suppression provided by Round-up at.

this site (Fígures 3.15b and 3.17b) seemed to benefít grass
development.

No significant interactions occurred at porÈage in j_99j_

or 1992 (Table 3.11). At Gladstone ín tgg!, the poast and.

mowíng treatments had significantly higher Haun stage varues
63 DAs when scarifíed than when not scarified (Tabre 3.12) .

At Gladstone in L992, significant scarification x subplot
interactions in a number of inst.ances indicated. that plants in
the Round-up Èreatments which had undergone scarification
consistently had higher Haun stag'es than plants in all other
treatments (Table 3.t2) . No other treatments performed

significantly better under scarification at any date at Èhe

Gladstone site in l-991 or ]-992.

chemícar suppression was found Èo enhance plant
development. This was true even in instances where chemical
suppression did not affect plant density (portage, Table 3.5) .

Higher Haun stage levels in the chemical treatments coul_d be

attributed to higher levels of soil moisture during emergence

(Figures 3.1-0 and 3.11) or greater control of the resident
vegetation (Figures 3.L2 to 3 .1,7) . Others al_so have reported
that chemical suppression of the resident vegetation will
increase plant development and/or yields of sod-seed.ed plants
(Bowes and Zentner, rgg2,. Bush et â1., r-9g9; Roth et â1.,
1985). Plants at GladsÈone had fewer reaves compared t.o
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p]ants grown at portage (Tables 3.j_l_ and 3.1,2). This may also
be attributed to less competition from resident vegetation
(Figure 3.L7) and higher soil moisture conditions (Figures 3.9
to 3.11) .

For perennial grasses, development of three or more
leaves is desírable to reduce the risk of winterkirl and Èo

maximize regrowth the foÌlowing season (Vthite, 1984). This
critical limit was achíeved for all treaÈments in both years
at Portage (Tab1e 3.11). Tarr wheatgrass plants at Gladstone,
especially in f992, did not aLways achieve this critical limit
by Èhe end of the growing season (Tab1e 3.L2) . Therefore, t,he

risk of wínÈer injury and red.uced regrowth would be expected
to be high. At Gradstone in tgg2, the only treatment to
successfully reduce resident vegetation competition
sufficiently, for maximum leaf development past this critical
threshold, was Èhe Round-up treaÈment under scaríficatíon
(Table 3.12) .

The Haun stage measurements at the end of the season were
correlated with the light int,erception and dry matter
measurements taken at approximately the same time (Tabres 3.6,
3.7, 3.9 and 3.r-0). For example, at porÈage in 199r_, the Haun

stage measurement determined L2g DAS was correlated with the
light interception measurement conducted r-2g DAS and the dry
matter measurement conducted 96 DAs. significant negative
relationships were found at portage in 1991 and 1992 and with
the light interception at Gladstone in 1992 (Tables 3.6, 3.7
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competition and

establishmenÈ at

development.

was interesting to
dry matter were

Portage, they were
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note that while light
not correlated with
correl-ated with planÈ

3.3.4.2 Tall Wheatgrass Height

scarification effects occurred at portage in tggL and

Gladstone in l-991 and tgg2 (Tables 3.L3 and 3.14). fn each

insÈance, scarification increased talr wheatgrass heights.
suppression treatments affected plant height 92 and l_2g

DAs at Portage in t991, with Gramoxone resulting in the
tallest plants (Table 3.13). No significanÈ suppression
treatment effects occurred at Gradstone in r-99r_ (TabLe 3.14) .

At Portage in 1992, the chemical treatments g,enerally resuLted
in the tallest plants (Table 3.13). The mowing, nitrogen and.

check t.reatments all had significantry shorter plants than
other treatmenÈs at the end of the season (99 DAS). Bentley
and Clements (1-989b) reported that ftalian ryegrass plants
grown in plots where the resident vegetation was mowed were

stunted. They attributed this to the fact that the
competition from the resident vegetation had not been

suffíciently reduced by Èhe mowing treatment. A similar
explanation would apply in the present study. At Gradstone in
1992, the suppression Èreatment affected. plant heights on all
dates (Table 3.1-4). plants attained the greatest heights in
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the Round-up treaÈment. Thus, by the end of the first growing
season, only the chemical suppression Èreatments sígníficantly
increased taIl wheatgrass heíghts.

Table 3'13 rnfluence of scarification and suppression Èreatment on ta1Irþ9e!-9rass height (cm)' at portage La prairie,"l¿e in 1991 and. 1992.

IIARRO!{ING SUBPIJOT

SYSTEM TREÀTMENT

1991 L992

6840L2892 276936

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

99

SCARZ

gcÀRz

SCAR"

SCAR"

SCARZ

SCARZ

SCAR,

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR"

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

MOüIING 7 .2

2,4-D 7.g
ROI,ND-UP

POAST 7 .7
GRÀMOXONE 9.1
NTTROGEN 8.6
CHECK 7.5
MOÏTING 7 .5
2 ,4-D 7 .0

ROUND-UP

POAST 6.7
GRAMOXONE 8.3
NITROGEN 7.7
CHECK 6.3

11.6 16.9 19.8
t7 .2 t7 .5 24.5

6.4 8.7

7.2 9.5
5.8 9.5
7.6 10.1
7 .3 9.3
7.4 8.5
6.6 7.7

14.0 t6.6

13.6 20.4

L4.'7 22.1
13 . 6 22.L

13.8 L7 .8

12.2 L7 .4

10.6 L3.7

L3 .7 15.3

13.1 ]-9.4

13.1_ L4.3

16.5 15.3

rL .4 1,5 .'7

8.2 11.3

6.0 8.9
L2.4 L9.3

l.3.2 15.8

8.9 9.9

23.6
23.4

L6.2

L9.8

2L.4

15 .4

18.3

24.3

t7 .8

14.1

7.a

8.2

7.4

6.8

7.5

9.9
9.0

10.0

9.2

8.3

L4.2

13.0

1_5. 1

13.0

10.8

23.0

t8.7
24 .0

15 .4

r_3.9

7.6 L2.L 15.0 19.9 7.2 9.1 L3.2 18-8

MPXSP

. significant aÈ p=0.10
' scarífication
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lable 3'14 rnfluence of scarificaÈion and suppression treatment on Èa1l-wheatgrass height (cm)- at Glad.stone, MB in 1991 and tgg2.

HARROWTNG SUBPIJOT

SYSTEM TREAT}IENT

r_991 1992

76583663 LL2

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

106

SCARZ

SCARZ

SCAR"

SCARZ

SCARZ

SCARZ

SCAR"

NO SCÀR"

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR'

NO SEAR'

NO SCAR'

MO}TTNG

2,4-D
ROT'ND-T'P

POAST

GRÀMOXONE

NTTROGEN

CHECK

MO!{TNG

2,4-D
ROI'IID-I'P

POAST

GR.AMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

8.3 7 .5

6.1 6 .9

9 .9 8.5
9.8 8.4
9.0 7.9
7.L 7.0

5.5 6.3

6.4 5.4

6.7 7 .O

6.8 4.5
q.s 6.7
5.4 4.8

11.6

6.7

7.6

4.9
6.4
7.2

5.4

5.3

6.9
9.8

6.7

5.0

4.6

7.0
3.1
6.4
5.1
5.7
3.9

4.7
3.1
4.4
3.0
3.3

6.L 6.4 6.6

13 .8 20 .9 27 .2
5.2 6.2 7.8
9 .6 11.6 10. 0

6.4 6.6 s.0
5.9 6.8 6.3
5.0 5.2 5.6

7.3

4.4
7.2

5.1
4.9

8.9
4.7
8.0
4.4
4.0

L1.5

6.0
10.3

4.9
4.8

7.2 7.06.7 6.74.5 8.87.8

SP

MPXSP

. sígmificanÈ aÈ p=0.10
" scarífication

At Portage in 199]-, significant main ptot x subploÈ
ínteractions occurring 69 and. i,2g DAs ind.icated that the
2,4-D, Poast and check treatments performed significantly
better in the scarified compared. with unscarified. pIots, while
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other treatments were not affected by scarification (rable
3.13). No significant ínteractions occurred. at Gladstone in
l99L or at Portage ín 1992. At Gladstone in tgg2, significant
main plot x subplot interacÈions occurred 59, 76 and. l_06 DAS

(Tabl-e 3.14). The treat.ment of Round-up with scarification
had the tallest wheatgrass plants as compared to arl other
treatments. other than the Gramoxone 5g DAs, scarification
díd not significantly influence plant height, in the other
treatments.

ïn L992, the Gladstone sit,e had greater increases in
plant height with Round-up than the portage site (Tab1es 3.13

and 3.L4). The Gladstone site provided a l-ess favourable
growing environment, and thus, plants at Gladstone may have

benefitted more from competition reduction. The portage

location seemed to have a higher soil moísture ín ]-992 than at,

Gladstone (Figures 3.9b and 3.Li-) and the resident vegetation
at Portage (timothy) was less competitive than at Gladstone
(mainly smooth bromegrass and poa species).

Significant negative correlatíons occurred between plant
height measured at the end of the season and the corresponding,
light competition and dry matter measurements at porÈage in
1-992 and between light interception and plant heighÈ at
Gladstone in 1992 (Tables 3.7 and 3.10). Temperatures and.

precipitaÈion (especially early-season precipitation at
Portage) were lower in L992 than in 1991 (fables 3.3 and 3.4)
and the resident vegetation dry matter accumulatíon appeared
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to be greater in t992 (Figures 3.16 and 3.17), causing more

adverse growing conditions. This may have caused an increased
plant response to suppression of the resident vegetation in
1-992 as compared to 1991_.

3.3.5 In-season TalI Wheatgrass Survíval Rates

ïn-season plant survivar raÈes were monitored. ín Lggz

trials on1y. survival rates varied from 32-ggz Èhroughout the
season and were higher at portage than at, Gl_adstone (Tab1e

3.L5). The latter observation was attributed to increased
soil moisture (Figures 3.9b and 3.11) and decreased

competition from the resident vegetation (Figure 3.]-7) at
Portage.

No significant interactions, scarification or suppression
treatment effects were observed Ín the trial at portage in
1992 (table 3.15). Nor were there any significant main plot
x subplot interactions at Gladstone in lgg2. significant
scarification effects at Gladstone, however, indicated that
scarificatíon improved the ín-season survival of tarl
wheatgrass between the first two dates, 36-5g and sg-76 DAs

(Tablê 3.15). The beneficial effect of the superior
vegetation suppression provided by Round-up is quite evident
when viewing Èhe taLl wheatgrass survival rates at Glad.stone.

The Round-up treatments had the highest survival rates.



Tab1e 3.15 Influence of scarification
season survival (t). beÈween the dates
GladsÈone, MB in 1992.

86

and suppression treatment on in-
shown at portage La prairie and.

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

HARROISING ST'BPIJOT

SYSTEM TREAITIEÌcI

PORTAGE GLADSTONE

27 -40 40-68 68-99 36-58 58-76 76-LO6

SCAR"

seÃR"

SCAR'

SCAR"

SCAR'

SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR"

NO SCAR'

NO SC.AR'

NO SC-AR"

MOWING

ROI'NÐ-T'P

POÀST

GRÀMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

MOVTING

ROUND-I'P

POAST

GR.AMOXONE

NTTROGEN

CHECK

98

92

96

87

92

90

9L

90

80

87

88

93

89

90

87

85

93

94

87

88

82

88

90

87

88

96

90

9L

97

91

91

96

93

99

90

92

80

89

65

88

79

82

65

89

47

78

32

54

82

93

74

92

90

87

79

66

66

81

82

79

62

97

63

89

68

70

46

88

58

7t
43

66

Mean 90 68817L9388

L.S.D. ro.1

MP

nsSP

MPXSP

' sigrrificant at. p=0.10
' scarifícation

correlations between the Haun stage measuremenÈ and the
percent in-season survival in Lg92 were calculated to
determine if the morphorogical development of the plant
affected plant survival. significant correlations did not
occur at Portage, however, positive correlations were detected.



for t.he Gladstone site (Tab]e 3

indicate a critical leaf number

due to too much scatter of the

87

.L6). The data did not seem to
for maximum in-season survival
data.

Tab1e 3.16 Correlation coef f icienÈs' between in-season survival andstaqe in r of establishment at po La Prairie and Gladstone
Haun
MB.

Dat,e 12

Haun Stage

Date 2Y DaÈe 3*

Haun St,age Hau:t Stage
Portage

Gladstone
L992 Survival
L992 Survival

0.150

o .526*
-0.064
o.420

o.428

0.733*

z

v
*

significant at p=0.10
Portage = 40 DÀS GladsÈone
Portage = 68 DAS Gladstone
Portage = 99 DAS GladsÈone

3.3.6 Year After Establishment Measurements

Plant density, llaun stage, height and survival
measurements were conducted at portage 364 DAs in lgg2 0n the
experimenÈs established in L99l-. Robel pole measurements of
1-991 studies were taken in the farl of 1,992. lithire
scarífication and suppression treaÈment effects were

signifícant, no significant maín plot x subplot interactions
occurred at Portage for any of the measurements. Therefore,
scarífication and suppression treatments affected year-after-
establishment measurements independently. Measurements were

also taken in Èhe spring of rg93 on the experiments
established ín L992. These were conducted 329 DAS at portage

and 398 DAs at GladsÈone. No significant main plot x subplot
interactions occurred at portage in 1993.

= 58 DAS
= 76 DAS
= 106 ÐAS
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3 .3 .6.1 Overwinter Survival_

overwi-nter survival was measured in 1993. There were no
significant treatment effects at portage, nor were there any
interactions or scarifícation effects at Gladstone (Table
3.]-7). Ilowever, a significant suppression effect at Gladstone

Table 3.L7
overwint,er

Influence scarification and suppression t,reatment onsurvíval (t e La Prairie and Gladstone, MB ín 1993.

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

SI'BPLOT

TREATMENT

PORTAGE GI.ADSTONE

379 398

of
aÈ

HARROWING

SYSTEM

SC.AR'

SCARZ

SCARZ

SCAR"

SCAR'

SCAR'

NO SCAR"

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR"

NO SCAR"

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR"

MOÌüTNG

ROT]ND-UP

POAST

GRÀMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

MOVüTNG

ROUNÐ-I]P

POAST

GRÃMOXONE

NITROGEN

CIÍECK

91

95

93

90

94

93

90

97

83

92

72

88

28

85

45

5L

24

28

I
43

33

22

25

13

Mean 3490

MP

SP

MPXSP

significant at p=0.10
scarÍfication
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in 1993 indicated that overwinter survival was significantly
greater in Round-up treatments (Tab1e 3.!7). In fact, only
Èhe Round-up treatment under scarification resulted in an

overwinter survívaI rate above 50? (table 3.L7).
The effect of the different environments and growing

conditions between sites is again apparenÈ, with the
overwint,er survival rate aÈ portage being 2-3 times greater
than at Gladstone (Tab1e 3.L7) , largely due to the more

aggressive resident vegetation found at Glad.stone. This may

also be due in part to differences in precipitation between

the two sites during the coldest months of t,he year (December

to April), causing differences in the snow cover (Appendix 1,

Tables Al-.2 to 41.4).

The relationship between fal-1 Haun stage and overwinter
survival (Table 3.18) indicated that a critical Leaf number of
three leaves $ras required for maximum overwínter survival
(Figure 3.1-8). This corresponds with observations by vthite
(1984) and l{hite and Currie (j-9BO). rn the present study,

Tab1e 3.18
performance of
ower sÍtes and

correration* beÈween establishment year Haun sÈage andtall wheatgrass in year afÈer estabri;hment caãta combined).

Year AfÈer EstablishmenÈ (Est.ab1ishment, year)
Overwinter Survival
Plant Density
Hau¡r Stage

0.800*

0.476*
0. 909*

Haun Stage

' signrificant aÈ p=0.10
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figure 3.18 Relationship between tallwheatgrass fall Haun stage
(establishment year) and overwinter survival.
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plants with less t.han three reaves had ress than 60? survival
(Figure 3.18) . These observat,i-ons may explain the signif icant
Round-up effect at Gladstone, as Round-up was the only
treatment to achieve a Haun stage above 3 by the end of the
first season (Table 3.t2) .

3.3.6.2 Year After EstabLishment plant population Ðensity

rn L992, there were no significant differences in tarl_
wheatgrass plant densitj-es at portage earry in the season,

indicating no significant differences between treatments after
the first winter (fable 3. L9) . Significant scarification
effects for plant density at portage in 1993 indicated that
scarification in t992 increased plant density in 1993. No

significant suppression effects were observed at portage in
1993 (Table 3.19) .

At Gradstone in 1993, a significant main plot x subplot
interaction indicated that plant densities were higher in the
Round-up and Gramoxone treatments under scarification than
under non-scarification conditions, while other treatments
were unaffected by scarification treatment (Table 3.19). rn
fact, there were virtually no plants in the unscarified
treatment, regardless of herbicide used. At Gladstone, only
Round-up and Gramoxone under scarification produced anything
close to an accepÈabIe plant populaÈion density for DNC (Table

3.19). This was attributed to greater first,-year suppression



Tab1e 3.19 Influence of
after est,ablishment tall

92

scaríficat,ion and suppression treaÈmenÈ o¡r year
w.heatgrass density þIants m-2)' at eortagè lain ]-992 and i.993.Prairie and Gladstone, MB

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

PORTAGE GI,ADSTONE

HARROWTNG

SYSTEM

ST'BPLOT

TREATMEMT

1992 1993 1993

364 379 398

SCAR'

SCARZ

SCAR' I

SCARZ

SCARZ

SCAR'

SCAR"

NO SCAR'

NO SC.AR'

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR"

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR"

MOÌgING

2,4-D
ROtt¡rD-ItP

POAST

GRAMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

MOIVING

2,4-D
ROI]ND-UP

POAST

GRÀMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

9

15

I
t4
20

9

L6

15

15

18

11

t4

60

60

53

36

54

36

48

44

36

48

36

48

3

-

30

1

24

3

6

1

3

3

5

1

L

Mean

MP

SP

MPXSP

' significant at, p=0.10
' scarification

of the resident vegetation with these herbicides
and 3.1-7b). Results from the Gladstone site
where competition from the resid.ent vegetation

47L4

(Figure 3 .l-5b

suggest that
ís intense,
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only superior suppression of the resident vegetation will
produce an acceptable ta1l wheatgrass plant population density
in t,he year af ter establishment.

The initial suppression províded. by the scarification in
the year of establishment did affect the development and in-
season survival of the tal1 wheatgrass plants (Tables 3 .l_l_ to
3.15). Scarification may have had effects other than those of
suppressing the resident vegetation in the year of
estabLishment, such as aeratíng the soil and making more

nutrients avaílable as ít may have broken up the organic
mat,ter and manure present at this síte

The densiÈy of prants in the year after establishment was

positively correlated with the plant morphological development
at the end of the first season (Table 3.LB). This is ín
accordance with white (1984) and lrlhite and currie (rgeo), who

found that as the number of leaves of crested wheatgrass,
intermediate wheatgrass, pubescent wheatgrass and Russian wird
ryegrass seedlings found ín the faII increased, the greater
the overwinter survival. A criticar fa]l plant leaf number

for tarl wheatgrass density for the forlowing season could not
be determined, due to too much scatter of the data.

3.3-6.3 Year After EstabrishmenÈ plant Leaf Number

No significant interactions or scarification effects for
Haun stage were observed in lgg2 or in j_993 (table 3.20) .
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while there were no significant suppression effects at
Gladstone in 1993, signÍficant suppression treatments at.

Portage ín 1992 and l-993 indicated. that poast and Gramoxone

Table 3.20 fnfluence of
after establishment tall

scarification and suppression treatmenÈ
wheatgrass development (Haun stage). ai
MB in 1992 and rggs.La Prairie and Gladstone,

on year
Portage

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

PORTAGE GIJADSTONE

HARROISING

SYSTEM

SI'BPIJOT

TREATITÍEMT

t992 1993 1_993

364 379 398

scÀRz

SCARZ

SCARZ

SCAR"

SCAR"

SCAR"

SCAR"

NO SCAR"

NO SCAR"

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCARZ

NO SCAR"

NO SCARZ

MOWING

2,4-D
ROT'ND-UP

POAST

GRÃMOXONE

NTTROGEN

CHECK

MOWTNG

2,4-D
ROUND-TTP

POAST

GRAT"IOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

5.1
6.0

8.2

7.2

4.3

3.3

5.4

5.8

6.8

7.5

5.5

5.1

6.1

8.1
9.3

7.2

4.8
4.2

4.6

8.2

4.5
5.3

3.0
4.7

1.5

4.9
3.3

2.t
1.3

L.2
1.0

l_. I
r.7
2.6
L.7
1.0

Mean 5.9 5.8 2.0

MP

SP

MPXSP

significant aÈ p=0.10
scarification
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0992) and Round-up (1993) generally had the highest Haun

stage measurements the year after establj_shment (fable 3.20) .

The average spring Haun scale measurements at Gladstone
was less than half of those at portage (Tab1e 3.20). Growth
of three or more leaves has been stated to be a critical
threshold for the least winter d.amage and maximum regrowth the
next season (White, Lgg[) . plants at Gladstone rarely
achieved this threshold, whereas those at portage did (Tabl_es

3 .l-1 and 3 .1-2) .

A relationship was found between the morphological stage
of the plants at the end of the first season and the
development the following spring (tabLe 3.19). Significant
correlations occurring suggested that the greater the number

of taIl wheatgrass l-eaves in faIl, the greater the development

Èhe following spring (Table 3.1_B) . In fact, it was reported
that seedling development had a greater effect on regrowth
than winter injury (White, j-984). A critical faIl plant leaf
number for taII wheatgrass deveropment for the following
season could not be determined due to too much scatter of the
data.

3.3.6.4 Year After Establishment plant Height

There were no significant scarification effects for
second-year talI wheatgrass heights at any of the sites (Table

3.21') . significant suppression effects were observed at aL1
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three sites. The Round-up (portage L993 and Gladstone 1993),
Gramoxone (Portage L992 and Gladstone r-993) and poast (portage
t993) generally had the tar-Iest plants, whiLe the nitrogen and

DÀYS AFTER SEEDTNG

PORTÀGE GI,ADSTONE

HARROWING

SYSTEM

L992 L993 1993

364 379 398

Table 3'21 rnfluence of scarifj-cation and..suppressíon treatment on yearafter establishmenÈ-t-aII _wheatgrass height tcrrii';ãt portage La prairie andGl-adstone, MB in 1992 and 1993-.

ST]BPLOT

TREATME}üT

SCAR"

SCARZ

SCARZ

SCARZ

SCAR"

SCAR'

SCAR'

NO SCARZ

NO SC.ARZ

NO SCAR'

NO SCAR'

NO SCAR"

NO SCARZ

NO SCÀRZ

MO!{TNG

2,4-D
ROT'ND-UP

POAST

GRÀMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

MOWING

2,4-D
ROUND-UP

POAST

GRAMOXONE

NITROGEN

CHECK

20.L

L7 .5

22.5

23.7

15. L

15 .6

19.6

20.1

20.8

24.9

t7.4
19.2

22.4

23.4

27.4

24.3

20.t
20.7

L7.L

25.8

20. I
20.2

L4.3

L7.3

4.6

L7.7

9.6

9.6

4.5

5.0
2.L

11.8

5.7
15.9

9.0
4.L

Mean L9.7 2L.2 8.3

MP

SP

MPXSP

z
sigmificant at p=0.10
scarification
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incheck treatments generally produced

both L992 and J-993 at portage.
the shortest plants

3.3.6.5 Robel pole Measurements

Robel pole measurements were conducted the year after
establishment at portage in tg92 on1y. Residual cover
attaining a Robel pole heíghÈ of 20 cm or more provides
adequate nesting cover (Ðuebbert et â1. , 19gL) . lVhi1e aII_

Èreatments tested in thís study achieved this height, a

signifícant suppression effecÈ indicated that Èhe poast and

Gramoxone treatments resulted in superior cover (Figure 3.19).
Greater visual obstruction in these treatments was attributed
to superior suppression of t,he resident vegetation (Figures
3.12b and 3.16a) and increased soil water (Figure 3.10a) in
the year of establishment (j_99L) . Although tall wheat,grass

densities were not found to be influenced by Gramoxone and

Poast in the year of establishment (Tab1e 3.5), the Robel pore
measurements suggest Èhat by the end of the second season,
chemical suppression increased the density and rankness of the
stand. Results of this sÈudy suggest that while scarification
increased some growth parameters at portage, visual
obsÈruction was only signíficantly increased through the use

of chemical suppression, as Èhere were no significant
interactions or scarífication effects (Appendix 2, Tab1e

A2.28) .
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40

I()
t-xo
TIJx
UJ
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fL

IU
E¡o
fE

SCARIFIED
NON-SCARlFIED

SUBPLOTTREATMENT

Figure 3.19 lnfluence of scarification and 9up_gpsgion treatment on Robel pole
measurements in 1gg2 at portage La prairie, I\¡9. vert¡calbars indicate ' -

LSD(o.10).
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3.4 ConcLueÍone

Results at portage indicaÈe that in this growing
environment, chemical suppression did not enhance planÈ
population density or survíval in the year of establishment
and in the successive year. However, chemical suppression d.ic
increase plant development and significantly increased t,he

denseness of the sÈand, according to the Robel pole
measurements. scarification was found to increase plant
development at both sites. At Gladstone, chemicar suppression
was necessary for successful pranÈ establishment, development
and survival both in the establishment year and in the
foll-owing year. Mowing did not result in sufficient reduction
of competitíon to increase establishment, development or
survival of planÈs.

Plants were required to develop to a critical leaf number

of three leaves by the end of the first growing season for
maximum overwinter survival. This crit.ical limit was achieved
in boÈh years at portage, however, tall wheatgrass plants at
Gladstone, especiälly in tgg2, did not always achieve this.
stage. At Gladstone in lgg2, the t,:ieatment of Round.-up under
scarification was the only treatment to result in plants with
three leaves or greater.
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4.L Introduction

sod-seeded grass seedlings face more adverse growing
conditions than conventionally-pranted seedlings, mainly
because of competition from resident vegetaÈion. rt is not
known whether all grasses respond similarly to the stresses
associated with sod-seeding. rt may be possible Èhat some

desirable DNC grass species wourd require a tírled seedbed for
successful establ-ishment. The objective of this stud.y was to
compare the relative response of swítchgrass (panicum virqatum
L. ) , glreen needlegrass (stipa viridula Trin. ) , tal_r wheatgrass

[Thinopvrum ponticum (podp. ) Barkw. & D.R. Ðewey] , and

northern wheatgrass [E1l¡mus 1anceolatus (Scribner & ,J. G.

Smit,h) GouLd.l to seed.bed preparation techniques. Stud.ies were

conducted in the field and under controll-ed environment
conditions.

4.2 MeÈhodology - ConÈrolled Environnent Study

4.2.L TríaI Establishment

An experíment was established to compare growth and.

development of a number of grass species under simuLated sod_

seeding and conventional seeding conditions. soil was
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collected from Èhe same portage La prairie and Gladstone
locatíons as in Experiment l-. rntact soil cores were

collected in aluminum pipes (tZ cm wide and approximately 2L

cm long) that were pushed into the soil and then removed.

Ðisturbed soil was collected from the same sítes. The

disturbed soil was sieved through screens to remove Èhe

resident vegetation. Aluminum pipes were then firled with
soil. During the potting process, care was t,aken Èo ensure

that bulk densities were similar in the disturbed and. intact
soil pots. The bulk densities of undisturbed cores and

disturbed soil pots at portage were L . 1 and I .2 g cûr-3,

respectively. At Gladstone, the bulk densitíes of sod

treat.ments and of poÈted bare soil treatments were L.2 and

1.1 g cR-3, respectively. Undísturbed cores (contaíning bot,h

soil and resident vegetation) were col_lected from portage and

Gladstone in the faII of 1991-. A1I cores were left outside
and covered with snow between time of sample collection and

November 7, l99L to simulate a winter períod. Tubes were then
moved to a growth room with a g"/6"c day/night temperature
regime. To simulate a spring period, the temperature was

raised over a period of five weeks to a zl"/l6oc regime.
Throughout the study, cores were irrigated daily to keep pot,s

wet to eliminate waÈer as a limiting factor.
The e>çerimentaL design was a factorial randomized

complete block design, replicated four times. The treatmenÈs

consisted of Èhe different grass species: switchgirass (cv.
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Dacotah), green needlegrass (cv. Lodorm), ta1I wheatgrass
(common seed), and northern wheatgrass (cv. Critana) . Seeds

were pre-germinated in petrí dÍshes and seeded to a depth of
two cenÈimetres at the rate of l_O seed.s per pot,.

4.2.2 Measurements

Measurements of plant emergence and development (height
and Haun stage) were taken every two days for the first week

after planting. Measurement frequency was then reduced to
once a week, and eventually to once every ten to fourteen
days. Àt the end of the experiment (62 DAs for portage soil
and 48 DAS for Gladstone soil), aerial dry matter accumulatíon
of five of the seedlings and of the resident vegetatíon $¡as

measured. The plants and resident vegetation were harvested
at soil level. The samples were oven-dried at gooc for a

minímum of forty-eight hours and then weighed.

Root number per plant was deÈermined on five randomly
selected grass plants in each pot. The grasses were excavated
to a l-0 cm depth on the same date vegetation was sampled for
dry matter. Roots were then stored in Èhe freezer until
measured. Newman and Moser (19ggb) suggested excavatingr

seedlings to determine the number of adventitious roots in
addition to measuring dry matter accumulation. rt has been

suggested that plants with four adventitíous roots can survive
the winter period (Brent tilark, biologist Ðucks Unlimit.ed.,
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personal communication). For this reason, the percentage of
plants with roots greater than 4 was determíned and analyzed
statistically.

4.2.3 Statistical Analysís

Results were analyzed using the GIJM procedure of the
Statistical Analysis Systems (SAS InsÈituÈe, North Carolina,
L985). Means were separated using the Fischer protected Least
significance Difference test, ât a probability Level of
alpha=O.10 after the Gr,M indicaÈed significant differences
(p=0.10). significant interaction mean separations were

caLculated according to Gomez and Gomez (19g4).

4.3 Methodology - Field Study

4.3.1 Trial Establishment and Management

Field trials were conducted in lgg2 at portage La praírie
and Gladstone, MB to investigat,e the response of the four
grass species to seedbed preparation technique. The soil
t)æe, t14>e of resident vegetation and fertirízer regíme was

similar to those of ExperimenÈ 1 (SecÈion 3.2. j_) .

The experimentar design in both cases was a split plot
design, with seedbed preparation treatments as the main prots
and grass species as the subplots. The main plot t,reatments
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included a faLl tillage treatment, a chemical suppression
treatment, conducted in the spring, and an unsuppressed
control- The subplot treatmenÈs consisted of the same

perennial grass species used in the indoor study: switchgrass,
green needlegrass, taIl wheatgrass and northern wheatgrass.
Both experimenÈs were replicated four ti.mes. The size of the
subplots was 2 x 10 meters.

The falI tillage treatment consisted of passing over the
field wíth a rotovator in the fa1I (twice at Glad.stone and

once at, Portage). Treatments were harrowed in the spring
prior to seeding to smooth the seedbed. The chemical_

suppression Èreatment consisted of gllphosate at a raÈe of
2.5 L ha-l [890 g active ingredient (a.i.) ha-1] in l_OO L ha-1

of water. The treatment was applied Èhree days before seed.ing

aÈ GLadstone and one day before seeding at portage.

Bot,h sites were seeded on May !4, Lgg2. Grasses were

seeded at a rate of l-o kg ha-1: J-037 viabl-e seeds m-2 of
switchgrass, 362 viable seed.s m-2 of green needlegrass, 1g5

viable seeds m-2 of tal1 wheatgrass and 369 viable seeds m-2 of
northern wheatgrass. All grasses were seeded to a depth of
1.5 to 2.5 cm using a connor shea coulter coil Tlme sod-
seeding driIl (row spacing was 15 cm). The same drill was

used for the fall tillage and the sod-seeded plots to avoid
possible confounding effects that would arise from using
differenÈ drills. The soir was packed twice after seeding
(using a lawn packer) to improve seed-to-soil contact.
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Appropriate pesÈ control measures were conducted every
year (Table 4-1). Rotovated plots suppress the sward Èo a
greater degree than herbicides, but can produce a l_ooser
seedbed and can al1ow for weed infestation (VtaddingLon and
Bowren, L976). Annual weeds and Canada thistLe werc
controlled periodically in the tillage treatments. The area
at Gladstone was fenced to excLude cattle.

Table 4.1
La Prairie and Gladstone, MB in

Pesticides applied in field experiments at portage
t992.

Location Date Pesticide Rate (I-, product ha-1)

Herbicídes
Portage

Gladstone

May L3

,June 19

July l-2

May 1-1

,June 9

,Ju1y L2

Round-up

Lontrel
Lontrel

Round-up

Buctril M

Buctril M

2.5
1.0
1.5

2.5
1.0
L.0

Insecticide
Gl-adstone ,fune 9 Sevin XLR 2.5
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4.3 .2 Measurements

4.3 .2.1 Environmental_ Conditions

Daily maximum, minimum and mean air temperature, and
precipitation were measured as described in Experiment l_

(Section 3.2.2.L). Gravimetric soil water contenÈ between 0

and l-0 cm was measured at weekly intervals during the
emerg:ence period in all of Èhe main plot treatments. soíl
samples were oven-dried at gooc for a minimum of forty-eight
hours, and then weighed to cal-culate the gravimetric water
content.

4.3 .2.2 Resident Vegetation

The degree of light interference by the resident
vegetation was monitored throughout the growing season ín the
unsuppressed and chemically suppressed plots, using the
technique described ín Experiment 1 (Section 3.2.2.2). Aerial
dry matÈer accumuration of the resídent vegetation was

measured at the end of the growing season only (eZ DAS at
Portage and 85 DAs at Gladstone), using methods simirar to
Experiment 1 (Section 3 .2.2.2) .
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4.3.2.3 Plant Establishment, Development, Growth and survival

Forage establishment, development, and in-season survivaf
were determined four to five times a season on plants growing
in two one-met,er rows per p1ot. Measurements were conductec
as described in Experiment 1 (Section 3.2.2.3).

Aería1 dry maÈter accumuraÈion of grass species was

measured l-09 DAS at portage and 1L3 DAs at Gradstone. one
quarter-metre sç[uare area was hand-harvested to ground level
in each subplot. The plant samples were oven-dried at go"c

for a minimum of forty-eight hours and then weighed. crown
and roots of ten randomly selected glrass plants per plot were
excavated to a L0 cm depÈh, on the same date dry matter was

sampled. Pl-ants for root assessment were stored in the
freezer until root measurements could be conducted. upon

thawing, the rooÈs were washed and the number of roots per
plant was determined. The percentage of plants with roots
greaÈer than 4 was again determíned and. anaryzed
statisÈica1Iy.

4.3.3 Statistical Ànalysis

Results were analyzed using the Gr,M procedure of the
SÈatistical Analysis Systems (SaS Inst.itute, North Carolina,
1985). Means were separated using the Fischer protected Least
significance Difference test after the GÏJM indicated
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signíficant dífferences (p=O.j_O). Due to the exploratory
nature of the experiment,, alpha=O.10 r,i,as used.. SignÍficant
interaction means separation were cal_culated according to
Gomez and Gomez (r-gg4). Relationships between environmentaL
measurements, plant densiÈy, height, Haun stage and survival
rates were determined using correLation analysis. scatter
diagrams of the data points of the correlations indicated that
the data could generarry be grouped according to the main plot
treatmenÈs. correlations are discussed. only when sufficient
spread of the data occurred to avoid having a rine drawn
between a cluster of data and a single data point. The sample
size for aLl correlations was ]'2.

4.4 Resulte and DiEcuEsion

4 .4.1 EnvironmentaL Conditions

4 .4.L.1 Air Temperature

rn 1992, air temperature at portage and throughout most

of the growÍng season at Gladstone was below the long-term
averag,e from .Tune through September (Tables 3 .3 and 3 .4 ) .

Fulbright et al. (1995) found increased green needlegrass
emergence, shoot and seminal root lengths, and an increased
number and length of adventitíous roots with an íncreased
day/night temperature of 2s/20"c compared with 20/1-s"c. warm-
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season seedling germination and growth was found to be optimum
around 30"C (Bokhari et âf., L97S; Hsu et â1., L9g5b). The

mean air temperature at portage and Gladstone in lgg2 was

often below 20oc (rigures 3.2 and.3.4). Therefore, emergence,
development and growth of cool-, and especially warm-season
grasses, mây have been limited by temperature in these
studies.

4 .4.1.2 precipitation

Total precipitation received at portage from May r_ to
september 30 in 1992 was below the long-term average (Table

3.3). Early season cond.itions were very dry at both sites,
which may have limited grass germinatíon and growth (Tables
3.3 and 3.4) . Total precipitation from May J-5 to september 13

at Gladstone was similar to portage (Figures 3.6 and 3.g).
Moisture stress can affect plant estabrishment and

development by delaying or decreasing germinaÈion of perennial
grasses (Bokharí et â1., 197s,. McGinnies, l_960; pemadasa and
Amarasinghê, L982) and reducing shoot (Stout et a1., Lgg6) and

root growth (wilson and Briske, rgTg). Moisture stress arso
reduces survival of young seedlings (Frischknecht, 1951).
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4.4.1.3 Soil Moisture

Total soil moisture appeared to be similar during the
emerg'ence period at, the two sites (Figure 4.I) . At portage,

soil moisture was gireatest in the fall tillage treatments and
lowest in the unsuppressed treatmenÈ (Fígure +.l-'a). Soil_

moisture at Gladstone was also lowest in the unsuppressed
treatment (Figure 4.1b) . These resurts indicate that
seedlíngs in the unsuppressed treaÈment, faced the greatest
competition for water. seedlings in the chemical suppression
treatment at Gladstone faced only slight.ly more competition
for moisture Èhan the tillage treatment (figure 4. j_b) .

4-4-2 competition From the Resident vegetation

4.4.2.1 Competition for Light

Measures of percent right interception in the
unsuppressed and chemical suppression treatments indicate the
degree of competition provided by the resident vegetation.
Signif icant suppression treatment effects occurring t,hroughout
the season at portage and early in the season at Gradstone (2s

DAS) (Appendix 4, Tables A4.L and. A4.2) índ.icated that the
resident vegetation in the unsuppressed treatment provid.ed
more intense competítion for light than that in the chemical
suppression treatment (figure 4.2). However, a significant
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Figure 4.1 lnfluence of resident vegetation suppression on volumetric
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suppression effect 92 DAs at Gladstone indicated that the
competition Ìâras more intense in the chemical suppression
treatments. A shift in species competition in the suppressed
plots (that is, an increase in the proporti_on of smootlz

bromegrass) may have accounted for this observation.
These resul-ts demonstrate that the competition for light.

faced by the sod-seeded grasses earry in the season was

greatest in the unsuppressed pIots. observations rater in the
season indicated that the degree of control of the resid.ent
vegetation achíeved wit.h glyphosate was greater at portage

than aÈ Gl-adstone. The different response between the two
sites may be rel-ated to dífferences in resident grass species.

A drop in light interception occurred zg DAs at Gradstone
in 1-992 (Figure 4.2b) . I¡ow temperatures and low. precipitation
may have caused the resident vegetatíon to become stressed and

wilted, intercepting l-ess light and providing less competition
(Figures 3.4 and 3.8). rf plants were heading, Less light may

have been intercepted due to loss of lower leaves.

4-4-2.2 Resident vegetation Aerial Dry Matter Accumulation

The resident vegetation accumurated more dry matter in
the sod treatments than in the bare soir treatments in the
indoor study (Fígure 4.3a). fn Lgg2 field trials, resident
vegetation in the unsuppressed treatments accumul-ated the most

dry matter, while the tillage treatments accumulated the l-east
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(Figure 4.3b). The effect of chemical suppression on the
resident vegetation did not last throughout Èhe season as

regrowth of the resident vegetation did occur. This is
similar to observations by other researchers (Bowes and
Zentner, r-992; !{addington and Bowren, lg76). Glyphosate thus
suppresses the resident vegetatíon in the critical
establishment period, then allows regrowth. A greater amount

of regrowth occurred in the gly¡lhosate-treated. plots at
Gl-adstone than at portage (Figure 4.3b), indicating that, sod_

seeded grasses in the chemically suppressed plots at Gladstone
faced more adverse growing conditions than aÈ portage.

To determine if light interception measurements could be

used as an indicator of competition from the resÍdent
vegetation, correl-ations were computed between resident
vegetatíon aerial dry matter and light interception
measurements taken at approximately the same time. A

significant correratíon was found at portage, but not aÈ

Gladstone (0.930 and -0.41-6 at portage and Gladstone,
respectively) .

4.4.3 Plant Establishment

4 .4.3 .l Controlled Environment Study

There were no significant interactions or soil t)æe
effects ín the indoor study with the portage soil (Tab1e 4.2) .
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A significant sod x grass species interaction occurred 4 DAs

in Èhe indoor study with the Gladstone soil (Tab1e 4.3).

Table 4'2 rnfluence of soil trngg-an-d grass specíes on plant popurationdensity (plants pot-1) * in a contä]Iea eãvironm'érrt 
"tnay using the portageLa Prairie soil.

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

SOIL TYPE SPECIES L2 23 33 47 60

soD

soD

soD

soD

SOIIJ

SOTL

SOIIJ

SOIL

S!{ITCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRÀSS

TALIJ VüHEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN IfHEATGRÀSS

swrTcHcR.Ass

GREEN NEEÐLEGRASS

TALL VüHEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN WITEATGRASS

4

I
9

9

3

9

10

9

5

I
10

9

5

I
10

10

5

I
10

9

5

7

10

9

4

I
9

9

5

6

10

9

5

I
10

o

5

7

10

10

5

8

l-0

9

5

7

10

9

Mean

L.S.Ð. (o.r.o)

SOIL TYPE

SPECIES

INTERACTTON ns

' signrificant aÈ p=0.10

Greater ta1l wheatgrass emergence occurred in sod than in the
bare soil treaÈment, whire other grasses were unaffected by
seedbed preparation system. The general lack of significant
interactions in these stud.ies indicates that the g.rasses



responded similarly to the

systems.
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sod and soil seedbed preparation

Table 4.3 Influence of soildgnsiÈy (plants pot-1)' in
GLadstone soil.

t14pe and grass species on plant populationa control_led environment Àtuay ïs-ing the

ÐAYS AFTER SEEDING
SOIL TYPE SPECIES t2 20 30 45

soD

soD

soD

soD

SOIL

SOIL

SOIL

sorL

SWITCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRÀSS

TATL T{HEATGRASS

NORTHERN T{ITEATGRASS

SWITCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDI,EGRÀSS

T.AIJL WHEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN VTHEATGRÃSS

0

5

9

I
1

5

5

7

1

5

9

9

3

7

I
I

4

7

9

9

6

I
10

9

5

7

9

9

6

I
10

9

6

7

10

8

5

8

10

8

6

7

1_0

I
5

I
9

I

6

7

10

9

5

I
10

9

Mean

L. S.D. (

SOTL TYPE

SPECTES

INTERÃCTION

- significant, at p=0.10

sígnificanÈ g'rass species effects were observed
throughout the season in both indoor trials (Tables 4.2 and
4-3). switchgrass consistently had the lowest population
densities, suggesting that it was the most d.ifficult grass to
establish. Reduced switchgrass establishment in this study
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may have been related to the low growth room temperatures.
TalI and northern wheatgrasses generally had the highesÈ
populaÈion densitíes (Tables 4.2 and. 4.3).

4.4.3 .2 Field Srudy

Because one of the main objectives of this study was to
determine whether the candidate grasses responded the same to
seedbed preparation method, interactions between grass species
and seedbed preparation were of particular interest in this
study. The only significant main plot x subplot interaction
for plant establishment in the portage field study occurred
26 DAs. on this date, switchgrass had a significantly lower
plant density in the unsuppressed compared Èo the chemical
suppression and ÈiIlage treatments while densities of talI
wheatgrass were higher in the chemical suppression Èhan in the
tillage treatments (rable 4.4). Green needlegrass and

nort,hern wheatgrass establishmentr on the other hand, were

unaffected by seedbed preparation technigue. Therefore, it
appeared that switchgrass benefiÈted from the competitíon
reduction ín the chemically suppressed and tilred treatments
more than the other species.

significant suppression treatment effects occurred. L9, 67

and 97 DAS at Portage (Table 4.4) . On the J_9 DAS sampling
date, the unsuppressed treatment,s resulted in the lowest plant
densities, whereas on later sampling dates, densities were



Table 4.4 InfLuence of suppressionpopulation density (planÈs *-r)- in ain L992.

r_L9

grass species on plant
PorÈage La prairie, MB

treatmenÈ and
fíeld study at

SUPPRESSTON SPECIES

DAYS

19 26

ÀFTER

39

SEEDING

6'7 97

COMTROL

coÌflIRoL

CONTROL

CONTROL

CHEMTC.AT

CHEMICAL

CHEMTCAT

CHEMICAL

TILI,AGE

TILLAGE

TTLT,AGE

TILI,AGE

SWTTCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDIJEGRASS

TATL TfHEATGR.ê,SS

NORTIIERN VÙITEATGRÀSS

SÌ{ITCHGR.A,SS

GREEN NEEDLEGR.ASS

TALIJ VÙIIEATGRÀSS

NORTITERN WHEATGRASS

SWITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDI,EGRASS

TÀT,L I{HEATGR.A,SS

NORTHERN !üHEATGRASS

I
3

40

3r.

26

1L

49

54

48

18

28

59

9

6

45

38

38

L4

51

59

56

L0

20

51

20

L4

48

6',3

58

t-6

59

75

56

I
23

43

40

30

46

54

84

23

60

76

54

9

23

36

39

26

44

46

85

26

60

74

51

I
2L

36

4345403331Mean

L. S.D- 31 33 2927
I

ns

23

ns***MP

sp

MPxSP

- significant at p=g.19

greatest in the chemical suppression treatments. There may

have been less soil wat.er evaporation in the chemically
suppressed compared with tilled plots as temperatures
increased later in the season, and ress competition with
invader weeds such as thistr-es and annual weeds that affected
tiIled plots at portage.
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Signifícant grass species effects occurred throughout the
season af portage (Table 4-4). Green needlegrass had the
lowest densities throughout the season. This suggests that
green needlegrass was the most difficult of these grasses to
esEablish. Lodorm, the cultivar of green needlegrass used ín
this study, has less dormancy than other cultivars (Duebbert

et al., L981), however, dormancy ís stirr one of Èhe important
factors that may have reduced the population densities of
green needlegrass in this sÈudy. Kilcher and Looman (1gg3)

found that green needlegrass established sIowly under
conventional seedbed practises, but reached yields comparabre
t.o domestic grasses after four years. rf dormancy was a
factor in the present study, green needlegrass densities may

increase in successive years. However, by that time the
benefit. of resident vegetatíon suppression from glyphosate
wouLd be reduced.

At Gladstone, significant main plot x subplot
interactions occurred throughout t.he season, indícating that
the grasses responded differently to the three seed.bed

preparation systems (fabIe 4.5). Northern wheatgrass and
green needlegrass had greater population densities in the fall
tillage as compared to the chemically suppressed and the
unsuppressed treatments; whire switchgrass had significantly
lower densities in the unsuppressed. plots (Tab1e 4.5).
Therefore, competitíon reduction in the chemicarly suppressed
plots did not significantly increase northern wheaÈgrass or
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Table 4.5 Influence of suppression treatmentation densit ants m-2). in a field stu

SI'PPRESSTON SPECTES

and grass species on planb
¡ at Gl-adstone, MB in L992.

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

l-8 32 60 74 LO3

CONTROL

CONTROL

COMTROL

CONTROL

CHEMTCAL

CHEMICA¡J

CHEMICA¡J

CHEMICA¡

TIIJI'AGE

TIIJLAGE

TIIJIJAGE

TITJLAGE

SI{ITCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TAI,IJ VÍHEATGRJASS

NORTHERN VTITEATGRASS

SWTTCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TALIJ WT{EATGRÀSS

NORTHERN !{HEATGRASS

SVTITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDLEGR.A,SS

TÀI,I, IfHEATGRASS

NORT}TERN I{I{EATGRÃSS

4

5

16

30

59

T4

58

43

1_45

39

76

t49

6

10

18

25

t2L
20

6L

49

t66
66

74

1,26

31

18

19

23

L74

34

59

58

t73
99

74

LL9

35

L9

L5

2T

L7t

38

63

58

L7t

96

74

t20

31

t9
L4

t8
L75

38

59

55

170

96

74

L2t

7373736253Mean

MP

SP

MPxSP

' sigrnif icant at p=0.10

green needlegrass estabrishment above that in the unsuppressed
pIots, suggesting these grasses may require tillage as a

seedbed preparation practise. on the other hand, switchgrass
establishment was as successfur in sod-seed.ed plots with
chemícal suppression as in conventionarly seeded plots,
perhaps due to its higher number of pure live seed applied as

compared to other grasses.
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significant main effects were also observed in this
study. For example, significanÈ seedbed preparation effects
occurred throughout the season at Gladstone (Tab1e 4.5). The
tillage treatmenÈs had the greatest plant densities 1g and 32

DAS. The unsuppressed treatments generally resurted in the
lowest plant densities throughout the season. Higher plant
densities in the tillage and chemical suppressi_on treatments
compared with the unsuppressed treatment courd be due to the
fact Èhat these treatments had. more soil water at the
beginning of t.he season (Figure 4.a) .

Greater plant densities in the tillage and chemical
suppression treatments were also attributed to l_ess

competition from the resj_dent vegetation (Figures 4.2 and
4.3b). rn previ-ous studies, suppression of the resident
vegetation was found to be necessary for satisfactory
establishment of sod-seeded smooth brornegrass, switchgrass and
intermediate wheatgrass (Bowes and Zentner, lgg2; Samson and
Moser, r9g2). rn a two-year study in Nebraska, King et al_.
(1989) found that sod-seeded sand bruestem, switchgrass,
smooth brome and intermediate wheatgrass densities decreased
in untreated control plots from 4 to less than 1 plant m-2 47

to 10L DAs in one year and from 55 to 3 plants m-2 43 to 101

DAS in another year. However, in disced plots, plant
densities were 151, L4 and 3 prants m-z 47, 101 and 40g DAS in
one year and 1-74, 24 and L4 plants m-2 43, Lo1 and 403 DAS in
another.
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PLant densities in the fall tillage treatments aÈ

Gl-adstone were higher than those at portage in rgg2 (Tables
4.4 and 4-5). Early season conditions were very dry ín rggz
at Portage, which may have reduced grass germination (Tabre

3 '3) ' A1so, once the competition from the resident vegetation
was decreased, plants may have been able to benefit from the
greater amount of available No3-N, p and K found in the
Gladstone soil (Appendix 1, Tabl_e AL.l_).

Sígnificant grass species effects occurred throughout the
season at Gladstone (Tab]e 4.5). Green needlegrass had the
lowest plant densiÈies l-g DAs. switchgrass generally had the
highest plant densities throughout the season. rt is noÈ

unexpected for the switchgrass to have high population
densities in these fíeld experiments, as a large number of
pure live seed was seeded as compared to the other g:rasses,
due to its low seed weight.

rn summary, only the switchgrass, talI wheatgrass and
northern wheatgrass under the chemical suppression treatment
achieved the minimum plant density for nesting cover by the
end of the seasón (that is, 65 plants m-2ì Brent Wark,

biologist Ducks unlimiÈed, personal communication) at portage
in t992 - At Gladstone, switchgrass in the chemical
suppression treatment and all g,rasses in the falI tillage
treat'ment achieved this density. However, as was shown with
the Robel pole measuremenÈs in t,he talr- wheatgrass experiment
(section 3.3.6.5), l-ower densities may províd.e adequate DNc.
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when considering the tall wheatgrass densities the year

after establishment in the previous section (Section 3.3. 6.2) ,

it was observed that the only treatments with acceptable
densities at Gladstone were the Round-up and Gramoxone

treatments under scarification (Table 3.19) . These treat.mente
had densities of 3g and 49 plants ß-2, respectivery, in the
year of establishment (Table 3.9) . rn Èhe present study, the
only grass that did not achieve this density in the chemical
suppression t,reatment rtras the green needlegrass at port,age
(Tables 4.4 and 4.5).

The relationship between the end of the esÈablishment
season plant densities and the associated resident vegetation
light inÈerception and dry matter measurements was anaryzed
for boÈh the indoor and field studies (Tab1es 4.6 to 4.g). No

significant correl-ations existed in the indoor study (Tables
4.6 and 4.7).

No significant relatíonships were observed in the field
study aÈ the portage site (Table 4.8), although the plant
densíty measured 103 DAs was negativery correlated with light
interception measured 92 DAS and dry matter of the resident
veget,ation measured 95 ÐAS at Gladstone in rgg2 (Table 4.g).
This may have been due to the different sod tlpe at portage.
The resident vegetation at Gladstone was more competítive than
the bunchgrass at portage, thus the need for suppression of
Èhe resident vegetation appeared to be greater.
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the Port "i:Ïliil?: ::i1:t"ttnts* between establíshment paramerers ín a conrrorted environmenr srud.y usins

Resident VegeÈation
Dry Matter
Plant Oensity
Eau¡r SÈage

Plant Height
Plant Dry Matter
Root Number

Resident plant Haun plant
Vegetation Dry Density Stage HeíghÈ
MaÈter

' significant at, p=0.10

i*tårfu3."i:t::lîtion coefficienÈs. between establishment paramerers in a conrrorred environmenr srudy usins

Resident Vegetation
Dry Matter
Plant Densíty
Haun Stage

Plant HeighÈ

Plant Dry Mat,ter
Root Number

0.019 -0.8L5*

0.21L

ResidenÈ
Vegetation Dry
Matter

- significant at p=0.10

-0.893*

0.134

0.844r,

Plant
Dry
Matter

-0.9241,

0.205

0.854*

0. 896*

Plant
Density

Frequency of plants
wÍÈh Great,er Than 4
Roots

0. 053

Harrn
Stage

0.170

0. 928*

0. 055

-0.071
0. 005

-0.925*

PIant
Height

o. 082

-0.880*

0.339

0.821*

PIant
Dry
MaÈÈer

-0.827*

0.327

0.887*

0.904*

Frequency of plants
wiEh Greater Than 4
Roots

-0.046

o.929*
0.272

0.358

0.456

H
N)
{¡



Table 4.8
Prairie

Correlation coef f icient,s'
MB ín L992.

ResidenÈ VegeÈat,ion
Ðry Mat,ter

Residents Vegetation
Light rntercept,ion
Plant Densíty
Ear¡n Stage

Plant HeighÈ

P1ant, Dry Matter
Root, Number

Resident,
Vegetation
Dry Matter

- significant. at, p=0.10

between year of establishment paramet,ers

Resident
Vegetation Light
fnterception

0.930*

Plant Haun
Densj-ty Stage

-0.004

0 .281

-0.822*

-0.903*

-0.265

Pl-ant,
Height

in a field study at portage La

- 0 . 936't

-0.958*

-0.161
0. 906*

PIant
Ðry
Matter

-0.698*

-0.854*

-0.381
0.951*

0. 820*

Frequency of
Plants with
Greater Than 4
Roots

-0.842*

-0.660*

0.218

0.593*

0.726*
0.449

H
N
ot



Table 4.9
MB in L992.

correlatíon coeffícients* between year of estabrishment parameters in a fíeld study at Glads.one,

Resident Veget,ation
Dry Matter
Resident Vegetation
Light InterceptÍon
Plant Density
Hau¡r Stage

Plant Height
Plant Dry Matter
Root Number

Resident
Vegetat,ion
Dry Matter

. signifícant at p=0.10

Resident
Vegetation Light
Interception

-0.416

Plant Haun
Density SÈage

-0.658*

- 0 .498*

-0.966*

-0.889*

0.629*

Plant
Ileight

-0. 953*

-0.890*

0.547*
o.920t

PIant
Dry
Matter

-0.825*

-0.801*

0.301

0.854*

0.908*

Frequency of
Plants $rith
Greater Than 4
Roots

-0.628*

-0.381

0.573*

0.657*

0 .641*

0. 500*

H
l\)
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4.4.4 PLant Development

4.4.4.L Haun SÈage Measurement

4.4.4.1.L Controlled Environment Study

Significant sod x grass species interactions occurred 60

DAs in the indoor study with the portage soil and throughout
the season with the Gradstone soil. As expected, all g.rasses
grown in the bare soil had great,er Haun stage values than
those g'rown in the sod (Tables 4.tO and 4.1j_). However, while
al-l grasses had simiLar llaun stage vaLues when growing in
soil, northern wheatgrass had. a greater number of l_eaves than
other grasses when in sod. significant grass species effects
índicated that northern wheatgrass had the greatest number of
leaves per plant throughout the study for both trials.

4.4.4.1.2 Field SÈudy

significant main plot x subprot interactions occurred 39

and 67 DAS at portage and 60 DAs at, Gladstone in lggz. All
species had greater development. in the tilrage compared with
t,he other treatments (Tables 4.12 and 4.L3) . At portage, the
Haun stage values of the ta]l and northern wheat.grasses h¡ere



Table 4.10 Influence of soil t149e and. grass(Haun stage)- in a controlled-ènviro¡imenÈ
Prairie soil.

1-29

species on plant developmenb
study using the porÈage La

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

SOIL TYPE SPEEIES 60473323L2

soD

soD

soD

soD

SOIL

SOIL

SOIL

sorL

SWITCHGR.ASS

GREEN NEEDI,EGRASS

TA],TJ !{HEATGRASS

NORTHERN WHEATGRASS

SWITCHGR.ASS

GREEN NEEDLEGR.A,SS

TAT,L !üHEATGRJASS

NORTHERN !ÍIIEATGRÀSS

0.8

1.0
t.2
1.8

t.2
1.1
t.4
t.9

1.3

1.9
1.9
2.2
2.L
2.O

2.5
3.1

1.5
2.O

2.2
2.9
2.9
3.0
3.4
4.4

2.0
2.2
3.0
3.7
4.4
4.6
4.6
6.2

2.9
2.7
3.7
4.3
5.2

5.7
5.1
7.5

Mean L.3 2.L 2.A 3.8 4-6

L.S.D. (

SOIIJ TYPE

0.3 0.4 0.5

* * *

SPECTES

TNTERACTION

- sigrnif icant aÈ p=O. j-O

sígnificantly lower in the unsuppressed than in the chemically
suppressed treatments. However, there was no difference
between swítchgrass and g,reen needlegrass development in the
chemically suppressed and control treatments. At Gradstone,
the switchgrass, tall wheatg'rass and northern wheatgrass had

more leaves under the chemical suppression treatment.s than the
unsuppressed treatment. The reduced competition provided by
the chemicar suppression treatment did increase development



lable 4.11
(Haun st

SOTL TYPE SPECIES

fnfluence of soil tlpe and grass species' in a conÈrolled eriv:ironme¡it stuav usinc

r_3 0

on plant developmenÈ
the Gladstone soil.

L2 20

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

soD

soD

soD

soD

SOrIJ

SOTIJ

SOIL

SOIL

STIITCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRÀSS

TATIJ WHEATGRASS

NORTHERN IÛIIEATGRÀSS

SVTITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TALL WHEATGRASS

NORTHERN WHEATGR.A,SS

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.0

L.0
L.2

r..0

1.0
1.1
1.5
L.4

1.2

L.2

1.8

1.8

r_. I
1.9
2.0
2.L
2.3
2.3

2.9

2.0
2.O

2.1
2.6
3.3
3.7

3.7
4.8

2.6
2.2
2.9
3.5
4.8
5.1
5.0

6.4
1.L 1.3 2.L 3.0 4.7

L.S.D. (o.ro) 0.1 0. r_ o.2 0.2 0.4

SOIL TYPE

SPECIES

IMIERÀCTTON

' significanÈ at p=0.10

above that in unsuppressed p1ots. However, it r^¡ouId appear
that the green needlegrass development was no greaÈer ín the
chemically suppressed plots, indicating that successful
development did not occur when sod.-seeded.

suppression t.reatment effects occurred ÈhroughouÈ the
season at Portage and 32, 60 and 74 DAS at Gladstone ín 1,992

(Tables 4.1"2 and 4.13). Across all four species, Haun stage
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values $¡ere greatest in the tillage treaÈments and lowest in
the unsuppressed treatments.

Tabre 4'12 rnftuence of- suppression treatmenÈ and grass species on prantdevelopment (Ilaun stage)'iï a field 
"t-"ã/-åJ Ëtrcage La prairie, MB inL992.

DAYS ÀFTER SEEDTNG

SUPPRESSTON SPECIES 2619 39 67

CONTROL

COMTROIJ

COMTROIJ

CONTROIJ

CHEMTCAf,

CITEMTCAT

CHEMICÀL

CHEMICÀL

TILI,AGE

TILIJAGE

TILIJAGE

TILLAGE

SVTITCHGR.ASS

GREEN NEEDIJEGRASS

TAIJI¡ }ÍHEATGRASS

NORTITERN 9üIIEATGRASS

SVTITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TATIJ WHEATGRASS

NORTHERN VITIEATGRÂSS

swrTCHGR-A,SS

GREEN NEEDLEGRÀSS

TATTJ VÍIIEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN WHEATGRÀSS

1.1
L.0
L.0
l-. 0

L.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.3

1.0
1.0

1_. 0

L.4

l_. 0

1.0
t.2
L.2

1. r.

1.3

1.5

1.5

1.3

1.5
1.6

1.6
l_.3

1.3

L.4
L.7
1.5
1.9
2.2
2.7
2.t
2.2
2.9

r_. I
1.5
1.9
2.O

2.9
2.t
4.L
3.2

5.L
5.5
7.7
7.O

Mean 1. 0 1.3 1.9 3 .7

MP

SP

MPxSP

. significanÈ at, p=0.10

Greater development in the t.ilIage and chemical
suppression treatments could be at,tribuÈed Èo less competition
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Table 4.13
devel

ST'PPRESSTON SPECTES

r,nl'luence of -suppression treatmenÈ _and grass species on pranÈ,
_.I aun stage)' in a field sÈudy ar G1adsl""ã-, ñ-ìn t992.

18 32 60 74

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

CONTROL

COMTROL

CONTROIJ

COMTROIJ

CHEMICATJ

CHEMICA]J

CHEMTCAL

CHEMTCAI¡

TILI,AGE

TILI,AGE

TILT,AGE

TILI,AGE

SI{ITCHGRJASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TAIJTJ 9IITEATGRASS

NORTHERN !{HEATGRASS

SllÏTCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TALL VüIIEATGRASS

NORTHERN WHEATGRASS

SWTTCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDIJEGRASS

TATIJ T{HEATGRASS

NORTHERN I{HEATGRASS

L.2
1.0
1.0
L.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
L.0
l_. 0

1.0
1.1

t.4
1.0
1.0
1.1
L.6
L.4

1.9
1.9
2.6
2.2
2.8
2.7

L.7
1_ .6',

L.7
1.8
3.3

2.0
3.9
3.6
6.6
7.O

9.3

7.3

1.9
l_. 5

1.5
1.5
3.6
2.3
5,1
4.5
8.6
7.3

10. o

9.3
Mean 1.0 1.8 4.2 4.8

MP

SP

MPxSP

. significant at p=0.10

from the resident vegetation compared to the unsuppressed
treatment (Figures 4.2 and 4.3b). For example, Haun stage
measurements conducted at the end of the season were
negatively correlated with Èhe resident vegetation light
interception and dry matter measurements taken during
approximaÈely the same period in all four trials (Tab1es 4.6
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to 4.9) . Greater development in tillage treatments may also
be due to more soir water at the beginning of the season
(Figure 4.r) . Arthough ít was not measured, differences
between treatments may have been due Èo differences in soil
temperature, with the tillage treatments possibly having
higher soil temperatures than other treatments.

significant grass species effects occurred,26, 39 and 67

DAs at Portage (Table 4.J-2) . The switchgrass and northern
wheaÈgrass had the greatest number of leaves, while the green
needlegrass had the lowest 26 and 39 DAs. Both the ÈaLI and
northern wheatgrasses had the greatest number of leaves 67

DAs. At Gradstoner gr€€n needlegrass had the lowest number of
leaves per plant 32 and 74 DAS; whí1e 60 DAs, the northern
wheatgrass had the highest (Table 4.1_3). The larger seed size
of the two wheatgrasses may have resulted in increased
development as compared to the switchgrass and green
needlegrass. seed size has been shown to be correrat,ed to
seedring vigour, that is, wiÈh germination and seedling growth
(Duebbert et â1., i-g8l-; Hill et â1., 19gs; McGinnies, L960;
Squires and Elliott, L?TS') .

Development of three or more leaves is desírable to
reduce the risk of winterkill and to maxímize regrowth the
next season (white, !984; section 3.3.5.1). This limit was

achieved at both sites by the sod-seeded switchgrass, northern
wheatgrass and tarr wheatg,rass when chemicaL suppression
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occurred (Tables 4.L2 and 4.13). However, it was not achieved
by the sod-seeded green needlegrass, even when the resident
vegetation was chemícal suppressed.

of the grasses tesÈed, green needlegrass appeared to be
the least adapted to sod-seedíng, as it had the lowest plant
development. Frank and Hofmann (19g9) found that green
needlegrass developed four leaves on a natíve mixed prairie
site ín North Dakota Èhat had been grazed in previous years.
ïn our study, green needlegrass only developed four l_eaves in
the tillage treatments (Tables 4.t2 and 4.1_3) . Although the
dífference in the number of leaves between g'reen needlegrass
and oÈher grasses was not great (Tables 4.L2 and 4.1_3), it is
known (White, 1984) that a difference of one or two leaves can

resurt in twice the regrowth following a winter dormancy.

The number of l-eaves per plant in the falr tillage
treatments at Gladstone were higher than those at portage in
1992 (Tabfes 4.L2 and 4.1-3). once the competition from the
resident vegetation was decreased, plants may have been able
t,o benefit from the greater amount of available Nor-N, p and

K found at Gladstone as compared to portage, allowing for
greater growth and development of the plant (Appendix 1, Table
A1-1). As weII, early season condiÈíons vrrere very dry in Lg92

at Portage, which may have limited grass development (Tab1e

3.3).
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4.4.4.2 P1ant Height

Due to a similarity of results with the Haun measurement,

only the plant height measurement from the end of the season
will be discussed. The complete plant height dataset can be
found in Appendix 5.

4.4.4.2.1 ConÈrolled Environment Study

significant sod x grass specíes interactions and soil
È)æe effects occurring with the porÈage and Glad.stone soj-ls
Índicated that grasses attained greater heighÈs when grown in
bare soiL than when in sod. AÈ the end of the season, the
switchgrass in the sod treatment was significantly shorter
than other girasses in the sod treatment with both soils (Table

4.]-4) . The green needlegrass and t.arl wheatgrass were taller
than other grasses in the soir treatment at Gladstone, while
differences in heighÈ in the soil treatment did not occur at
Portage.

4.4.4.2.2 Field Srudy

A significant main plot x subplot interaction occurring
at the end of the season at GLadstone ín ]-992 ind.icated that
green needlegrass and tall wheatgrass were Èarrer in the
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tillage treatment, with northern wheatgrass being shortest,,
while there was no significant d.ifference between the grasses

Tabre 4.14 rnfluence of soir t149e andgrass species onplanÈ heighÈ (cm)-in controrred environmenÈ stúåies 
""'r"s 

- ttË-eort"g" La prairie andGladstone soil_s.

DAYS AFTER SEEÐTNG

SOIL TYPE SPECIES

Portaqe

--

60

Gladstone

45

soD

soD

soD

soD

SOIL

SOIL

SOIL

sorL

SWTTCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGR.A,SS

TAÍJL VTHEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN WHEATGR¡,SS

S!{ITCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRÀSS

TAI,TJ VÛIIEATGRÀ,SS

NORTHERN WIIEATGRÀSS

8.2

r.3.0

L7.O

t4.4
25 .3

30.5

24.L

26.L

6.2
t3.2
16.3

13.0

2L.2

37 .6

35.5

30.2
Mean 19.8 2t.7

L.S.D. (0.1

SOTL TYPE

SPECTES

INTERÀCTION

' significant, at p=0.10

in the chemically suppressed and unsuppressed treatments
(Tab1e 4.ls) . The increased competition reduced the
differences between g'rasses at this site. The grass heights
increased significantly with increased sod.-suppression at both
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sites (ie-, tillage > chemical suppression > control) (Table
4.15). Thus, the competition reduction provided by chemical
suppression enhanced plant height above that ín unsuppressed.
pIots, however plant height ín the chemicarly suppressed plots

Tabre 4.15 rnfruen_ce of suppression treatment, and, grass species on plantheight (cm) - in fierd studiéã aÈ Portage La praírie and Gladstone, MB in1992.

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

SUPPRESSION SPECTES

Portage

97

Gladstone

l_ 03

COMTROL

COMTROL

colqrRoL

co¡ürRoL

CHEMICAT

CHEMTCAL

CHEMTCA¡

CHEMICAIJ

TILI,AGE

TTLIJAGE

TIIJI'AGE

TILI,AGE

6.1
8.7

r_0.4

8.1
r_4 .5

15.5

20.8

20.2

29.2

26.6

28.L

27.8

4.4
7.2

6.6
6.7

16. I
19. 1

22.9

2L.7

50.2

65. 0

62.8

4r.4

SÍTITCIÍGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGR.ASS

TATIJ !{IIEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN !{HEATGR.A,SS

S!{ITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDIJEGRÀSS

TATIJ T{HEATGRASS

NORTHERN VIHEATGRASS

SWTTCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEÐLEGR.A,SS

TÃ¡,L T{IÍEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN VüHEATGRASS

18.1 27.L

MP

SP

MPxSP

sigmificant at p=0.10
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was not as great as in the tilled plots.

correlations between plant height measured at the end of
t'he season and the corresponding resident vegetation light
ínterception and dry matter measurements indicated significant
negative relationships in all four trials (Tables 4.6 to 4.g).
These results índicated that as the degree of competitíon frorn
the resident vegetation increased, plant height was reduced.

4.4.5 Grass AerÍa1 Dry Matter Accumulation

4 . 4.5 .t Controlled Environment Study

Aería1 dry matter production of sod-seeded. grasses was

assessed at the end of the study period. Results with the
Portage and Gladstone soils in the índoor study indicated that
all four grass species produced much more dry matter in the
bare soil treatment (Tab1e 4.].6) . There was no significant
sod x species Ínteractions or grass species effects with the
Portage soiL, indicating that alr species responded the same.

Èo the sod treatment (Tab1e 4.16) .

A significant sod x species interaction with the
Gladstone soil was attributed to the fact that all grasses
except switchgrrass responded positively to the bare soil
treatment (Table 4.16). Because switchgrass is a warm season
grass and given that day/níght temperatures in the growth room
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were 2Loc/r6oc, dry matter accumulation in switchgrass may have
been limited more by temperature than resident vegetation tlpe
whí1e the other g'rasses in the study may have responded more
to reduced competíÈion

Tabte 4.15
four grass

SOTL TYPE SPECIES

Portage

62

Gladstone

-

48

rnfluence of soil .t]4)e on aerial d.ry maÈter accumur-ation ofspecies (g prant-l). in èontrorled enviionm."C "trrãi., ""i"ã-trrãPrairie and Gladstone soils.

DAYS ÀFTER SEEDING

soD

soD

soD

soD

SOIL

SOIL

SOTL

SOIIJ

S}IITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TALIJ VITTEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN VüHEATGRÀSS

SWTTCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TA]JL WHEATGR.A,SS

NORTHERN !{HEATGRASS

0. 0l_

0. 0l_

o.02

o.02

0. 09

0. L6

o.t7
0.16

0. 0L

0.01

o.02

0. 01

0. 08

0.39

0.40

0.50
Mean 0. 08 0.18

L.S.D. (0.10

SOTL TYPE

0. 05

*
SPEEIES

IIITERÀCTION

- sigmificant. at p=0.10
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4.4.5.2 Field Study

Significant main plot x subplot interactions occurred at
Portage and Gladstone in lgg2. At portage, tall wheatgrass
had greater dry matter accumulatíon than other grasses in the
tillage treatment, while this was not so for the other seedbed
preparation treatments. Thus, the increased productivity of
taIl wheatgrass was expressed only in the tillage treatmenÈ.
At Gladstone, tal1 wheaÈgrass yields ín the chemically
suppressed p10ts were significantly greater than the
unsuppressed plots, whi-Ie other species were unaffected by
seedbed preparation technique (Tab1e 4.!7). There was a

significant increase in dry matter accumuration for tarl
wheatgrass with each increment in competitíon reduction, while
oÈher g'rasses required maxÍmum competition reduct.ion, that is,
tiIlage, to get a significant increase in dry matter per plant
at this site.

All species had the greatest dry matter accumuLations
under the tillage treatment (Tab1e 4.l-7). fn fact, there were
no significant differences beÈween yields in chemically
suppressed and unsuppressed p10ts at portage, ind.icating that
sufficient suppression did not occur to increase growth above
the unsuppressed control. At portage, tillage (maximum

competition reduction) was required to get a significant
increases in dry matÈer accumulation per planÈ. At both
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sites, the greatest yields were obtained by talI wheatg.rass
under the tillage treatments. Favourable taIl wheatgrass
yíelds under conventional seedbed preparation practises were
reported by other researchers (Lawrence, rgTg; Lawrence and
Warder, L979), while Bowes and Zentner (tgg}) reported greater

lable 4.L7 Influence of
accumulation of four grass

suppression treatment onspecies (g plant-l)' in field
MB in L992.

aerial dry mat,ter
studies at porÈageLa Prairie and Gladstbne,

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

SUPPRESSION SPECTES

Portage

109

Gl-adstone

1L3

colqrRoL

co¡crRoL

CONTROL

CONTROL

CHEMICAJJ

CHEMICAT

CHEMTCAT

CIIEMICÀT

TTIJIJAGE

TrIJLAGE

TILLAGE

TTIJIJAGE

0. 02

0.01

o.o7

0. 03

0.29

0.11

0.52

0. 36

2.15

1. 85

4.36

2.56

0. 0l_

0. 00

0. 01

0.00

0.10

0.50

2.40

o .67

2 .98

5.42

9. 00

3 .14

SWITCHGR.A,SS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TALL IIHEATGRÀSS

NORTIIERN WIIEATGRÀSS

S!{ITCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRÀSS

TATL T{ITEATGRASS

NORTHERN IfHEATGRASS

SVIITCHGR.ASS

GREEN.NEEDÍJEGRÀSS

TÀT,L TfHEATGRASS

NORTHERN WTTEATGR.ASS

Mean r_. 03 2.03
ïJ.S.D. (0.10

MP

SP

MPxSP

' sigmificant at p=0.10
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smooth bromegrass yields ín areas where the resident
vegetation had been suppressed using herbicide or rotovation
than in those which had not undergone suppression.

rn this study, higher dry matter yields in the tillage
treatments were attributed to a reduced degree of competition
from the resident vegetation compared to the unsuppressed
treatments (Figures 4.2 and 4.3b). plant dry matter
accumulation was negatively correlated with resident
vegetation light interception and dry matter accumulation at
all four sites (Tables 4.6 to 4.9) .

Lower yields in the chemical suppression compared with
the ti]lage treatments could be due to such constraints as the
physical impedance of the trash layer and possibre herbicide
residues and Leachates from the trash causing aIlelopathy,
competitíon wíth the resident vegetation and poorer seed_to_
soil contact (King eÈ al., r-989; Marsharl and Naylor, 19g4a).

Greater overall productivity at the Gladstone site (once

the competition from the resident vegetation was decreased)
was once again attributed to higher post-seeding precipitation
in field Èria1s and higher l-evels of soil nutrients in both
indoor and field Èria1s.
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4.4.6 Root Development

The development of a root system is críticar to the
successful establishment of grasses (pIummer, lg43) . For
example, Hyder et aI. (tg7t) and $Iilson and Briske (tg79)
found that blue glrama seedlings lacking adventitious roots did
not survíve the growing season.

4.4.6 1 ControlLed Environment Study

No significant sod x grass species interactions or soil
type effects occurred in the indoor study with either soil
t)æe (Table 4.L8). This indicates that even though resident
vegetation decreased plant development and growth, ít did not
affect the number of plants with roots above the critical
threshold of four. The rack of significance may have occu*ed
due to the native g'rasses spending most of theír energy on

below-ground growth. Tarl and northern wheatgrasses generarly
had the greatest frequency of plants with more than four
roots, while switchgrass and green needregrass generarly had

the lowest.
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4 .4 .6 .2 Field Study

A sígnificant main plot x subplot int.eraction at portage
indicated that, switchgrass, green needlegrass and northern
wheatgrass had a l-ower percentage of plants with roots above
the critical limit of four in the unsuppressed pIot,s than in
other treatments, whereas Èalr wheatgrass was unaffected by
suppression method (Table 4.tg). Thus, root development in

Table 4.18
of plants
usínq the

Influence of soil
with greater than

La Praírie
-t]æe and grass species on root frequency (?4 roots)t in controlled environmenC studiesand G1adsÈone soils.

Portage Gladstone
SOIL TYPE SPECTES 62

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

soD

soD

soD

soD

SOTL

SOIIJ

SOIL

SOIL

SWITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDLEGR.ASS

TAIIJ WHEATGR.ASS

NORTHERN I{HEATGRASS

SlfITCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDIJEGRJASS

TALL !{HEATGRASS

NORTHERN WITEATGRÀSS

77

90

100

93

80

75

100

94

7L

68

r_0 0

95

50

85

100

100

Mean 89

L.S.D. fo.1o)

SOTL TYPE

SPECTES

IMTER.A,CTTON

significant at p=0.10
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taLl wheatgrass did not require early season suppression,
while root development in other speci_es did benefit. Alr
grasses had the l0west percentage of plants with greater than
4 roots in the unsuppressed treatments at Gladstone in 1-gg2

(Table 4.L9) . Talr wheatgrass had the greatest percentages in

Table 4.19 fnfluence of suppression
frequency (3 of plants with-greater
Portage La Prairie and Gladstóne, l"ß

Èreatment and grass specíes on root
Fhan 4 roots) - in field studies aLín ]-992.

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

SUPPRESSTON SPECIES

Portage

109

Gladstone

113

coÀIrRoL

CONTROL

COMTROL

CONTROL

CHEMICAL

CHEMICATJ

CHEMICAL

CHEMICAL

TILIJAGE

TILIJAGE

TIIJI¡AGE

TIIJI,AGE

SWTTCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDLEGR.ASS

TÀJJIJ T{IIEATGRASS

NORTHERN WHEATGRASS

ST{TTCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDIJEGRASS

TAI,IJ VüHEATGRASS

NORTHERN VTI¡EATGRASS

SWTTCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRÀSS

TALL WHEATGRASS

NORTIIERN WIIEATGRÀSS

50

20

95

50

100

95

100

100

100

r_00

100

100

13

7

79

43

95

93

100

98

100

100

100

100

7784

MPxSP

sigmificant at p=0.10
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the unsuppressed treatment at both sites. Green needlegrass
had lower percentages than other g'rasses in the unsuppressed
treatment, at porÈage, while both green needlegrass and

switchgrass were sígnificantly lower than both wheatgrasses at
Gladstone- No significant differences between grasses existed
in other treatmenÈs at Gladst.one.

rt is known that adventitious roots do not develop when

the soiL surface is dry (wilson and Briske, lgTg). The

unsuppressed treatment had less soil_ moísture Lhan the
chemical suppression and the tillage treatments (Figure 4.t),
and this may be one reason for less root development in these
plants.

under conditions of Low sunlíght, plants produce more top
growth and less root growth (Cooper, tg67; pritchett and

Nelson, 1951; !{at.kins, 1940). rn the present study,
signíficant negative correlations between the percentage of
plants with greater than 4 roots and resident vegetaÈion d.ry
matter and light interception were observed at both field
t,riars (Tables 4.8 and 4.9) but not in Èhe indoor stud.ies
(Tables 4.6 and 4.7) .

The relationship between Haun stage measurements and root
percentages was analyzed to determine if the plant development
had an effect on the number of roots present. Newman and

Moser (l-988b) found that the stage of ad.ventitious root
development of nine cool-season and nine virarm_season grasses
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was not found to be related to the stage of reaf development
of the plant as much as it was related to seedling age or
genetic differences amongst specíes. rn the present study, no
significant relationship was found in Èhe ind.oor study (Tables

4-6 and 4.7). signíficant positive correlations were,
however, observed at the portage and Gradstone fierd trials
(Tables 4 .8 and 4 .9') . These results ind.icate thaÈ, unlike
observations by Newman and Moser (l-gggb), the number of roots
was positively related to the number of leaves per plant.

4.4.7 In-Season plant Survival Rates

Measurements of plant survival between sampling dates
indicat,ed that the greatest loss of plants occurred early in
the season (Tables 4.20 and 4.21). However, some differences
in species response to seedbed preparation system were
observed. For example, a significant main plot x subplot
ínÈeraction occurred tg-26 DAS aÈ portage ín t992. Lower in-
season survival- rates of green needlegrrass and the two
wheatgrasses occurred in the tilrage treatments Èhan the
chemical suppression and unsuppressed treatments (Table 4.20) .

switchgrass $¡as unaffected by seedbed preparation method.

Significant suppression treaÈment effects occurred with
the 0-26 and 39-67 DAs measurements. The fall Èillage
t.reaÈments had the l-owest survival rates 26 DAS. sixty_seven
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DAs, the chemical suppression treatments generally resulted in
the híghest survival rates, while the fall tillage treatments
had the lowest. The increased competition wíth weed.s in
tillage plots may be one reason for the reduced in-season
survival in these p1ots. There were no significant grass

Table
season

4.20 Influence of
survival (*)- in a

suppression Èreatment and grass species on in-
L992.field st at Port La Prairie, MB Ín

SUPPRESSTON SPECTES L9-26 26-39 39-67

DÀYS AFTER SEEDING

67 -97

COIi¡ITROL

COMTROL

COMTROIJ

co¡IrRoL

CHEMICAI¡

CHEMTCAL

CHEMICAT

CHEMICAL

TILI¡AGE

TTLIJAGE

TILI,AGE

TIIJI'AGE

SVIITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDLEGRÀSS

TALL VÍIIEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN WHEATGRASS

ST{ITCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDIJEGRÀSS

TÀLL VüHEATGR.A,SS

NORTTTERN VÙHEATGRÀSS

SWTTCHGR,ASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TALT, !{}IEATGRASS

NORTITERN WHEATGRÀSS

88

L00

97

80

99

100

90

87

97

42

57

57

r_00

88

69

92

96

89

92

92

82

72

76

63

95

89

86

77

96

9L

94

84

76

84

88

76

92

82

92

85

97

94

98

90

97

9L

95

100

93868483Mean

MP

SP

- signif icar¡t at, p=0.10

ns
MPxSP
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species effects (table 4.20) .

A significant main plot x subplot ínteraction occurred
32-60 DAS at Gladstone in !992, with the swítchgrass, and. talr
and northern wheatgrasses hawing rower in-season survival
rates in the unsuppressed treatment, whire no significant

Table
season

4.2L Influence of suppression
survival- (*). in a field studv

treatment and grass species on in_
aÈ Gladstone, MB ín 1992.

SUPPRESSION SPECTES L8-32 32-60 60-74 74-LO3

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

COMTROL

colqrRoL

COMTROL

COMTROL

CHEMICAI

CHEMICAT

CHEMICATJ

CHEMICAIJ

TILI,AGE

TIIJIJAGE

TILI,AGE

TITJI'AGE

SWTTCHGR.ASS

GREEN NEEDIJEGRÀSS

TAT,L WHEATGRASS

NORTHERN WHEATGRASS

SWITCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TAIJIJ WIIEATGRiASS

NORTHERN WHEATGR.ASS

SWTTCHGRASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRÀSS

TATJL I{IIEATGR.ASS

NORTHERN V{IIEATGRÀSS

92

45

39

22

92

60

73

84

88

96

86

79

75

85

56

45

93

94

95

95

97

88

98

90

98

95

96

9t
99

100

99

98

100

96

100

100

96

82

73

72

98

93

94

96

94

99

98

98

9198847aMean

Ir.S.D. (0.10) 1tt727

MP

SP

MPxSP

sigrificant at p=0.10
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difference occurred between the tilrage and chemical
suppression treatments (Tabl-e 4.21') . Green needlegrass was

unaffected by seedbed preparation method. Significant
suppression treatment effects occurred throughout the season,
indicating that the unsuppressed treatment had the lowesB
survival- rates. signif icant g'rass species ef fects occurred
with the tB-32 and 32-50 DAS measurements (Tab1e 4.21). The

switchgrass had the greatest in-season survival between j-8-32

DAs. The swítchgrass and green needlegrass generally had t,he
greatest survival rates between 32-60 DAS, while the northern
wheatgrass generally had the lowest.

rt would appear that maximum competition reduction
províded by tillag'e was unnecessary for successful in-season
survival of sod-seeded grass seedlings. The competition
reduction provided by glyphosate was sufficíent for ad.equate

survival.

correlations were calcuLated between the llaun stage
measurement and Èhe percent in-season survival in ]-gg2 to
determine if plant development affected plant survival (Table-
4.22) . The scatter diagrams of the data points indicated that
the data in the faI1 tillage treatments was grouped separatety
from the data in the chemical suppression and unsuppressed
treatments. correlations were not significant aÈ portage,
however, they $¡ere significant at al1 dates at Gladstone. At
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this site, âs the plant development j_ncreased, the survival
increased.

correl-ations were comput.ed between the percentage of
plant,s wit,h great,er than 4 roots and the in-season survival
measured at the end of the season at both sites ín L992 (Table
4-23) . The correration analysis was positively signíficant at
Portage, but not aÈ Gladstone. The extent of root development
has been stated to be more important to grass seedring
survival than the plant,s ability to harden to drought
(Frischknecht, 1951).

TabIe 4'22 correlation coefficient,s- between in-season survival and Haunin fierd srudies at porÈage La prairie and eiããÁi""., MB in Ls92.st

DaÈe 12

Haun St

Date 2Y

Haun Sta

Date 3*

Haun S

PorÈage Survival
Gladstone Survival

-0.422

0.67y,
-0.463

0.543*
-0.366
0. 566*

- signif icant at p=O. J-O

" Portage = 26 DAS Gl_adstonev Portage = 3g DAS Gladstone* Portage = 67 DÀS Gladstone

Îa'ble 4.23 correlation coefficients'between root frequency (t of plan¡swith greater than 4 roots) and in-season survivat in field studies atPortage La Prairie and GladsÈone, MB in 1992.

= 32 DAS
= 60 DAS
= 74 DAS

Root Number'

PorÈage Survival 97 DAS

Gladstone Survival 103 DÀS

o.794*

0 .486

' significant aÈ p=0.10
" Port,age = 109 DAS Gladstone = 1l_3 DAS
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4.5 Conc1uEíonE

The tillage treatment generalry resulted in the greatest
establishment and development of the sod-seeded grasses tested
in this study. Chemical suppression of the resídent
vegeÈation ímproved establishment, development and survival_
over that in the unsuppressed control. rt would appear that
under the conditions found in the study, sod-seeding is a

feasible seedbed preparation technique to provide dense

nesting cover for waterfowl, provided that the resident
vegetation is suppressed.

of the grasses studied, taII and northern wheatgrasses

were Èhe most conducive to sod-seeding, while switchgrass and

green needlegrass vrere the most difficult grasses to
establish. The smalLer seed size of the latter two grasses as

compared to the wheatgrasses may be a factor affecting
seedling vigour. seed reserves in the small-seeded crops may

have affected seedling growth and survival under the
competitive conditions that exist with sod-seeding.
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5.1 Evaluation of Sod-SuppreEEion Techniques

At Portage, where the indigenous vegetaÈion was timothy,
results indicaÈed thaÈ chemical suppression of the resi-dent
vegetation did not enhance plant population densiÈy, in-season
survival- during the year of establishment,, overwinter survival
or plant populaÈíon densitíes the year after establishment.
However, effectíve chemical suppressíon did enhance leaf
development. scarification also increased plant development
at Portage, but had no effect on plant establishment or
survival.

Results at Gladstone differed from those at portage. For
example, treatments that effectively suppressed the resident
vegetation consistently increased talr wheatgrass densities.
chemical suppression aLso increased. morphological development,
Ín-season survival and overwinter surr¡ivar. Round-up was the
most effective of the herbicide treatments, resulting in the
greatest number of leaves per pIant, the greatest plant
heighÈs and the greatest in-season and overwint,er survival
rates. The highest plant densities were achieved by poast in
1991- and Gramoxone in Lgg2. scarification díd.not affect
establishment or over,winter survival, but increased plant
development and in-season survival rates.
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At the Gl-adstone site, only Round-up and Gramoxone under
scarification (L992 estabrishment year) prod.uced anything
close to an acceptable plant population density the year after
establishment- All other treatments resulted in densiÈies
less than 10 planÈs m-2. scarification increased plant density
the year after establishment. These result,s suggest that
where competition from the resident vegetaÈion is intense
(ie., the Gladstone site), only superior suppression of the
resident vegeÈation will aLlow for acceptable tall wheatgrass
establishment.

The differences in response of tarl wheatgrass at portage

and Gladstone índicate the influence of environment on girass

establishment. Greater tall wheatgrass morphological
development (greater height and Haun stage measurements) and

in-season survival rates occurred at portage as compared to
Gladst.one- rn the harsher environment found at Gladstone,
with rhizomaÈous girasses providing more intense competition,
chemical suppressj-on enhanced Èhe success of establishment and

the vÍgour of the plant.
This study clearly demonstrated that tarl wheatgrass

plants must reach a critical leaf number of three reaves by
the end of the first growing season for maximum overwinter
survival. This critical sÈage was achieved in both years at
Portage, however, tal1 wheatgrass plants at Gladstone,
especially in 1992, ofÈen did not achieve this stage. At



Gladstone in L992, the

scarífication was the only
three leaves or greater.
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treatment of Round-up under

treatmenÈ to result in plants with

5.2 Evaluation of Sod-Seeded GraEees

rn the indoor trial, switchgrass generarly had the lowest
population densities, lowest yield and rowest frequency of
plants with more than 4 roots. Temperature may have been one

factor limiting the growth and yield of switchgrass in the
growth room experiments. The two wheatgrasses, tal1 and

northern wheatgrass, generally had Èhe highest population
densities and root frequency. As weltr, northern wheatgrass
had the highest Haun stage values throughout both experiments.
Green needlegrass had rooÈ frequencies similar to switchgrass
(ie., often less than four roots per plant) . Results of the
controlled environment study suggest that, of the grasses
sÈudied, switchgrass would be the most difficult girass Èo

establish under sod-seeding, whire the two wheatgrasses would
be the most conducive to this seeding method.

Results of the field trials support those from the
controlled environment studies. For example, ât portage in
1992, gr€êrr needlegrass had the lowest densities of all
grasses throughout the establishment season, possibly
attributabre to dormancy. This may restrict its use for sod-
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seeded dense nesting cover íf dense stand.s of cover are
required in the year following seeding. rf dormancy is the
problemr $rê€rl needlegrass may be at a disadvantage because
resident vegetation would regrow, thereby creating gireat,er
competition for the second-year seedlings.

Northern wheatgrass generalry had the greatest number of
leaves per plant at portage and had greater root d.evelopment
than switchgrass or green needlegrass at Gr_adstone. Green
needlegrass generally had the lowest number of reaves per
plant and root developmenÈ at portage. Tarl wheatgrass had
the greatest yierds and greatest root development at both
sites. Thus, âs in the controlled environment studies, the
two wheatgrasses have the greatest establishment under sod_
seeding conditions.

At Portage in L992, grreater establishment in the chemical
suppression compared wíth the tillage and. unsuppressed
treatments was atÈribuÈed to higher l_evels of soiL moisture
and reduced competition. At Gladstone, tillage was required
for maximum northern wheatgrass and green needlegrass.
esÈablíshment. However, switchgrass establishment at
Gladstone was as successful when the resident vegetation was

suppressed by gryphosate as when tillage was used. The
chemical suppression treatment resulted in greater Haun stage
values than the unsuppressed control for aI1 g,rasses at
Gladstone, and for the two wheatg.rasses at, portage (but not
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for the swítchgrass and green needlegrass at this site). All
girasses at boÈh sítes had as successful root devel0pment. in
the chemically suppressed treatment.s as in Èhe tillage
treatments. However, tillage treatments generally resulted in
the greatest plant development (Haun stage and height) and
dry matter accumulaÈÍon of aIr- grasses. Tir-lage thus resurted
in the greatest establishment, however, establishment. was

increased with chemicar suppression as compared to
unsuppressed treatmenÈs .

5.3 Conclusions

Resurts of the sÈudy indícate that the t)æe of
environment in which g'rasses are to be sod-seeded is a major
determining factor as Èo the level of management required for
successful grass establishment, development and survival.

Mowing did not successfully increase prant establishment,
development, or survivar of tal1 wheatgrass at either siÈe ín
either year. ALthough scarifícation generally did not
influence the resident vegretation, plant development and

survival of the sod-seeded tall wheatgrass $¡as enhanced by
scarification, possibly due to early changes in the soil
mícroclimate.

One goal of Experiment L was

establishment, development and survival,
to enhance grass

and not necessarily
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to increase grass productivity. plant development at the end

of the first growing season and overwinter survÍval are thus
very important parameters in this study. Based on the resuLts
of this study, the following conclusíons can be made. rn a

situation where resident veget,ation is highly competitive,
such as at Gladstone, chemical suppression using glyphosate,
or even paraquaÈ, along with scarÍfícation is recommended..

lvithout effective suppression, sod-seeding taI1 wheatgrass
would not be possible. rn a situation where the resident
vegetation is less competitive, such as at portage,

scarification may not greatly improve plant stands, although
it did increase year-after-establishment plant population
densitíes in one out of two years. For maximum development
and dense stands, chemical suppression along with
scarification is again recommend.ed. Glyphosate was the most

successful herbicide studied at both sites.
of the grasses sÈudÍed, the tal-r and northern

wheatgrasses were the most conducive to sod-seedirg, while
switchgrass and green needlegrass were the most difficult
grasses to establísh successfulry under sod-seeding. The

smarler seed size of the lat,ter two grasses as compared. to the
wheatgrasses may be a factor. seed reserves in the smalL-
seeded plants are lower, and this could. reduce growth and

survívaI under the competitive conditions that exist wíth sod-
seeding. Dormancy may also be a factor involved with green
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needlegrass. However, all g,rasses had similar densities at
the end of the season to the more successful treatments in the
tall wheatgrass experiment. This suggests that eveR

switchgrass and green needlegrass may be sod-seeded, provided
some degree of suppression of the resident vegetation occurs.
None of the grasses courd be sod-seeded successfully without
chemical suppressíon of the resident vegetation.

Results indicate that it is possíble to sod-seed talL and
northern wheatgrasses and achíeve satisfactory establishment,
development and survival when chemical suppression of the
resident vegetation is practised. under these conditions,
switchgrass and green needlegrass involve greater risk.
utilizing these grasses in a mixture under sod-seeding
conditions may be preferable. other grasses with less risk
involved could be sod-seeded, yet species diversity would be

increased by including these grasses.
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6.0 FI'TI'RE RESEARCH

Areas of future research ínclude:

¡ The evaluation of small- vs. large-seeded. grasses courd
determine if, in fact, all smalr-seeded grasses should be

planted in mixtures due to the greater risk involved.

o sod-seeding switchgrass and green needlegrass in mixtures
should be studied to determine if this is possible, or if the
competiÈion wouLd limít successfur switchgrass and green

needlegrass establishment .

o other grasses could be evaluated, both alone and in
mixtures, for their competiÈive ability, to determine their
potential for sod-seeding.

o The biodiversity of the stand could be increased, thereby
increasing the stand attractiveness to wildlife, by sod-

seeding forbs and shrubs into these grass stands. Management

practises that would increase the establishment of sod-seeded.

forbs, such as burning the grass sÈand with/without additional
chemical suppression, need to be developed.
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o studíes on seed-placing fertilizer, especiarly phosphorus,
could be conducted to determine if establishment is increased,
without increasing the competition from the resident
vegetation to the point that g'rass establishment is decreased.

t rÈ shourd be determined if sod-seeding grasses at different
times of the year, specifically in the farl, would increase
establishment compared to spring seedings.

o FalI applications of gllphosate with/without a subsequent
spring application could be evaluated to deÈermine if the
control- of the resídent vegetation is increased.

. Post-establishment management pracÈises, such as the use of
fire, to increase the spread of est,ablíshed sod-seeded
seedlings would be the next step in this study.

o The long-term esÈablishment, development and. survival of
t'hese sod-seeded g,rasses could be evaLuaÈed by following the
development of the estabríshed triars over several years.
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Table À1.1 Soil test
1991 and ]-992.

Appendix L
Environ¡ental Condit,ions

results at Portage La prairie and

' l7z

Gladstone, MB in

Location Year Dept,h

(cm)

TexÈure Available NuÈrients (kg ha1)

NO3-N so,-s
Portage 1991 0-15

15-50

Gl-adstone 1991 0-15

15-60

PorÈage L992 0-15

15-60

clay
clay

clay
clay

clay
clay

2.3 11.1 597.O

t.¿

36.0

L26.O

11.6

22.9

7.9
1_9. 0

3 . 5 938.3 28 .2

tlz.t

20.0 783.0 36. O

L26 -O

Gladstone L992 0-15 VFSCL" 22.4 42.6 985.O 30.2
15-60 VFSCy 21.0 42.0" Very Fine

Y Very Fine Sandy CIay

Íab1'e À1.2 Monthly mean air temperature and precipiÈation aÈ porÈage I¡aPrairie, MB in 1991 an;d L992 (Environment Canãda).-

t99t 1,992 1991_ 1992
ilanuary
February

March

Àpri1
May

ilune

.fuly
Augrrst

SepÈember

October

November

December

-18 .4

-8.9
-6 .0

5.1
13 .8

18 .6

19.5

20.1

11.9

L.7

-8.1
-11.3

-tL.7
-r.0.3
-4.O

2.0
11.4

15.0

15.6

16. 0

LL.2

4.6

-4.2
-15.8

19,5

16. O

32 .0

63 .5

65.3

82.4

20.4

26.3

15.3

28.4

13.6

46.L
100.2 1L1.3

15. 0

7L.8

54.9

30.5

44.0

41.5

51. 9

2.9

30.0

51.5

Temperature (oC) precípitation (mm)
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labIe å'1 .3 Monthly mean air temperature and precipít,ation aÈ G1ad.st,one,MB in 1991- and t99Z (Environment Canada).

Temperature ("C) Precipitation (mm)

199L L992 L991 L992
rJanuary

February
March

April
May

ilt¡¡re

,fuly
August

September

October

November

December

-18.L
-7 .7

-5.5
6.4

13 .8

18 .4

19.5

20.o

L2.2

2.0

-7.9
-11.4

-11.5

-9.6
-3,0
2.4

L2.3

15.1

L6.2

L6.2

10. 9

4.9
-3 .6

-L6.7

8.4 17.0
18 .4 2L.2
36.2 L6.4

52 .2 35.6

45.4 25.6

L46 .6 74.8
r04.4 83 .8

15.6 44.2

74.8 7L.O

52.9 7.6
30. 0 25 .2

33.4 27 .5

Table .È1.4 Mean air temperature and precipitatíon at portage La prairie
and Gladstone, MB in 1993 (Envíronmenl Canãaa).

Temperature ("C) PrecipiÈation (mm)

rTanuary

February
March

-14. 8

-13 .9

-4.O
4.0

-r-5.6

-L2.2

-2.5
4.0

r_6 .0

Trace

19.0

4L.O

L4.8

Trace

10.6

19.1i1



Appendix 2
Evaluation of sod suppression Techniques - Analysis of Variance

Table 42,1 Mean square values for light interception (%) at portage in i991.

Source df Days After Seeding

174

128932723

Rep

Scadficatíon (MP)

Enor a

Treatnent (SP)

MPxSP

Error b

36.¡18 111.05 t97g.g8r

3327.n' lgf 7.611 2.79

216.651 1¡Ð.53 56.¿lfl

1298.8fr 1637.59* 1724.57'

253.101 170.15r ß.ß
41.52 64.18 t i5.¡t4

3

f

3

5

5

30

667.66*

88.92

f 03.59

2950.05r

107.10

137.61

Table 42,2 Mean values for light interception (%) at Gladstone in i991.

Source Days After Seeding

28 35

df

1128920

Rep

Scadfication (MP)

Enor a

Treaùnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

I

3

5

5

30

æ.æ,

8.13

57.24*

75.43.

16.84

15,99

53.16 121.28'

3.61 214.9

34.36 131.01*

19.91 72.60*

15.¿13 52.66

31.47 31.51

516.27*

521.27*

1 1.13

309.57i

3Ír.67

142.4

570.28'

757.32

257.80*

664.31*

87.17

65.¿14

9t¡9276684236

Table 42.3 Mean square values for interception (%) at

Bep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treaùnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

36.80 63.¿t6* 111.39

I f 5.51 17.28 652.02r

28.25 29.00 19.71

8tÍ13.25r 85.¡lÍl* 3q)4.35*

ã3.92 14.30 72.41

42.66 14.d1 9).63

3

1

3

5

5

30

277.Ogt

318.2*

30.18

2494.92*

51.52

51.87

192.47

126.88

52.66

1862.85*

67.12

95.81

124.59

103.84

211.20

15f 0.30*

113.92

136.52

Table 42,4 Mean square values for

Source df

(þ at Gladstone in 1992.

t04937926

Days After Seeding

51 71

Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treaùnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

æ.24 52.14 19.17

798.781 16.52 7.95

53.82 s8.70 78.72

1492.81r f254.031 651.12r

1æ.42* ÈzÆ 1/tÍt,8

67.68 148.16 106.36

3

f

3

5

5

30

1560.36r

12.03

167.9

216.14

138.82

1¿10.85

56.41

f .91

64.G¡

189.94

124.26

157.43

247.87

91.¿t4

115.1

334.34*

93.75

98.06
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Table 42.5 Mean square values for dry matter accumulation of lhe residentvegetation

Source df Portage

1991 1992

Gladstone

1991 1992

Bep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

1252155.87, ¿t41gtg.Bgi

13f9635.36* 15899.52

102366.04 60S76.¡t4

Q74947.O7i ¿1318f23.63*

714461.68* 251E01.60r

249175.æ 116993.38

3

I

3

5

5

30

1 I 34190.17r

17W92.æ

446634.15r

773538,08*

66515.¡16

134æ9.9r

198029.80

819An5.87

'18ø80.0f

1æ7981.82*

815819.E0*

245€p/2.45

Table 42.6 Mean square values for

Source df

at Portage in 19f11.

12836

Daye After Seeding

69 92

REp 3

Scarificalion (MP) 1

Enora 3

Treatnent (SP) 5

MPxSP 5

Enorb 30

42.74

13.û2

¡t45.35

389.27

æ.27
294.55

342.36*

52.08

203.47

?26.25

177.08

124.17

257.47'

0.52

54.69

144.27

104.27

100.ô6

175.52

275.52

34it.58.

179.27

64.27

145.38

Table 42.7 Mean values for plant

Source

at Gladstone in f 991.

df Days After Seeding

63 87 112

Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treaùnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

1

3

5

5

30

471.35*

63.02

175.52

374.27

259.27

195.94

101.39

8.3ft

40.28

153.St

23.tr!

82,50

116.67

2.08

74.31

118.3fti

19.58

55.07

9927

Days After Seeding

æ68
Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treaùnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

1ô68.06r

1200.00'

168.06

321.25

311.25

534.31

3

1

3

5

5

30

1017.19

567.f9

211.63

556.7t

38Í1.¡14

493.99

593.58

500.52

374.13

496.77

224.27

458.85

633.85

5(x).52

397.74

360.94

176.77

380.80
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TableA2.9 Mean values for density þlants/m2) at Gladstone ¡n 1992.

Source

36

Days After Seeding

58 76

Rep

Scarificatíon (MP)

Enor a

Treaünent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

I

3

5

5

30

851.39*

2002.08

80t.03i

952.08r

313.33

196.04

417.19*

3250.52

772.74ì

963,44*

326.77*

1¿t0.38

331.69'

3250.52r

¿lfl1.0g*

818.û2r

388.02r

144.97

197.74

2929.69r

492.19'

674.27*

360.94*

103.72

Table 42.10 Mean square values of covariate analysis

of plant densify (plantE/m2) at Po¡tage ln i992.

Source df Days After Seeding

27

Rep

Soadficalion (MP)

T¡êaünent (SP)

MPxSP

Soil Moisture (27 DAS)

Residual enor

3

I

5

5

I

32

1678¿f

84Í1.95

324.14

311.19

96.36

5f 3.66

TableA2.ll Mean

12836

Days After Seeding

69 g2

Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

I

3

5

5

30

0.36t

0.55r

0.05

o.1g*

0.03

0.07

4.15r

6.20

2.ù2*

0.52

0.55

0.31

10.65r

2.51

3,65r

9.f 0r

2.80

1.58

5.69r

12.16r

o.21

16.95*

2.54

1.31

Table 42,12 Mean square values for Haun at Gladstone in 1991 .

SourcE df Days After Seeding

63 a7 112

Rep

Scadfication (MP)

Enor a

Treatment (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

1

3

5

5

30

0.10

1.121

0.14

o.47i

0.3iÍ¡r

0.13

1.32*

0.01

o.09

0.63r

0.13

0.18

1.70

f .58

2.37t

0.90

1.O7

0.90
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Table 42.13 Mean square values for Haun stage at portage in 1992.

Source df Days After Seeding

40 68 9927

Rep

ScarÍfication (MP)

Enor a

Treaùnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

1

3

5

5

30

0.02

0.48*

0.05i

o.o2

0.01

0.01

0.03

1.57*

o.27*

o.27r

o.01

0.05

0.09

13.72'

2.9,
5.41r

0.58

o.42

0.59

8.34

9.75*

47.33'

1.87

2.72

TableA2.l4 Mean values for Haun at Gladstone in 1992.

Source df

36

Days After Seeding

58 76 106

Rep

Scarificalion (MP)

Enor a

Treatnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

I

3

5

5

30

0.23*

o.44*

0.08ù

0.60*

0.05

0.03

0.85*

3.49r

o.47

3.16r

1.41ù

o.31

1.07

9.24*

0.54

9.44t

4.æ*

0.85

2.53*

4.69

1.51

10.55r

3.18i

0.96

at Portage in 1991.

92 1286936

Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

1

3

5

5

30

6.71r

5.84

2.05

3.54

0.57

2.19

80.10r

207.83*

6.et

1t,84

35.10*

15.92

94.56i

109.68È

8.52

47.O7t

æ'18

18.71

ß.44*

85.41r

2.06

54.68ù

42.50'

10.10

Table 42.16 Mean square valug! for plant height (cm) at Gladstone in l99f .

Source Days After Seeding

63 87

df

112

Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatnent (SP)

MPxSP

Error b

3

f

3

5

5

30

7.9
63.34r

8.¿tB

6.83

4.00

4.34

f .55

4.33,
2.81

4.0r

2.17

5.23

34.98i

8.70

13.19

6.71

23.28

12.9¿
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9927

Days After Seeding

4068
Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treaünent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

o

1

3

5

5

30

7.99t*

o.27

4.12*

1.21

0.85

1.08

7.51'

0.80

3.68r

4.24'

0,¡to

1.41

13.29*

9.16

17.19*

9.59r

5.88

3.00

24.51i

f 9.15

54.36*

92.06r

15.5ô

10.04

Table 42.18 Mean square values for plant at Gladstone ln 1992.

76 1065836

Rep

Scadfcation (MP)

Enor a

Treaùnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

I

3

5

5

30

0.75

30.6€*

3.76r

8.16r

1.94

1./t6

I1.18*

56.¿10r

3.56

40.¿15*

9.gg*

1.72

14.20

180.89r

7.56

119.66i

3f¡.04i

7.45

27.27

129.10*

20.69

240.27i

75.30r

17.11

Table A2,19 Mean square values for survival (%) al in f 992.

Source df Days After Seeding

Æ68 99

Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

I

3

5

5

30

97.63

234.8i!

95.7s

52.38

80.52

81.20

38.41

87.35

65.19

50.86

æ..75

88.07

49.08

25.55

66.4î

¡15.5¡1

45.74

45.73

Table A2.20 Mean values for survival (%) at Gladstone in 1992.

Source Days After Seeding

58 76

df

t06
ReP

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treaùnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

I

3

5

5

30

4r1.5s 2æ.At

42û.20' 1328.26r

¿149.51 65.52

1&.75' 293.31

/165.25 139.81

2¿16.05 ãþ.fi

479.63

1910.16

æ7.14

1860.75i

136.55

217.67
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Table A2.21 Mean square values for overwinter survival (%) at portage

and Gladstone in 1993.

Source Portage Gladstone

Days After Seeding

379 398

Bep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatment (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

Source

df

3

1

3

5

5

30

0.68

¡106.06

87.ß

1/10.06

170.72

c2.37

668.84

Æ.23
1387.13r

2324.O5,

4É,0.76

497.36

Table þA.2. Mean sguare values for plant density þlants/m2) at portage

in 1992 and 1993.

1992 1993

Days After Seeding

3ôt 379df

Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

I

3

5

5

30

6.25

75,00

443.06*

35.83

76.25

75.49

563.19

533.sfti

6f¡./t4

209.58

390.8Í¡

382.rs

Table 42.23 Mean square values for plant density þlanb/m2) at Gladstone

in 1993.

Source df

Days After Seeding

398

Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treaùnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

1

3

5

5

30

f 6.67

918.75r

96.53i

365.83i

271.25'

34.10
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Table A2.24 Mean square values for Haun stage measurements at

Portage in 1992 and 1993.

Source df

1992 1993

Days After Seeding

3et 379

Bep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

I

3

5

5

30

1.53

1.18

16.24*

14.54*

2.58

5.35

0.54

30.18

10.18

19.89r

6.97

5.12

Table 42,25 Mean equare values for Haun stage measurements at

Gladstone ¡n 1993.

Source Days After Seeding

398

df

Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treaùnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

'l

3

5

5

30

1.78

4.66

2.61

3.35

2.57

1.96

Table 42.26 Mean square values for plant height (cm) at portage in

1992 and 1993,

Source 1992 1993

Days After Seeding

3At 379

df

Rep

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatment (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

1

3

5

5

30

9.17

18.11

39.30

68.67.

8.17

25.30

33.10

170.52

62.08

70.53*

21.20

14.78
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'lable ÞA.27 Mean square values for plant height (cm) at Gladstone

in f 993.

Days After Seeding

398

BeP

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatment (SP)

MPxSP

Error b

Table 42.28 Mean square values for Bobel pole

measurements at PoÉage in 1992.

3

I

3

5

5

30

88.10r

24.60

79.79ù

89.¿14*

27.69r

1f .39

ReP

Scarification (MP)

Enor a

Treatnent (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

1

3

5

5

30

17.0ôr

2.59

o.71

28.90i

1.95

1.09



Appendix 3
Evaluation of Sod-Seeded Grasses - Analysis of Variance
Controlled Environment Study

Table A3.l Mean square values lor ae¡ial

dry matter accumulation of lhe resident

vegetalion (g/pot).

Source df Portage Gladstone

Bep 3 0.23 O.12

Sod I ¿tf¡.54* 29.f g*

Species (Sp) 3 0.25 0.03

Sod x Sp 3 0.25 0.Og

Enor 21 0.76 0.G)

t82

Source df6 604712

Days After Seeding

23 srÍt

Rep

Sod

Species (Sp)

Sod xSp

Enor

3 1.28

1 0.78

3 4n.11*

3 0.36

21 2.2A

4.11

0.28

41.44*

0.20

2.æ

1.53

0.28

40.36*

0.53

2.58

0,61

0.03

38.61*

1.86

2.69

3.79 2.25

0.00 0.13

37.54t 39.75*

o.42 0,38

2.46 2.32

Table 43.3 Mean square values for plant density (plants/pot) at Gladstone.

Days After Seeding

Source df 4 6912?f 30 45

BeP

Sod

Species (Sp)

Sod x Sp

Eror

3 6.42ù

1 8.00r

3 77.58*

3 7.25r

21 2.58

0.71

1.13

81 .21r

3.54

2.il

1.79

0.00

34.13r

1.00

1.72

3.38

0.50

27.21'

0.92

1.85

3.13

0.50

25.21*

1.08

2.05

f .88 1.92

3.13 2.æ

32.U' 27.25*

'1.21 0.08

1.30 1.35



Table 43.4 Mean square values for plant Haun stage at portage.

Days After Seeding

Source df 12 23 gf! 4l 60

183

Rep

Sod

Species (Sp)

Sod x Sp

Enor

3 0.01

f 0.25r

31.21r
3 0.04

21 0.06

o.21

13.rFr

3.12'

0.14

o,l6

0.10

2.76r

1.¿15*

o.24

o.t3

0.41 0.08

39.12* 48.36*

4.85i 5.73*

0.35 1.23'

0.30 0.f 4

Table 43.5 Mean square values for Haun slage at Gladstone,

Source df9
Days After Seeding

1220 4530

Rep

Sod

Species (Sp)

Sod x Sp

Enor

3 0.(x)

1 0.02*

3 0.03r

3 0.01*

21 0.00

o.ot 0.05

0.51* 2.25'

0.46* 0.40r

0.(N* O.12i

0.01 0.03

0.07 0.11

æ,82' 50.28*

1.60* 3.01r

0.30i 0.37r

0.03 0.10

Table A3.6 Mean square values for

Source df6

(cm) at Portage.

Days After Seeding

23 3f¡ 604712

Rep

Sod

Species (Sp)

Sod x Sp

Enor

3 0.16

I 0.29

3 35.78*

3 0.60*

21 0.18

1.73*

0.0f

96.35i

1.13

0.69

5.09

624.19*

150.06r

2.56

6.87

9.61

1381 .4f r

35.88r

ß,u*
12.88

L58 0.17

4.08 47.97*

142.04i 200.90*

4.49 11.¿16*

3.83 3.70

Table A3.7 Mean values for height (cm) at Glatdstone.

Source df4
Days After Seeding

912 30Ð
Rep

Sod

Species (Sp)

Sod x Sp

Enor

3 0.11

1 0.67r

31.51r
3 0.65r

21 0.O7

0.57

0.99r

18.55r

L01r

0.27

3.80*

195.53r

218.30*

17.05r

1.31

9.06r

827.23'

355.08r

44.90r

1.56

19.27

2878.32*

255.25*

32.O2*

8.¿tÍl

2.04

0.37

2.67

0.68

69.80i 105.2*

1.26 0.78

0.93 1.24
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Table 43.8 Mean square values forgrass aerial

dry matter aocumulation (gramsþlant).

Source df Portage

Rep

Sod

Species (Sp)

Sod x Sp

Enor

3 0.00

1 0.13*

3 0.oo

3 0.00

2f 0.00

0,01

0.88r

0.07r

0.06r

0.01

Table 43.9 Mean square values for root frequency

above the critical limit of four.

Source df Portage

ReP

Sod

Species (Sp)

Sod x Sp

Enor

3 1690.37* 3Í!09.f1r

1 æ,.91 0.78

3 730.10* 27U.11'

3 162.85 521.61

21 236.37 555.54



Appendix 4 185
Evaluation of Sod-Seeded Grasses - Analysis of Variance
Field Study

Table 44.1 Mean square values for light interception (þ of the resident

vegetation at Portage.

Days After Seeding

Source df 6S Z6 gZ 112

Rep 3 336.¿lft* 8i i.2B* 496.16* 667.i6*

Suppression (MP) 2 6939.301 959i.47r /ßi7.g6r Z7S9.1Sr

Enora 6 428.67* 5¡t5.6gt 7l5.Egi 4lg.O1*

Species (SP) 3 63.77 Sg.f 7 ZZ.ZZ 7Z.OO

MPxSP 6 58.79 12.14 80.98 41.ß
Enor b 27 54.01 ZS.S5 99.59 ¿t4.S6

Table A4'2 Mean square values for light interception (%) of the resldent vegetaton at Gladstone,

Days After Seeding

Source df 25 60 ZO Zg gZ 1lg
Bep 3 ¿10.34 289.4n* lS4.Bg i SS.97r 2BZ.4O i i6.g8

Suppression (MP) 2 4477.66* 20g2.i9 167.22 ZOZ.8E A26,85* 14.ß
Enor a 6 31,il 440.73' 72.94 56.31 5.95 33.10

Species (SP) 3 94.55* ZB.i6 iÊt.gi gÍt.92 84.95 85.92

MPxSP

Enor b

6 83.07 67.06 f 13.84 56.20 50.26 127.70

27 36.33 95.34 115.90 54.99 i/t8.gf 57.62

Table 44.3 Mean square values for aerial dry matter

accumulalion of the resident vegetation ßg/ha) in 1992.

Source df Portage Gladstone

Rep 3 882945.51t ÍO4OOS.2O

Suppression (MP) 2 21635011.17* 21O9gg9Z.2Zr

Enora 6 613893.97* 69266.91

Species (SP) 3 176717.24 2B}OZÍ4

MP x SP 6 130651.()6 129218.72

Enor b 27 203527.75 186129.6€
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Table 44.4 Mean square values for density þlants/m2) at

Source df 19

Days After Seeding

39 67 97

Bep

Suppression (MP)

Enor a

Species (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3 t036.Elr æ0.24

2 1413.92* 1038.02

6 ¿t06.08 576.91

3 31¡l0.97t 3299.13*

6 576.91 95ã38r

27 3æ.28 410.71

279.17 f 054.69 531.08

17ß.44 37æ,&' 4363.02r

929.69 795.31 6A1.41

4743.6* 3667.f 9r A393.58*

866.49 597.¡tO 472.74

479.98 ano.57 519.04

Source dl 18 gz

Table 44.5 Mean square values for plant density (plants/m2) at Gladstone.

Days After Seeding

60 74 103

Rep

Suppression (MP)

Enor a

Species (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

Table 44.6 Mean square values for Haun stage at Porùage.

Days After Seeding

26 39

3 2542.19* 4134.03r

2 32459.9)1 34932.81r

6 3428.65i 194Ít.92

3 7æ2,47* 9325.69r

6 3281.42' 3535.59*

27 1021.59 1633.68

5103.47' 4223.61*

35631.691 35397.40*

2768.58 3000.17

15503.47i I 5351 .39i

3768.58* 3255.03r

1415.86 1569.10

3586.6fti

37108.3ft*

2811.11

15585.24r

3665.97*

1414.99

Source df 19 67

Rep

Suppression (MP)

Enor a

Species (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3 0.00

2 0.01*

6 0.(þ

3 0.01

6 0.q)

27 0.æ

0.04

0.¿mr

0.03

0.26r

0.04

0.02

0.19*

4.77*

0.10

0.69È

0.ã)r

0.05

1.30

86.94*

f .66*

5.93*

1.+l*

0.57
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Tabb Aa.Z !þan square values for Hzun stage at Gladstone.

Source df 18

Days After Seeding

32 60 74

Rep

Suppression (MP)

Enor a

Species (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3 0.00

2 0.01

6 0.00

3 0.01

6 0.01

27 0.O1

0.60* 2.03 0.55

8.361 1ß.32* 214.95r

0.32r L88r 2.15

0.331 4.591 7.il*
0.11 2.18* 1.94

0.08 0.90 f .28

Table 44.8 Mean square values for plant height (cm) at portase.

Source df 19 26

Days After Seeding

39 67 97

Rep

Suppression (MP)

Enor a

Species (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3 0.12

2 1.93

6 0.99

3 33.77i

6 0.81

27 0.58

3.26

5.49

Lt8
51.14*

o.27

1.98

0.56 0.09 32.74'

37.62ù 178.20* f 533.19r

1.53* 6.13 55.02i

54.9Íìù 70.96* 24.04

3.09* 8.74* 14.47

0.65 4.33 10,52

Table 44.9 Mean square values lor

Source df 18 32

(cm) at Gladstone.

Days After Seeding

60 74 103

Rep

Suppression (MP)

Enor a

Species (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3 0.r4

2 2'6i2*

6 0.26

3 23.99*

6 5.26i

27 0.36

4.23 21.59' 55.41' 65.70

120.151 1545.631 3299.17* 10022.96i

4.O7* 8.65* 24.66 13.60

59.081 189.701 151 .08* 201.03i

f 0.04* 49.621 4.O7i 163.57*

1.93 3.85 13.52 38.80
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Table 44.10 Mean equare values for grass aerial

dry matteraccumulation (grams/plant) in tgg2.

Source df PoÉage Gladstone

Hep 3 2.5iI* 2,55*

Suppression (MP) 2 35.17* ll9.35i
Enor a

Species (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

6 2.99r 2.42*

Table 44.11 Mean square values for root lrequenry

above lhe critical limit of four.

Source dt Portage Gladetone

Rep 3 460.02'

Suppression (MP) 2 '11077.94*

3 2.28' 18.85r

6 35.f7* 8.34r

27 0.15 0.8Ít

Enor a

Species (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

6 &1.27'

3 1¿1i12.80*

6 1207.38*

27 153.08

75.81

21011.08i

97.64

f 726.81*

1314.e1i

41.68

Source

Table A4.1 2 Mean square values for plant survival (%) at Portage.

Days After Seeding

39 67

Rep

Suppression (MP)

Enor a

Species (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

9726df

3

2

6

3

6

27

210.40 181.55 æ1.17 66.1f

4269.041 1264.67 ¿101.99* 300.36

255.16 588.251 98.96 89.35

577.79 411.96 æ4.26 108.46

808.80r æ1.51 95.71 50.33

æ4.49 230.66 1æ.9 8r.37
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Table 44.13 Mean square values for plant survÌval (%) at GlEdstone.

Days After Seeding

60 74

Rep

Suppression (MP)

Enor a

Speciee (SP)

MPxSP

Enor b

3

2

D

3

6

27

575.72 141.æ f LOg

530f,.07r ¿ß26.10i EE.16ù

634,24 339.25* 14.12

1n1,æ* 396.891 15.94

7q.62 504.791 15.40

398.35 119.65 29.63

51.76

1324.01*

27.76

f 59.30

194.57

107.4
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Appendix 5
Sod-Seeded Graes HeighÈe

Table À5.1 rnfluenc.e of soil tlpe and grass species on planÈ height (cm).
ín a controrred environment study using the pãrtage r.a Þrairie sãi_r.

SOIIJ TYPE SPECIES L2 23 33 47 60

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

soD

soD

soD

SOD

SOIL

sorL

SOIIJ

SOIL

SÌfITCHGRjASS

GREEN NEEDLEGR.ASS

TALL WHEJATGR.A,SS

NORTHERN VÙITEATGRJASS

SWITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDLEGRÀSS

TAI,IJ !ÛHEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN VIHEATGR.ASS

0.6 1.1
2.9 6.6
5.9 10.0

4.4 6.6
0.5 1.3
3.2 6.8
4.9 8.9
4.4 7.3

4.0 4.9
1l_.3 L2.8

t4.2 15.0

11.1 L2.7

5.4 L3.8
10.9 2L.2

L9.2 22.7

14.8 23.O

2.7
8.9

t2.3
10.6

3.7
10.3

L4.3

9.1

8.2
13 .0

17. 0

L4.4

2s.3
30.5

24.1

26.L
Mean 3.4 5.1 9.0 LL.4 15.8 19.8

SOIL TYPE

SPECIES

IMTERÀCTTON

' sigzrificant at p=0.10
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Tabre À5.2 rnfluence of soir tlpe and grass species on plant height (cm)'
ín a conÈroIIed environmenÈ study using the Gladstone sbil

SOIL TYPE SPECIES 4520L2 30

ÐAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

soD

soD

SOD

soD

SOIL

SOIL

sorL

sorL

ST{ITCHGR.ASS

GREEN
NEEDLEGRASS

TAI,T.
T{IIEATGRJASS

NORTITERN
WIIEATGRJASS

SWITCHGRJASS

GREEN
NEEDIJEGRASS

TATL
WHEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN
!qHEATGR.A,SS

0.2 0.2

1.1 2 .7

2.2 4.5

1.5 3.7

0.2 0.4

1.0 2.5

1.0 3 .1

L.4 3.5

1. r. 1.3

4.7 6 .1

8.5 10.1

6.6 7.4

0.9 L.4
5.6 7 .3

7 .4 9.9

6.2 7 .6

3.9 8.3
14.6 24.O

19.3 29 .3

2.5 5.1 6.2
8.0 11 .5 L3.2

11.4 15 . 5 16 .3

10.8 11.9 13 . 0

2L.2

37 .6

35.5

t4.5 23.2 30.2

Mean 1.1 2.6 5.1 6 .4 10.6 16 .1 2t.7

L.S.D. (0.10) 0.3 0 .6 1.2 L.4 L.4 1.5 3.5

SOIIJ TYPE

SPECIES

TNTER.A,CTION

t significant aÈ p=0.10
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Tab1e À5.3
heiqht (cm)'

SUPPRESSION SPECIES

rnfruelce_ of suppression t,reatment and grass species on prantin a field study at portage La prairie-, MB in tggZ.

DAYS AFTER SEEDING

9719 26 39 67

COli¡llROIJ

CONTROIJ

COMTROIJ

cotürRoL

CHEMICÀL

CHEMTCATJ

CHEMTCA].

CHEMICAT

TILI,AGE

TTT,I,AGE

TÏIJI'AGE

TTI,LAGE

SWTTCIIGRASS

GREEN NEEDTJEGRASS

TAIJL WIIEATGR.ASS

NORTHERN !ÙHEATGRAfIS

SVÙITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDIJEGRJASS

TA¡JIJ ?ÛHEATGR,ASS

NORTHERN TüIEATGR.A,SS

ST{ITCIIGR¡,SS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TATI, WHEATGRÀSS

NORTHERN WTTEATGRASS

1.0 1.9 2.3
3 .0 3.3 4.5
4.2 5.6 5.3
4. 5 4.3 5.1
0.4 L.4 2.6
3.9 4.3 6.0
5.8 7.L 8.9
4.7 5.5 7.4
0.9 1.5 3 .7

3.4 4.3 8.7
6.1 7 .4 8.9
5.0 5.6 8.1_

4.8 6.1
5.7 8.7
I .4 10.4

8.1 8.1
5.6 14 .5

11.0 16.5

t4.6 20 .8

L2.O 20.2

9.5 29 .2

1_4.0 26.6

13 .4 28 .L

L6.2 27 .8

Mean 3.6 4.3 6.0 10.4 18.1

MP

SP

MPxSP

. siginificant at p=0.10
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TabLe À5.4 fnfluence_of suppression treatment and grass species on plant
height (cm)- in a fíe1d sÈudy aÈ GladsÈone, MB ín t992.

DAYS AFTER SEEDTNG

SUPPRESSTON SPECIES 18 32 60 74 103

CONTROI,

COMTROI,

coMrRor,

COMfROTJ

CHEMICAI,

CHEMICAI,

CHEMICAI,

CHEMTCATJ

TTLI,AGE

TILI,AGE

TII,I,AGE

TTLI,AGE

SWTTCHGRJASS

GREEN NEEDI,EGRÀSS

TATJIJ VÛIIEATGRÀSS

NORTITERN WIIEATGR,ASS

SWITCHGRÀSS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TAIJL !.üTÍEATGRASS

NORTHERN T{ITEATGRÀSS

SWITCHGRJASS

GREEN NEEDLEGRASS

TA],I, WITEATGRASS

NORTHERN }IHEATGRJASS

L.4 1. 9

2.3 2.9
2.2 3.6
2.0 3.5
0.7 2.5
2.5 4.8
4.8 7 .4

3 .2 5.8
0.7 2.8
4.5 9. 0

7.3 LL.1

6.2 r.0.1

3.0

5.6

6.L
5.9
7.8

r.0.0

L4.7

14 .5

13 .0

28.2

28.L

28.6

4.3 4.4
6.2 7.2

5.8 6 .6

6.6 6.7
10.8 16. I
13 .4 19.1

18 . 0 22.9

18 . 9 2L.7

24.9 50.2

35. 9 65.0

40.7 62.8

34.3 41, -4

Mean 3.1 5-5 13.8 r.8.3 27.1

Ir. S.D. (o 0.7 2.O 2.9 5.1 7 .O

MP

SP

MPxSP

' significant at p=0.10


